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INTRODUCTION

Thisbook contains many science education activities related to

consumer decision making. Each activity has been classified by the

eUitors according to the most appropriate grade level, the' area of

consumer eaucationinvolved, the specific topic, and the consumer

education concept considered. It shoul4 be noted that the activities

have been .classif4d for grades 4-12, but some potentially can be

adapted for other grades.

It is hoped that the teachers who use these materials.will recog-.

nize that the classification statements and statements' of.purpose serve

onlyas guides in selecting appropriate activities- and should not be

*viewed as fixed structures.
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PURPOSE: To provide information on the e ect.of chemicals dissolved
in water on the. freezing and boiling pointi of.water.

(

LEVEL:

AREA:*

TOPIC:

4-6
7=9 .

wI

The Consumer and the Environment

'Chemicals that Affect the Freezing and Boiling Points

CEPT: ,'Dissolving materials in water alter; the boiling and
freezing:points,dfwater. ,;)

REFERENCE: "Salton Winter Roads." John A. Miller, Science and
hildrenLJanuaXy-Rebruary, 1974, pp. 23-24:--',

-
ACTIVITY: Chemicals are used in a number of ways to affect the freezing.

and boiling points of water. ManYstudents do not understand
how these chdmica/s work. The follOwing, activity suggests
-how students can prediit the effeCts of various substances 4

and then test, to determine, if theyare right or wrong. Other,
itemS'Can'be added of they desire.

'Other f" tors that should considered for consimer use
jcould al o be discussed.. s the material cause - corrosion
of metal Will it affect concrete or blacktop? ,Why isn't
methyl cohol used very frequently, ad.an.additive to water
in car, nginesl Why don't all alCohols work the sate When.
added't water? Why don't all'salts work.the same when
added to er?

-
4

SALT' ON WINTER ROADS

Every winter in the colder climates we may .see salt being put on
roads and Sidewalks. Even the youngscheol children kndw that table salt,
which has the chemiCal name sodium chloride, causes the icetomelt,*
but few people know what actually happens t the,teMperatnle when salt
isplaced on ice. es the temperature rease,decrease, or remain
the sather This clue on leads to an exciting investigation in which
the pupil can attemp to predict results from adding chemicals to ice
and then testing fo actual.results., Furthermore-the study provides
the scientific. background behind the technology of4interizing an . :

automobile, preparing the roads for safer winter:driving, or making
homemade ice cream. .

To d rmine if the temperature of ice is increased, decreased, or
remains t e same when achemicalis added, the pupil must first know
what happens to the temperature of pure ice when it melts. Therefore,
in the first activity, a group of.students measured the melting point

*Table salt causes the phenomenon at temperatures equal to or above 0 °F.

4. 2



of ice in a paper cup. Prior to making the measurement the class
,

_

predicted what the results would be. The children knew that tile melting
point of ice and therefore ,the freezing point of water is 32°F or.'
0°C (Celsius) but several, when asked, thought:that the temperatnre -

would rise as the ice continued to melt. Their measurements` soon proved.
them wrong. If the ice is stirred MD temperature change occurs until
all the ice melts. If a good quality mercury thermometeis used the'
temperature can be expected to be very close to 0°C or 32°F. However;
if a cheaper inaccurate thermometer; costing 35 to 50 cents, is Used,

. the thermometer may read several degrees high or low. In either'case,
,the temperature will remain constant and even a possibly inaccurate 7

thermometer is sufficient for the remainder of the experiment. .
i

In the second activity each student was given a sheet (Figure 1)
with three columns. In column :A.there was a list of chemicals with the
information on water solubility given under each chemical. The list
included_the following solids:.
0

1. sodium chloride (table sale), soluble in water

2. calcium chloride, soluble in water

3. calcium carbonate (limestone or chalk), insoluble
f

4. calcium' phosphate, insoluble in water

and liquids:

5. methyl alcohol (wood alcohol); soluble in water

6. ethylene glycol, soluble in water

7. kerosene or equivalent, insoluble in water

8. mineral, oil, insoluble-in water

In column B the student predicted what he thought would happen to
the temperature of ice on addition of the chemical as compared to the
temperature of pure ice. To facilitate the students recording their
predictions in column B, ,the three statements:

in water

1. higher.

2. lower

3. .about the same-

.

were included for-each chemical listed in column A. In each case the
students were required to give their prediction prior to doing the .

measurement, -After making the prediction. the students were givenpaper
or plastic cups partially filled with ice and a liberal. amount of.the
chemical (1-3 teaspoons per cup). Each student recorded his-results in
column C whichis.identical to Column7B. After the'class completed a
measurement we discussed the results and the use. of the phenomena Illus.,-
trated.-

;.
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DATA SHEET

The melting point of pure ice is

Column A

Chemical to be
added to ice.

Column B

-Your prediction on the
effect of adding the
chemical on the melting
point of ice.

Column C

ResultS of adding
chethical on the

melting point of
ice.

sodium chloride'
(table salt)

soluble in water

higher
lower
about the same

higher'
lower
about the same

FIGURE 1: Example of data sheet given thestudent for the second
activity.

In the classroom, ice is at a-constant temperature of 32°F (0°C)
since the room temperature is above the melting point. However, addition
of the salt causes a depression in melting point until the ice finds
itself at the new melting point-. On a cold winter day the phenomenon
of decreased melting pointi caused by adding salt to ice0.s used.
-The salt is put on the icy sidewalk. s promptly lowers he melting
point.of the ice temperature below that of the surrounding and therefore
the ice begins to-melt. _This use of salt to cause melting of ice on
sidewalks is only effective at 0°F or temperatures above 0°F. The'next
aspect.of this topic will explain the reason for the limitation;

The zero point or temperature on the Fahrenheit scale is also
based on the fact that-table salt when put on ice causes a-melting point
decrease. At one point in history the coldest temperature map-could .

obtain, in the laboratory-was found to be a salt-4e mixture. The-
temperature obtained for the mixture' was used by Fahrenheit to designate
the zero point on his temperature scale.

.

The adaition Of sodium chloride in the form of rock alt to ice
-also provides the low temperature needed for making,.homem4de, ice cream.

In the portion of the activity involving. the use of
the students find that the results are- identiCal to those
-table salt. It should be noted that in most regions caic
rather than sodium chloride is the Salt put in the sand w
on- -rods in winter. The solids, calcium carbonate and ca
which.ate water 'insoluble c use no change in'the melting,
This result is tru a l!Water insoluble substances including the two i

liquids kerosene and mineral oil, which were included in the second
activity. The water soluble liquid, methyl alcohOli was the first
antifreeze tzsed in automobile radiatorg because it lowers the freezing
point of water. Today, ethylene glycol rather than methyl alcohol'is

alcium chloride
obtained with
um chloride
ich is used
cium-phosphate,
oint of ice.



used and the methyl alcohol serves only,a0a gas life antifreeze. In
actual practice, spirit duplicating .fluid can be substituted for methyl
alcohol, and commercial antifreeze rathet than pure ethylene glycol may
be used in the second activity.

At the conclusion of the activity the students° fbrmed two hypbtheses.
,Only chemicals soluble in water cause a decrease in the melting point
of ice and no chemical tested can cause anincrease in the melting point
of ice. These hypotheses were-in direct contradiction tothe first pre -.

dictions most students made during the activity. MoSt of.the fourth
and fifth graders in the class tended in the early stages of the activity
to predict that the chemicals would cause increase in the melting point
of ice, for after all, they knew' that salt causes the ice to melt in
the winter.

If desired the experiment could be extended by having the children
examine 'the effect of chemicals on the normal boiling point of water
which is 212°1-ot 100 C at sea level. The student would find that water
insoluble substances including both liquids and solids have no effect
on the boiling point, whereas water soluble solids cause the boiling
point to rise. However, water soluble 'liquids can cause two types of
effects. If a water soluble liquid-has a lower boiling point than.that
of water, the boiling of water will be decreased. Methyl alcohol falls
in this category of liquids. The opposite effect is illustrated by using
ethylene glycol, which has a boiling poillt higher than that,of water
and causes the boiling point of the water to rise.

5



PURPOSE:.

LEVEL:.

AREA:.

:COPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

9z

Illustrate effects-of different prOduct& (detergantg)
one controlled environment.

4-6
7-9

The Consumer and the Environment

Effect of Detergenid on Plant Life

Consumer decisi.on. making - environmengal. factors-

Multidisciplinary Activities for Environmental Learning.
June S. Wilson, Genesee Intermediate -School District,

41+110t, Michigan, July, 1973.
,

Materials:- pond plants such as duckweed, etc.; three or
more equal sized glass.jars (one quart or larger) with the
same amoant of gravel and -water in each; samples of severa].
different detergents.

Note: Most detergents (foe laundry and dishwasher). axe-
caustic and can cause skip irritations and damage. to eyes. -41

/A
Procedure: Set up identical aquaria. Be sure to place
the same amount of.water and gravel,in each, as, well as
the same number of plants (no animals). Place,eath in the.
same window .so,all getthe same light. Add one teaspoon
of each detergent to different jars. Leave-one jar ..untreated
as a control.

'Examine the aquaria daily and note plant life changes;.
Keep a diary of observations. After three or four days, .
add another teaspoon of detergent. Compare with theicontrol.
and with each other. Continue the process for four or five
weeks, making daily observations.

0
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PURPOSE: To have the students establish certain priorities in buying,
with thefocus on environmental effects.

LEVEL: 4-6
I' 7-9

AREA: The Consumer and the Envitonment

TOPIC: Effects of Various Productaton the Environment

CONCEPT:- Consumer decision making - environmental factors

ACTIVITY: -After:some background on pollution and ecology; discuss
the use of different products and their effects on the
environment. Such things, as returnable bottles as opposed
to.non-returnables, biodegradable detergents versus non-

,

'biodegradables, recyclable packaging and non-recyclable
containers, could be discussed.

o

Have the students identify reasons why the environment
should be factor when making a purchase.

Have them also discuss other factors to look for when
purchasing. Have each student establish a list of priorities
for purchasing.

7

13
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PURPOSE: To show the savings that can be made thiough hOme garden-
ing. (Could easily be tied in with a botany unit.)

LEVEL: 4-6
7-9

10-12

AREA: Foods

TOPIC: Home Gardening

CONCEPT: Consumer decision Making - food marketing

ACTIVITY: Materials: Various containers (cut-off plastic milk ju3s
, would wo'rk well); rich soil; vegetable plants or seeds;"
watering containers. T?

Procedure: Divide the students into groups. Give each
group a container, soil, and a watering container. Then
distribute different plants or seeds to each group.. Let
the students plant the seeds or plants according to instruc-
tions.

After plants have reached maturity and vegetables are fully
developed, have the stuaents figure cost per vegetable
(per weight unit; e.g. kg. or lb.), including soil (if it
was*purchased); fertilizers added (if any), container
(if purchased), and cost of plant or packet of seeds.

Then, using. a newspaper ad, or by a trip to a supermarket,
.

figure the cost per vegetable if it were purchased. Compare.
Was the savings worth the effort?, How"would the savings
add up over a long period of time for a whole family?
Would the plant's vegetables develop sooner if you started
with plants rather than with seeds? If the answer is yes,
is the Lime saved (as compared to seeds) worth the extra
expense?

Great care will need to, be taken to select plants that will
grow and produce in the classroom. Probably very few will

.prosper in this environment. If gardening is done outdoors,
, winter weather will probably limit gardening to early fall

or late spring. In this case quick growing crops like
radishes, leaf lettuce, and spinach should be grown so
that the students actually do see the produce.

14



PURPOSE: To compare-thercost and nutritional value of the ready-to,:
eat breakfast Ioods to that Of the more simple types:';'

LEVEL: 4-6 0 2

AREA: Fbods

TOPIC: Breakfasts

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making product comparisons

REFERENCE: Teaching Activities in Environmental Education, Vol. III,
1975.- John H. Wheatley and Herbert L. Coon, Columbus,.,
Ohio: ERIC/SMEAC.

ACTIVITY: Develop on the, chalkboard a master list of ready-to-eat
bteakfait foods commonly eaten by class members. Have
children bring in empty containers (with prices on them).

Have two or three small groups of students take the list
to different large supermarkets and identify the ones
available for sale. Add to the list any additional cereals
available in the supermarket that students had not identified.

Classify the breakfast foods according to major ingredients.
Calculate cost per ounce or gram. Compare costs with a
simple standard cereal such as regular rolled oats. Cotpare
nutrition between the two. Is there any Keason for one to
be more expensive than the. other? '

Ask the class to explain why there has been a 'very large
growth during the- past 30 years ii. the number and variety
of breakfast foods available. Does it cost a large company
more to make a large variety of, breakfast foods than if
it made fewer?. Why or why not ?''

Advertising prizes inside and special offers are a major
factor in the buying of "ready-to-eat breakfast foods" and
should-be discussed here also.

9
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PURPOM Introduce students to basic information on function,
daily requirements, caloric values, and primary sources
of nutrients.

LEVEL: 4-6
7-9

AREA: Foods

TOPIC: Nutrients

--- --CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - nutritional and dietary value

REFERENCE: Teaching Personal Economics in the Home Economics Curriculum.
Joint Council on Economic Education, New York, N.Y., 1971.

f

ACTIVITY: Freedom of choice enables indiyiduals and families to select
food that maximizes satiqaction of nutritional requirements
and tastes within the limits of their availability and the
income that can be used far food purchases.

Divide the class into gro9)s and have each group represent
a nutrient (i.e., fat, protein, carbohydrates, vitamins.
such as A, C, D, B-complex- and mineralssuch as calcium
and iron). Have each group gather information on function,
daily requirements, caloric values (only applicable to
protein, fat, carbohydrates), and primary sources of nutri-
ents. Also determine expens ve, moderate, and inexpensive
nutrient sources.' This info tion can Be presented in
skit form, role playing, or her ways in which visual aids
are incorporated.

Possible problems and discussion topics;

-1. Survey the family level of\satisfaction for expensive
and inexpensive sources of nutrients. Do families
have expensive food tastes?\ If they do, what budgeting
problems does this present? ', What are some ways in which
these problems can be solved? Demonstrate the prepara-'
tion of recipee`showing the way less expensive foods can
be incorporated in the diet.

2. What are some factors whith influence the cost of foods?
(High prices, due to demand exceeding supply; food items
having "prestigeu, being out of season; select cut or
style; inflation.)

3. Emphasis should be placed (at both these levels) on each
student's own personal nutrition, particularly such things
as:

breakfast -- do they eat it or not
lunch -- school lunch vs. packing (and what to pack).
after school snacki

10 16.
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4. Note should be made of nutrient labels which are now
. found on many food products. Discussion should include

the usefulness of 'the-information contained on

17



PURPOSE: I4troduce students to a variety of food choices and factors ,

to be_considered in decision making.

LEVEL: 4i 6
*

7, 9

. 3p-12

AREA Foods

/Variations in One Type of-PrOduct

CONCEPT:' Consumer decision making - product comparisons

REFERENCE: Teaching Personal Economics in the Bone Economics
Curriculum. Joint Council on Economic Education, New York,
N.Y., 1971.

ACTIVITY: Introduce students to a variety of product choices which
they must make with just one food type by preparing four'
types of orange juice drink to be tasted and compared by
students. IThe either fresh oranges, frozen concentrate,
canned juice, or powdered concentrate.

Keep juices in opaque containers to prevent light oxidation
which results in very bad off flavors.

Activities and Discussion:
. .

1. Use a score card to compari flavor, nutritive value,
color, cost and preparation time.

2. Locate information (labels) which will enable students
to comparethe nutritive value of the products under
consideration. DisCuss nutritive Value of fruit juice
in the diet.

18
12



PURPOSE: To comparecosts, nutritional value, and caloric count
of different breakfast meals.

- .
LEVEL: 4-6

'7-9

AREA: Foods
4

TOPIC: Breakfasts

'CONCEPT: Cordelmet decision making - nutritional and'dietary value.
_

REFERENCE: "Activities for Consumer Economies." William D. Rader,
Instructor, January, 1974, p. 63.

:ACTIVITY: Involve the class in making.a comparative study of break-
fast productsrcereals, pastries; eggs, pancakes, quick
breakfast. tems-, etc. Have them investigate costs per
suggested serving, the caloric count, and the nutritional
value. Suggest some pupils make a comparative chart of the
number of calories- per serving. Others can figure cost,
adding an amount for sugar (if needed), fruit, and milk.
Another group may compare and chart nutrients in various
breakfast meals.:

13
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PURPOSE: To learn about food additives and the reasons for their
use.

LEVEL: 4-6
7-9

10-12

AREA: Foods

TOPIC: _Food Additives

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - food additives

REFERENCE: Consumer and Homemaking 3-4, Manual for Career Education,
James C. Stewart, Comp. Knox County Schools, Knoxville,
Tenn.

ACTIVITY: t011ect several different food labels for each student or
group of students. Have them study ihe labels to see what

:additives have been added to the food. Assign each student
or group a different additive to research as to reason for
use, effectiveness, etc. :(The type of product in which
the, additive was used could be a hint fbr further research.)
A demonstrationor class repOrt could be used to glow
findings.

20
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Is
PURPOSE: . To test the advertised "good points " -Q£ products and

see iA the advertising is accurate:

LEVEL: 4-6
7-9

AREA: Advertising

TOPIC: Accuracy in Advertising

CONCEPT: qte effects of advertising on consumer decision making.

ACTIVITY: Have the students collect magazine and newspaper ads for
things such as clot ng, toys, games, etc. After each
student has two or ree, have thein classify the type of

;

item, -cost, and st impor uying point(s) stressed
in the advextisement.

With the information collected, two'thin maybe done:

1. Ask if anyone's family has tried the pro cts. Did
they hold up? Were they as goodas advertised? etc..

2. Obtain a few products and have the class tes them
for the points streved in the advertisement. Did
they meet the advertised specifications?

21
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PURPOSE: To learn the following:

1. There are many kinds of mallets and hammers.
2. Hammets are shaped for their jobs.
3. Slime materials used in hammers are steel, wood'and

rubber.
4. "Handles are attached in different ways depending on

'strength needed..

. LEVEL: 4-6

AREA: Tools

TOPIC: Hammers

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - tool selection

REFERENCE: Science: Grade 6. Curricu4 Bulletin, 1971r72 Series
#6, New-York,City Board of Education, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Bureau of Curriculum Development.

ACTIVITY: Let students examine all kinds of hammers and mallets.
Have them use the tools to nails into wood and also
to remove nail6. lest the -tined head of the uphol-
sterer's hammer. Compare wei hts of hammers. Have students
suggest possible uses for eac tool.

Sttdents should examine the handles on 'the hammers. They
should check to see how the handles are attached to the
heads. Observe the materials in the hainer heads and
handles and relate the material' to the use of this' tool:

How to Use the Tool Safely:

1. Use the proper hammer for the job.

2. Use the hammer that is appropriate for your, strength.

3. Do tot use a hammer with a loose handle.

4. When nailing, hit gently at first, holding the hammer
near. the head with one hand, and holding the nail with
-the other until the nail is started: Then, take your
hand away fron the nail; hold the hammerclose to the
end, and continue nailing.

16
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PURPOSE: T6 learn:

Scissors and shears are used to cut various materials.

2. Scispors and shears have different uses; the right,
tool should be used for the job.

LEVEL:. 4-6

AREA: Tools

TOPIC: Scissors and Shears

. CONCEPT: Consumer decisiOn making - tool selection

REFERENCE: Science: Grade 6. CurriCulum.- Bulletin, 1971.72 Series. #6,
New. York City Board of Education, Brooklyn, N.Y., Bureau
of .Curriculum Development.

go

ACTIVITY: Let the students examine a collection of scissors and shears.
Ask the students for what purposes they use scissors or
.shears. Experiment by attempting to cut sheet metal with
an old pair of scissors and then with shears. Have the
students relate the shape and size of the tools to their
uses.

c-,

How to Use the Tool Safely:

1. Always offer the handlps of scissors when they are
given to someone..

2. Do not put scissors in your pockets.

3. 'Do not use scissors for prying since the blade might
snap off.

'4. Do not run with scissors in your hands.

23
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PURPOSE: To learn:

l . renches are made in many sizes and shapes. Somelare
adjustable.

.

\2. A long handled wrench can tighten better than a short -
handled wrench.each.

.

LEVEL: 4-6

AREA: Tools

:TOPIC: Wrenches

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - tool selection.

REFERENCE: Science: Grade 6. Curriculum Bulletin, 1971-72 Series
#6, New York City Board of Education, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Bureau of Curriculum Development.

ACTIVITY: Have students'tell where they've seen wrenches used. Identify
many kinds of wrenches and associate the shape of each
wrench to its use Have ,tbe students examine different kinds-'
of wrenches and then use one to tighten a large nut or-bolt

'1161ding two pieces of wood together,

How to Use the Tool*Safely:

1. Use the proper wrench for the job.,

2. Use the correct sized wrench, to prevent slipping.

4 3. .Do not tighten a nut on a bolt too hard; you may strip
the threads.

A

18
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PURPOSE: To learn:

1. Knives have ctifferent shapes for different jobs.

2. Knives should be sfored safely. '
. -

LEVEL: 4-6

AREA: Tools

TOPIC: Knives

.CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - tool selection

REFERENCE Science: Grade 6.- Curriculum Bulletin, 1971-72.Series.46,
New York. City, Board of Education, Brooklyn, N.Y.- Bureau
of Curriculum Development.

=
-ACTIVITY: Have students discuss the various uses of knives and other

tools with sharp edges. Have them list the jobs done by
each tOol. Have them discuss; the care needed to keep each
tool in good condition. (At this point theeacher may want
to demonstrate the various sharpening methods,).

How to Use the Tool Safely:.

1: When you cut with'a knife,. watch your fingers and cut
away -from yourself.

2. Donot keep open knives or other sharp things.in-your
pockets.

3. Do not'use knives as screwdrivers or for prying'.

O

25
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PURPOSE:5 To learn:
0

1. A saw has tiny teeth with sharp edges to cut wood or' .

metal when the saw is moved.,

2. The teeth work best when used in only one direction.

3. Different sass do different jobs. Some cut wbod, some
metal.% Some cut straight lines, others are better for
curves.

s -

-LEVEL: 4-6

AREA: Tools

TOPIC: Saws'

CQNCEPT: Consumer decision making - tool selection t,

REFERENCE: Science: Grade 6t, Curriculum Bulletin, 1971-72 Series`#6,
NeW York City Boaft of Education, Brooklyn,l'N.Y. Bureau
of Curriculum DevelopFent.

ACTIVITY: Let the students examine many kinds of handsaws: -crosscut
'saws, ripsaws, hacksaws, and coping saws. (Use pictureS
for younger grades.) Have them examine the teeth and note(
the sharp cutting edge. They also examine the blades. and
notes the varying lengths and the sizes and shapes of the teeth.
The teacher may demonstrate 'a coping saw cutting a thin-piece.°
of wood. The students should notice it cuts best in only
one direction. The students may alsts compare the cutting
action of a saw with that of a knife, and consider the

. advantages of the saw. They may also compare a coping saw.
to a hacksaw in cutting aluminum or copper tubing.

How to Use the Tool Safely:

1. 'Hold work firmly when,sawing.

2. Keep fingers out of the way:

3. Store saws carefully.

4. Use-the proper saw for the job.



PURPOSE: To learn the followihg:

1. Pliers do many jobs: pick up, grab, twist, cut.

2.... When the handles 'of the pliers open: the jaws open;
when the handles close, the jaws close.

3. Pliers hold tighter than fingers alone.

4. PlierS do different jobs, and the right plieri.s.should.
be used for each job.

LEVEL:' '4-6

AREA: Tools

TOPIC: Pliers

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - tool selection

REFERENCE: Science: Grade 6. Curriculdm 'Bulletin, 1971-72 Series #6,.
New York City ,Board of Education, Brooklyn, N.Y. Bureau
of Curriculum Vevelopment.:

ACTIVITY: The students may bring an assortment of pliers fran,home and
tell how.they.are used. In class, -they experiment with the
pliers by picking up objects, holding things tight, tighten-
ing bolts, and'snippimgylres. in this way, the students
become familiar, with alr-kindS of pliers and relate the
.shape of the .}onto its use.

How to Use the, I Safely: ,

Bi:e sure the Object held in tbepliers is secure so it
won't' slip out and the student's fingers get pinched
by the jaws.

. Be certain any wire which is, to be .snipped_ is not
,connected to any source Of electricity.
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PURPOSE: Provide a method for making shampoo inexpensively.

LEVEL: 4-6
7-9
10-12

AREA: Health

TOPIC: Making YoUr Own Shampoo

ACTIVITY: A good shampoo cleans' hair. and scalp gently. It.should
remove some oils, but still leave some oil. You can make
your own shampoo for less motley thanthe store-bought type.
You can also modify the shampoo by changing the proportions
of the ingredients. Increase the soap for cleansing, herbs
for conditioning, and oil for fragrance..

Materials

1 1/2 - 2 oz. of herbs, such as rosemary, chamomille
12 oz. of water (distilled or soft water works best)
1 oz. of astild soap
One or two drops of a good essential oil (rosemary, lavender,

etc.)

Procedure: Place the water and herbs in a pot that is not
metal. Boil, then cover and simmer for 4-6 minutes. Turn
the heat off and steep the herbs for 15-20 minutes. Pour
the material, through a fine strainer and save the strained
liquid. Add the soap and stir until the soap is blended.
Add the fragrance.

Note: An "acid" rinse is recommended after usitg this shampoo.
It will remove the soap particles that often remain in your
hair after shampooing. An acid rinse can be made by placing
1 tablespoon of apple cider vinegar in a quart of water (plus
some' fragrance).

'ter
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PURPOSE: To demonstrate the relationship between prescription and
non-prescription drugs.

LEVEL: 4-6
7-9
10-12

AREA: Health

TOPIC: Drugs

CONCEPT: Consumer protection as related to drugs.

REFERENCE: Consumer and Homemaking 5-6 Manual for Career Education.
Knox County Schools, Knoxville, Tennessee.

ACTIVITY: After the-development of some background information, the
class should discuss the taking of prescription and non-
prescription drugs and their effects on the body. Why are
prescription drugs classified as such? Non-prescription?

Discuss:

1. Storage of medicines.

2. Disposal of unused or old medicines.

3. Protection of young children.

4. Poison control centers.

Encourage students to inventory their own homes (with
parents' aid and approval) for safety, etc. of medicines
and for possible disposal of old or unused ones.

r.
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PURPOSE: To. see what kinds of materials stand up best to different
factors.

LEVEL: 4-6

AREA: Clothing

TOPIC: Types of Fabric

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - product comparisons

REFERENCE: Consumer and Homemaking 3-4 Manual for Career Education.
James C. Stewart, Comp., Knox County-Schools, Knoxville,
Tennessee.

ACTIVITY: Take several samples of material=used\in clothing, such as
wool, cotton, and synthetics. 'Examine:carefully for such
things as flaws, thin spots, etc. Expose to heat, light,
moisture, dryness, darkness, etc. Re-examine and,determine
what effects the different variables have on the fabric.
Are there differences between the fabric in relationship
to the effect of theAdifferent variables ?.

..0

Examine the'clothing'labels for care instructions.

24
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PURPOSE: ,To make students aware of ways of -conserving
home.

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

-4-6
7-9

Natural Resources

Conservation of Electricity

Consumer conservation of energy.

Toth, N. June, Cikach, F.S., and Frankovits, N.D., Maple '

Heights City School District Environmental Education Program,
Fihal Report. Maple Heights, Ohio, June 30, 1977, p. 6.

A
Are You SdVing onUse of Electricity?

rgy in. the:

Listed below are ways to save on several uses of electricity.
Have students-check at home whether they_conserve on each
item. If-yes, score 2; if partial, score 1; if no, score O.

Total the scores on each item for the class and determine
the mean. Which items need most attention for further
conservation?

Here are seven ways to save on your home electric bill:

1.' Lighting: Larger bulbs are more efficient. lighting represents
,20% of-electricity used in the home.. You can enjoy more.illumina-
tiOn while saving because larger size incandescent light bulbs 'are.
more efficient. You can get more light:from several large bulbs
than'fram twice as many small bulbs.

2. Electric Range: Approximately 80% of cooking is done on top of
range and only about 20% in the oven. To save electricity, use the
_right size cooking utensils and when boiling water heat only amount
neededi. Aluminamilatensils with bright shiny exteriors are best.

Oven:. Use it to fill advantage. When preheating oven, set control
atl,he temperature needed to cook. Arrange oven racks before
'turning on oven.,-Use the fulloven capacity when possible. Don't
open oven door to peek in, use lights inside. .

4. Electric Air Conditioners - Hands off Thermostat: Set the thermo-
stat at-a comfortable level and leave it there. Frequent resetting
impairs efficient operation. Do not use a window fan when using
air conditioner; open windows will admit humidity and warm air.
Keep window shades closed on the sunny side 'of the house. Clean or
replace air conditioner filters about once a month.

31
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Do not place any lamp, TV, or other heat producing deviCe within
three feet of indoor thermostat: Have system checked each year.
Be sure that no room air. registers, either supply or return, are
obstructed by drapes or fdrniture. '

5. The best recommendation for your Heating System is insulation in
the home. Proper'insulation should be-in the ceilings. Storm
windows or double glazed windows will also reduce heat loss con-
siderably. All outdoor entrances should be equipped with storm
doors. Weatherstripping around doors and windows also helps
insulate your home.

Refrigerator: 'Help keep it cool. 'if your refrigerator is not-self
.,defrosting, be sure-to defrost it whenever the cooling coils accumu-
late more than 1/4 inCh'of ice.

7. Points about hnpliances: Clothes Dryer - do not overload or put in
too small a load. pe sure clothes dryers are vented to the out-
doors to eliminate added heat and moisture. Dishwasher - Po'nOt
use after every meal, wash only full loads.

32
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREA:.

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

To provide information on the effect of chemicals dissolved
in water on the freezing and boiling points of water..

4-6
7-9

The ConsuMer and the EnVironment

Chemicals that Affect, the Freezini and Boiling Points

Dissolving materials in water alters the boiling and
freezing points of water.

"Salt on Winter Roads." John A..Millet, Science and
Children January-February, 1974, pp. 23 -24.

Chemicals .are used in a number of ways to affect the freezing
and boiling points of water. Many students do not understand'
how these chemicals work. The following activity suggests
how students can predict the effects "of various substances
and then tes to determine if they are right or wrong. Other
items can be a ded if they desire.

Other factors that should be considered for consumer use
could also be discussed. Does the material cause corrosion
of metal? Will it affect concrete or blacktop? Why isn't

'methyl alcohol used very frequently'as an additive to water
in car engines? Why don't all alcohols work the same when
added to water? Why don't all salts work the same when
added to water?

SALT ON WINTER ROADS

Every winter in the colder climates we may see salt being put on
roads And sidewalks. Even the young school children know that table salt,
which hast'tke.chemical name sodium chloride, causes the ice to melt,*
but few people know what actually happens to the temperature when salt
is placed on ice. Does the temperature increase, decrease, or remain.
the same? This question leads to an exciting investigation in which
the pupil can attempt to predict results from adding chemicals to ice
and then testing for actual results. Fqrthermore the study provides
the scientific baCkground behind the technology of winterizing an
automobile, preparing the roads for safer winter driving, or making
homeMade ice cream. t.

4 To determine.if the temperature of ice is increased, decreased, or
remains the sae when a chemical is added, the pupil must first know
what happens 'to the temperature of pure ice when it melts. 'Therefore,
in the first activity, a group of students measured' -the melting point

-*Table salt causes the phenomenon at temperatures equal to or above 0°F.
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of ice in a paper cup. Prior to making the measurement the class
predicted what the results would be. The children knew.that the melting
point of ice and therefore the freezing point of water is 32°F or
0 °C (Celsius) but several, when asked, thought that the temperature
.would rise as the ice continued to melt. Their measurements soon proved.
t4em:mrong. If the .ice.is stirred'no temperature change occurs until
all the ice:melts. If.a good 'quality mercury thermometer is used the
temperature can be *expected to be very close to 0°C or 32°F. However,
if a cheaper inaccurate.thermometer, costing 35 to 50 cents, is used,
the thermometer may read several degreeslieror low. In either. case
the temperature will remain constant and even-apossibly inaccurate
thermometer is sufficient-for the remainder of the experiment.-

In the second activity each student was given a sheet (Figure 1)
with three columns. In column A there was ailist of chemicals with the
information on water solubility'given-under eachchemical. .The list
Included'the'follaWing solids:'

71. sodium chloride (table salt), soluble_igrwater

2. Calcium chloride, soluble in water

3. calcium carbonate ,(limestone or chalk), insoluble in water

4. calcium phosphate, insoluble in water

and liquids:

5. methyl alcohol (wood alcohol), soluble in water

6. ethylene glycol, soluble in water

7. kerosene or equivalent, insoluble in water

8. ,mineral oil, insoluble in water.

In column B the student predicted what he thought would happen. to
1

the temperature of ice on addition of the chemical as campared to the
,temperature of pure ice. To facilitate the students recording their
predictions in column B, the three statements:

1

1 higher

2. .lower

3. about the same

were included for each chemical listed in column A. In each case,the
students were required to give their prediction prior to,doing the
measurement. After making the prediction the students were given paper
or plastic cups partially filled with ice and a liberal amount of the
chemical.(1-3 teaspoons per cup). Each student "recorded his results in
column C which is identical to column B. After the class completed a
measurement we discussed the results and the use of the phenomena illus-

'trated. 35
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DATA SHEET

The melting point of puie ice is

Column A

Chemical to be
added to ice.

Column B

Your prediction on the
effect of adding the

. chemical on the melting
point of Ice.

Column C

Results of adding
chemical on the
melting point of
ice.

1. sodium chloride higher
_(table salt) lower :

soluble in water about the same

higher
lower -

about the same

FIGURE 1: Example of data sheet given the student for the second
activity.

A

In-the classroom, ice is at a constant temperature of 32°F (0°C)
since the roam temperature is above the melting point. However, addition
of the salt causes .a depression inmelting point until the ice finds
-itself at, the new melting point. AM a cold winter day the phenomenon
of decreased melting point, caused by adding salt to ice, is used.
The salt is put on.the icy sidewalk. This promptly lowers the melting
poiht of the ice temperature below that .of the surroundings and therefore
the ice begins to melt. This use of salt to cause melting of ice on
sidewalks is only effectille at 0°F or temperatures above 0°F. The next
aspect of this topic will explain the,reasan for the limitation.

The zero point or temperature on the Fahrenheit scale is also
based on the fact that table salt-when put on .ice causesia melting Point
decrease. At one point in history the'coldest eemperature an could
obtain in the laboratory was found to be a salt-ice mixture. The
temperature obtained_for the mixture was used by Fahrenheit to designate
the zero point on his temperature scale..

The addition of sodium chloride in the form-of rock salt to ice'
also provides the low temperature eded for making homemade ice cream.

In the portion of the activity involving the use of calcium chloride
the students find that the results are identical to those obtained with
table salt. It should be noted that in most regions calcium chloride
rather than sodium loride is the salt put in the sand which is used-
on roads in. winter The solids, calcium carbonate and calcium phosphate,
which are water soluble cause no change in the melting point of ice.
,,This result is true of all, water insoluble substances including the two
liquids kerosene and mineral oil, which were included in the second
activity: The.water'soluble.iiquid, methyl alcohol, was the first
-antifreeze u in automobile radiaebrs because it lowers the freezing
point of ter. Today, ethylene glydol rather than methyl alcohol is
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used and the methyl alcohol serves only as a gas line antifreeze. In
actual practice, spirit duplicating.fluidcan be substituted for methyl
alcohol, and commercial antifreeze rather than pure ethylene glycol may
be used in the second activity.

At the conclusion of the activity the students formed two hypotheses.
Only cheMicals soluble in water cause a decrease in the melting point
of ice and no Chemical tested can cause an increase in the melting point'
of ice. These' hypotheses were in direct contradiction to the first pre'.
dictions most students made. during'the activity. Most of the foprth
and fifth graders in the classtended in the earlystages of the activity
to predict that the chemicals would cause increase in:the melting point'
of ice, for after all, they knew, that salt causes the ice to melt in
the winter,

If desired the experiment could be.extended by having the children
examine the effect ofchemicals on'the normal boiling point of water
which is 212°F or 100 °C at sea level. The student would fiid;.;that water
insoluble substances including both liquids and Solids have no-leffect
on the'bpiling point,, whereas water soluble solids cause the, boiling
point to rise. However, water soluble liquids can cause two types of
effects. If a water soluble liquid has a lower boiling point than that
of water, the boiling of water will be decreased. Methyl alcohol falls,
in this'ca ory of liquids. The opposite effect is illustrated by-using
ethyle glyc,l, which hasa boiling point higher«than that of water
an causes the boiling point of the water to rise.

6
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

'REFERENCE:

Illustrate effects.° different products (detergents)
on a controlled enviro nt.

4-6
7.-9

The Consumer and the Environment

Effect of Detergents on Plant Life

Consumer decision making - environmental factors-

Multidisciplinary Activities for Environmental Learning,
June S. Wilson, Genesee Intermediate School District,
Flint, Michigan, July, 1973. -N.

. -. \..
ACTIVITY: Materials:: pond plants such as-dg,ckweed,- etC:.1 three or

.more.equal sized glassjers-(one quart or larger) pith the
- same amount of gravel and water'in:each;,samPlei of-several.

"aifferent detergents. -6 .A
Zi.

-
. , . . ,

1 1.,
Note: Mpet'detergents.(for laundrTand dishwasher) are
caustic wand can cause skin irritatioie and daMage to eyes

Procedure: Set up identical aquaria._ Be sure., to place
the same amount of water'and gravel in eacli, as well as
the same number of plants (no animals). Place each in the
same-window so all get the same-light. Add one teaspoon
of eadh detergent to different jars. Lam one jar 'Untreated
as a control.

Examine the aquaria daily and-note_ plant.life changei.
Keep a diary of observations. 'Aftertfiree or four days,
add another teaspoon of detergent. CoMpare.with. the control
and with each other. Cdritinue the process for four or five
week, making daily Ob'eervations.
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:.

AREA4,.
.

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

'ACTIVITY:

'!

t. (i

To have the students. establish. priorities in buying,
with the.focuS on environmental effects..

4 -6

7-9°
s

The Consumer and the Environment

Effects of Various Products on-the Environment

Consumer decision making - environmental factors.

After some background v pcillution and ecology,.,; discuss .

the use ofd,i0erenerOadots and their.effectS.ot2che
environmentSuch th3 nis7;as returnable bottles as54pOsed..,
to non-retutnables, biodegradable detergents ver'sus'noTi
biodegradables,recyclable packaging and non-recyclable-'
containers, could be discussed.

HaV.q the students identify reasons why the environment
shouIa be a factor when making a purchase.

Bave-them also discuss other factors to loolcofor when
Purchasing. Have eachetddent establish a lit of priorities
for purchasing.

4
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PURPOSE: Illustrate effects of selected chemicals commonly used
.in detergents on a controlled environment.

AREA:

r TOPIC:

.

CONCEPT:

:REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

The donsumer and the Environment

ElE4ci:14.P?lected dheMicals US4 in Detergents
Life '

"--

ConsUmer 4ecisiOn making - environmental faCtors

on Plant

Multidisciplinary Activities for Edvitonmental Learning;
June S. ,Wilson, Genesee Intermediate_SCEool
Flint, 'Michigan, July, 1973.. ;

Materials: pond plants (duckweed, etc.); three'dqual
sized glass jars (one quart or larger) with the.same amount
of water and gravel in each; one teaspoon solid potassium
phosphatei one teapoon solid sodium carbonate.

Note: Most detergents contain chemicals which are caustic.'
and can cause skin' irritations and damage to eyes. '4,

Procedure: Set up three identical aquaria. Be sure to
pladb the same amount of water (half quart or more) and
gravel in each, as well as the sank number of plants -(no
animals). Place each in the winddw so that all get the same-

, light. Add 1/2 teaspoon ammonium nitrate to one jar. Add
1/2 teaspoon potassium phosphate-to the secop4. Do not, add
any chemical to the thircf,ja4, ai:it-will Vi the control.:,

:Examine the aquaria dailytO note changes in plant life.
ep.a diary of all observations... Afteethree:prfour days
another 1/2 teaspoon,of.each'.Chemical Compare the two

quaria,with the:control. Describe the differences. that you.
j see after four or five weeks. ,.:
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PURPOSE:..

LEVEL:
.

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE

ACTIVITY.:

,investigate the effects of pesticides'on the environment.

t-9.

The Consdther and the Environment

-Petieides

Congumer decision making - environmental factors.

'EXPrDring VesticidePollution." Thomas J. Rillo, Science
Activities, March/ApFil, 1974, pp. 22-31.

.After somebadkground-on pesticides:

Have students -make up-index cards with the names 'of
chlorinated hydrocarbon pesti.cideS printed on them. Do
the same fororgano-phosphates. Instruct the students
to visit garden eenters, hardware-stores, and other
businesses dealing in the sale of pesticides. Have them
check the active ingredients on pesticide labels. Ask
them to list the'number of times each Chemical compound
is'listed for each pesticide. Data should be,tabulafed,
and a'list of harmfal pesticides developed. '

Note: -ke'sticides are poison'k-4nd the teacher should take
great Fare inn cautioning studOts,about'the dangers involved
and in-discussing the,actions'.of thes&-end similar chemicals.

..

41
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PURPOSE: To show the. savings that can be made through hOme garden- t

ing. (Could easily be tide in with a botany unit.)

LEVEL: 4-6
7-9
10-12

AREA: Foods

TOPIC: Home Gardening
.

Consumer decision making - fabd ilarketing

ACTIVITY:- Materials: -Various containers,(cut-off plastic milk jugs
would work well); rich-soil; vegetable plants or seeds;

if watering containers.

Procedure: Divide the students. into groups. Give each
group a container, soil,rand a watering container. Then
s:iiiltribute different plants or seeds to each group. Let:-1.

the students plant the 'seeds or plants according to ingtIlUc-_tionst

CONCEPT:

After plants have reached maturity and vegetables are fully
developed, -have the students figure cost per vegetable
(per weight unit; e.g.g. or.lb.), including soil (if it

.;:was purchased), fertiliiers added (if an0, container
:,;.(if purchased), and cost of plant or packet of seeds.

.
Then, using a newspaper ad, or by a trip'' to a supermarket,
figure the cost per vegetable if it were purchased. Compare.
Was the savings worth the effort? How could the savings
add up over a,long.period of time fdr a wholefamily?
Would the plant's vegetables developsooner if you started
with plants rather than with seeds? If the answer is yes,
is the time 'saVed (as compared to seeds) worth the extra
expense?

, .

Great care will need to be taieen to seleCt plants that will
:.grow and produce in the Claiidam. Probably very few will
prosper-in this environment. If gardening is done outdoors,

-winter weather will probably limit gardening to early fall
or late spring In this case quick growing crops like
radishes, leafs lettuce, and spinach should be grown so
that the students actually do see the produce :..,

42
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PURPOSE-: ,Introduce-: tudents to basic information on function,
daily requirements, caloric values, and primary sources
of fiu6rients.

LEVEL: - 4-6
7-9

AREA: Fcods

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

Nutrients

Consumer decision Making - nutritional and dietary value

Teaching Personal Economics in the Home Economics Curriculum.
Joint. Council on Economic Education; New York, N.Y., 1971.

Freedom bf choice enables individuals and families to select
food that maximizes satisfaction of nutritional requirements
and tastes within the limits of their availability and the
income that can be used for food purchases.

DiVide.the class into groups and have-each group represent\
a nutrient (i.e., fat, protein, carbohydrates, vitamins- -
such as.A, C, Di-B-camplex--andmineralssuch.as calcium
and iron). Have.each group gather information on function,

. daily requirements, cAloric values (only applicable to
protein, fat, carbohy*ates), and primary sources ofnutri-
ents. Alio determine expensive, moderate, and inexpensive
nutrient sources. This information can be presented in
skit form, role- playing, or other ways in which visual aids
are incorporated.

Possible problems and discussion topics:

Survey the family level of satisfaction for expensive
and inexpensive sources of nutrients.- Do families
have expensivelfood tastes If they do, what budgeting
problems does this present? What are some ways in which
these problems can-be solved? Demonstrate the'prepara-
tion of recipes showing the way less expensive foods can
be incorporated in the diet.

2. What are some factors which influence the icost of foods?'
(High prices, due to demand exceeding supply; food items
having "prestige", being out of season; select cut or
style; inflation.)

3. Emphasis should be placed (at both these levels) on each
student's own personal nutrition, particularly such things
as:

bfeakfast do they eat it or not
-lunch -- school lunch vs. packing (and what to pack)
after school snacks

37 .43
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4. Note should be made of nutrient labels which are now
found on'nany food products. Discussion should include
the usefulness of the information contained on them.

38
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PURPOSE: Introduce students to a variety of food choices and factors
to be considered in decision making.

LEVEL: 4-6
7-9

10:42

AREA: Foods

TOPIC: Variations in One Type of Product

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - product comparisons

REFERENCE: Teaching Personal Economics in the Home Economics
Curriculum. Joint Council on Economic Education, New York,
N.Y., 1971.

ACTIVITY: Introduce students to a variety of product choices which
they must make with just one food type by preparing four
types of orange juice drink to be tasted and compared by
students. Use either fresh oranges, frozen concentrate,
canned juice, or poWdered concentrate.

Keep juices in opaque.containers to prevent light oxidation
which results in very bad off flavors.

Activities and Discussion:

1. Use a score card to campaie flavor, nutritive value,
color, cost and preparation time.

2. Locate information (labels) which will enable students
to compare the nutritive value of the products under
consideration. Discuss nutritive value of fruit'juice'
in the diet.

44
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PURPOSE: To compare costs, nutritional value, and caloric count
of different breakfast meals.

0

LEVEL:

7-9

AREA: Foods

TOPIC: Breakfasts.

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - nutritional and dietary value.

REFERENCE: "Activities for Consumer Economics." William D. Rader,
Instructor, January, 1974, p. 63.

ACTIVITY: Involve the class in making a .comparative study of break-
fast products--cereals, pastties, eggs, pancakes, quick
breakfast items, etc. Have diem investigate costs per
suggested serving, the caloric count, and the nutritional
value. Suggest some pupils make a comparative chart of the
.number.of'calories per..derving. Others can figure cost,
adding an athounfjcir.sugar, af needed), fruit, and milk.

lorAnother grbumay,compare and chart nutrients in various
brealcfast)meals;

40
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PURPOSE: To learn about food additives and th'._re4sons for their
use.

LEVEL: 4-6
7-9
10-12

AREA: Foods

TOPIC: Food Additives

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - food additives

REFERENCE: Consumer and Homemaking 3-4, llanual for Career Education,
James C. Stewart, Comp. Knox County, Schools, Knoxville,
Tenn.

ACTIVITY: Collect several different food labels for each student or
group of students. Have them study the labels to see what
additives have been added to the food. Assign each student
or group a different additive to research as to reason for
use, effectiveness, etc. (The type of product in which
the additive was used could be a hint for further research.)
A demonstration or class report could be used to show
findings.

47
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PURPOSE: To show that different'fruiis and vegetables must be pre -
served in different ways to maintain nutritional and dietary
values.

LEVEL: 7-9

AREA: Foods

TOPIC: Effects of Freezing on Fruits and Vegetables

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - nutrition.

REFERENCE:
.

Consumer and'Homemaking 5-6. Manual for Career Education.
Knox County Schools, Knoxvilla, 'Tennessee.

ACTIVITY: After some background development, let the class discuss
ways of freezing different fruits and vegetables% The
discussion should include reasons for using each method.
The class also could .test various meth9ds of freezing
(e.g. quid freezing vs:slow freezing) as a part of back,
ground dev opment.

anvestigate the effects of freezing on different fruits
(e.g. apples, peaches, bananas, oranges) and vegetables
(e.g. beans, spinach, tomatoes, carrots, lettuce; radishes).

Other method's to consider:
blanching (and the reasopfor it) vs. no blanching
cooking food first vs.-freezing raw

;

- -AV.. :
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL: ,

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY'

To figure the nutritional value af different restaurant
meals and relate this to cost.

7-9

Foods

Nutritidn in Restaurants

Consumer decision making - nutritional and dietary value.

Consumer and Homemaking: Grade 7. Cluster I.' Olivia H.
Calhoun; Washington, D.C., 1972.

Obtain the morning and evening menu from a. few restaurants.
Using a calorie guide, have the students figure the number
of calories provided in a continental-type breakfast,
featured breakfast, special bre*fase, special, lunch,
special dinner, and regular lut104es,:and dinners. The
student is then to determine thiii*st nutritional value of
meals, using a reference book, the home economics teacher,
or the school lunch program's dietician. Compare the costs
with nutritional value to come up with a ."best buy."'
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:."

Have students critically evaluate information on food pro-
duots in terms of health standards, costs, etc.

7-9

10-12

Foods

-Nutrition of Disadvantaged People

Consumer decision making - nutritional and dietary value.
e,

.Teaching Personal Economics in the Home Economics Curriculum.
Joint C9cil on Economic Education, New 'York, N.Y., 1971.

Lower-income families are aided by measures which redistri-
..bute national income. This is done principally, through
public aid pro rams, transfer paybents and supplemental..
foockprograms.'

,

Read newspaper .and magazine. articles about.the.current

nutritional statU4Of people in Appalachia and other
depressed areas of:the country, or obtain information about
low income people in the local geographical area from a -G.
social welfare worker, county extension agent, or public
health worker.

Possible problem and discussion.topics are:

-1. What types of diets do these people,have? What are
some of the inadequacies in their diets ?. Identify some
of the factors Which might le responsible for the
inadequate diets. (Limited industry and agriculture,
to sustain local economy; income limited-due to low
salaries and/or unemployment; limited education prevents
employment, mobility, and basic health knowledge.).

2. There is evidence that people with inadequate diets
have a greater frequency of illness compared to others
with more adequate diets. What are the costs to them
personally? What does people's poor health status
cost the economy of the country? (Cost of labor in'.
relation to output would increase, welfare expenditures
of the government would be increased.)

.3. Is there evidence that people in higher income brackets
might also have nutritionally inadequate diets?
(Research has indiCated that people in higher income
brackets have inadequate nutrition, but people in the
lower income brackets more frequently have nutritional
inadequacies.)
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It;

Consider the effect that-television advertising
(e.g. potato chips, pop, beer, ready-made dishes,
baking mixes) has on these people in relation to
what they want to or ought to buy.

;

7
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PURPOSE: Have students critically evaluate information on food

products in terms of health standards, costs, etc.

LEVEL: . 7-9
10-12

f
AREA: Foods

OPIC; Health. Foods and Supplements

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making rnutritional and dietary value '.=

REFERENCE: 'Teaching Personal EconordiciThin. the Home Economics Curricul6a-
Joint Council on Economic EdO'Cation, New York, N:Y., 1071*

.
::

ACTIVITY: ...dVertising and labels of food, products can be a -sdur.ce of:.. . .

7 valuable; information when determining how tci :§pend the food
1.,

d-ollar: ..' t.. . .1

Claims for "health foods" and "food SupplementA.shouid-be
critically evaluatedt.in terms of health standards as well
as the OPportunity. Cost of choosing other foods.

.

Exhibit some examples of.health fobfr and locate advertise-
ments in magazines and newspapers, ind which make
food claims-dealing with pills, specialty- grown or processed
foods', and food supplements.

-

Possible discussion questions and activities

1. Analyze the statement and claims about these foods to
determinenwhether they represent half- truths, incomplete
'facts, misinformation, or Superstitiongaid/or analyze'
',the following claims': "melts away, fat as you continue
to.eat foods yottenjoy.,." "gives you that exhilerating.
feeling," "keepS you from the depths of fatigue,"
"prevents that bogged down feeling.".

What are the "real costs"OtheSe foods and/dr.pills
to the consumer? (Expensive-rhealth may suffer dueto
omissibts from the diet.)

. . Research.theAkount of money. Americans spend annually.
on food fads and report to the class. Are the sales
of-health foods important to the American economy?
(Depending on the. amount of sales they might be quite
important.)

4. Who benefits

i.:.

nefits from the sales of health food's,
.:

. .
.

I
..

.

-5. Whgt.potection does the consumer have aga st.ifrib.01.1-'

lant health food products and claims? (Bu
r ble-meichantS; obtaining information f

.j.
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sponsored, agencies and from. professidnai assocIations,

protectionby goVernment%through the Federal Food
and Drug Ad ministration.)

What s.Tould be theeffect on the cost, availability, and
quality of food grown without the use of pesticides,
fertilizerg. and 'industry processing?,



.4

PURPOSE: Introduce students to riutritionar:ialue.of 'various foods
and relate thiS to consumer 'decison. making.'

LEVEL:
.10-12

AREA: Foods

stoPIc ::- Meal. Planning: Considering the NeeEs of Dif-ferent Family
Members.

CONCEPT: : Consumer decision making - nutritiona.1 and diet4ry valtie

REFERENCE: Teaching Personal. -Economics in -the Horne Economics Curriculum.
joint Council Economic 'Education New Y.ork.; 'Nt. Y., 1971..

ACTIVITY: After students have reconunen.ded
daily dietary' alloWances,./food nutrients, and meal planning
guidelines, present. the fidloWing menu-pattern:.

mENtv,

Broiled-thidkezi )
Baked Idaho Potato . Whole Green Beans
Sliced Tomatoes (3 sl.) Dinner .R011s (I roll

With Mayonnaise . and Butter
. .

-Apple Pie (3." serving)..
Milk-- (8. oz. )-

*Indicate prices per 'serving. Use frozen - .green
beans' brokn-arid-serve rolls, and ready-made-pie

Have student's,. in groupS. or individually, make the ,,following,'
, . .modifications:

.
.

1., AssUme you have a limited budget but want to maintain ,

appreadtately the same nutritional, value, modify the
above-mentioned menu so -ads can be accomplished.

. .

. Assube you'are celebrating and h,ava _a liberal budget
for this meal; maintain a.gprojimately the°?same nutritive
value and modify, the :.above- mentioned. menu. , .

Assume 5'7ou are the,,-Tiarent.of .a 16-rear old boy whosis
gaitidgating' a high,- school athletic 13rOgranhr- His
coach- suggests he a high, protein. diet Modify the.
aboVe:-.mentioned;.f*.1.1.y meiju to meet his 'needs: . ,''
Discuss .the use_'.ttf this menu for an infant. What modi-
fications inight bo needed? Consider,cost and convenience.

. of this -menu vs. baby 'food .t-



,'

<In eath of the cases above have the students'

a. Comicte the cost of the modified menu And compare this .

to. the estimated cost of the basic:menu given. What :1

,differences'are there? identify some factors which
may be responsible for this difference (refer to news-
*pert and magazine articles for economic conditions).
t.e

. Ydentify sources of information,, vailable to the home-
Taiiker in this community which would be helpful in making
wisq;:consumr decisions in food .telection.. (Newspapers,
magazines, local radio or television, shopping guide.
programs, company home demonstration agent.)

Which of the- foods in the menus seem to represent the
1":1a.rgest proportion.of the food dollar? Have thete
.,particular foods increased in price within the past
year? Have other food groups increased proportionately.
in price also? What action might the consumer take in
order to show concern, and /or displeasure with the current
market conditions?

3
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREA

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

ACTIVITY;

1

. "

To test the advertised "goOdlaoints" Of Products an d

tsee-if the'advertising IIs aOsprate. 4(

4-6
7-9

4;

Adyertising
. .

Accuracy in Advertising

T1.e effects gi advertising on consumer decision making.

Haye the students collect magazine and newspaper ads for
things.,such as clothing, toys, games, etc. After each :
student has two or three,'Iave them classify the type.of
item, cost,- ancrhost important buying point(s) stressed
in:the advertisement:-

With the Information collected, two things may be done:

1. .Ask if-anybne's faMily has tried the products. Did
thehold up? Were they as good as advertised? etc.

Obtain a few products and have the class test them
_for the points stressed in the advertisement. Did
they meet the-advertised specifications?

..>

t_
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.PURPOSE: To test the accuracy of "scientific claim " in advertising.

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC'

OONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

7-9
10-12

Advertising

Accuracy in Advertising.

The effects of advertising on consumer decision making
A

"Experiment Thiough Advertising." Gerald H. Krockover.
Science and Children, January /February, 1973, pp. 28 -29.

Collect advertising that involves experiments conducted in
a scientific manner." Have the students identify as many
variables as possible which could affect the outcome.
Once these are listed, gather materials and have the stu-
dents test the product, keeping variables in mind. After
data are gathered, graph or chart results. Compare class
results to advertisement rpsults. What variables. did the
'manufacturer use? What variables did he neglect to use?

0

r
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PURPOSE: Provide a method for making dhampoo inexpensively.

LEVEL: 4-6

7-9
10-12

AREA: Health

TOPIC: Making Your Own Shampoo

ACTIVITY: A good shampoo cleans hair and scalp gently. It should
remove some oils, but still leave some oil. You can make
your own shampoo for less money than the store-bought type.
You can also modify the shampoo by changing the proportions
of the ingredients., Increase the soap for cleansing, herbi
for conditidning, and oil for fragrance.

Materialft

1 1/2 - 2 oz. of herbs, such as rosemary, chamomille
Jig12 oz. of water (distilled or soft water works best)

.
.

.

1 oz. of castile soap

One-or two drops of a good essential oil (rosemarylavender,
etc.) -

Procedure: Place the water and herbs in a pot that not
metal. Boil, then cover and simmer for 4-6 minuted. Turn
the heat off and steep the herbs for 15-20 minutes. Pour
the material through a fine strainer and save the strained
liquid. Add the soap and stir until the soap ,is,blended..
Add the fragrance.

Vote: An "acid" rinse is recommended after using this shampoo.
It will remove the soap particles that often remain in your
hair after shampooing. An acid rinse can be made by placing
1 tablespoon of apple cider vinegar -in a. quart of water (plus
some fragrance).

-

<7; '
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

To demonstrate the relationship between prescription and
non-prescription drugs.

4-6
7-9
10-12

Health

Drugs

Consumer protection ap related to drugs.

Consumer and Homemaking 5-6 Manual for'Career Education.
Knox County Schools, Knoxville, Tennessee.

After the development of some background information, the'
class should discuss the taking of prescription and non-
prescription drugs and their effects on the body, Why are
prescription drugs classified as such? Non-prescription?

Discuss:

1. Storage of medicines.

2. Disposal of unused or old medicines.

3. Protection of young children.

4. Poison control centers.

Encourage students to inventory their own homes.(with
parents' aid and approval) for safety,, etc. of medicines
and for possible disposal of old or unused ones.

SP

tZ
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

CONCEPT':

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

To provide information for making decisions regarding over-
the-counter medicines.

7-9
10-12

Health

Relief from Symptoms of the Common Cold
.

Sources of-information with respect to consumer decision
making - drugs.

Hecht, Annabel. "The Common Cold: Relief But No Cure."
FDA Consumer, September 1976. (HEW Publication FDA 77-3029)

Read the following article. Based on the information pre-
sented, have each student select five non-prescription cold
remedies and comment on the statements made on the package,
on the type of relief inferred, and on the ingredients
included.

THE COMMON COLD: RELIEF BUT NO CURE'

After reviewing the ingredients that go into thouSands of nonpre-
scription 'ding products, an FDA advisory panel has concluded that a
number of them will relieve cold symptoms ba there is, still no. cure for
one of mankind's most familiar maladies. The panelstdid Some 90
active ingredients that are used in cough; cold;...andelated products
and gave its views on the safety and'effectiVepesacrt each one.

by Annabel Hecht

Had you lived in ancient Rome you might have sipped a broth made
by soaking Allium cepa--an onion--in warm water to relieve the symptoms
of the common cold. In Colonial America you might have relied on penny-
royal tea'or an herhal-coficoction made from such unmedicinal sounding
plants as sage, hyssop, yarrow, black cohosh, buckthorn, coltifoot,
goldenseal, cubeb berries, or bloodroot. In grandma's time, lemon and
honey was a favorite recipe, or in extreme cases, a hot toddy laced
with rum - -the amount of same determined by the age Of the drinker.

Today, if you don't have an old reliable remedy to fall back on,
you might take one of literally thousands of drug preparations available
without prescription. Sank contain ingredients reminiscent of the folk
medicine of the past; others are formulated with sophisticated chemical
creations. Old or new, simple or sophisticated, many of these remedies
will relieve some of the familiar cold symptoms, such as stopped-up-
nose or hacking dough. But not a single one of these products--on which
Americans spend an estimated $700 million a year--will prevent, cure, or
even shorten the course of the common cold.
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So says a panel of non-Government experts calledon by the.Food
and Drug Administration to study the safety, the effectiveness, and the
accuracy of claims made on the labels of some 50,000 cold, cough, allergy,
bronchodilator, and antiasthmatic drug products. The Panel is one of
17 set up by FDA to examine all nonprescription (over-the-counter) drugs
marketed in the United States. The project; mandated by a 1962 Amendment
to the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act which requires that all drugs be
proven effective as well as safe, will eventually lead to the establish-
ment of definitive Federal standards obi ingredients and labeling claims
for all nonprescription drugs.

.

The Panel indicated that proper use of nonprescription drugs can be
effective in relieving cough, sinus congestion, runny nose, and some of
the other symptoms associated with colds, allergies; or asthma. But
it made clear,that_aithough these products may relieve certain symptbmi
they will .not' dUid any of these conditions.

. Ofie aspect of this class of 'drugs that concerned the Panel was the
relative scarcity of single ingredient products on the market. This is
particularly true of cough and cold remedies.-lhe.comcommon cold is a
self-limiting respiratory infection which laSiS,fia one to two 1;:reek:
It usually starts with a sore throat, sneezing,,fandunny'uoSe.''YAfter,.
a few days, the nose becomes stopped up and the :eyes bedame watery.
This is followed by lethargy, aches and pains, and sometimes,a slight
fever. Cough may occur in the later stages. Often these symptoms do
tot occur at the same time. Nevertheless, almost 90 percent of dough,
and cold products now available contain a combination of ingredients,
intended to relieve a number of different symptoms. Only 46 of the tquh-7-.
cold ,products examined by the Panel consisted of a, ingle active ingre-
dient.

The Panel said it is "irrational" to take a combination product
unless each_of the ingredients is necessary to relieve the patient's
particular symptams. MoreoVer, because of variations in individual:
reactions to drugs, fixed combination may not be suitable for some
people. Consumers need mare choice in selecting the appropriatejere'.at-
ment for their symptoms, the. Panel said, and recommended that allpro-
ducts to relieve cough and cold symptoms be 'available in both cpmbination
and single ingredient form.

Another area of concern to the Panel was labeling of cough and
cold remedies.' It said labeling for' these products "tends to be overly
complicated, 'vague, unsupported by scientific evidence, and 'in some
cases, misleading." The Panel called for an end to claims that one pro-
duct is superibr to, stronger than, or contains more 'active Ingredients

.

than another, or is specially formulated. Under its recommendations'
such words as "cold medicine," "cold formula," or "for the relief of
colds" would be banned frain drug labels. Such claims suggest the pro-
ductlwill cure' a cold when the best it can do is relieve specific -
symptoms, the Panel said.
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- Antihistamines, a class of drugs, used to relieve sneezing' and

_watery and itchy eyes-, usually associated with hay fever and
other allergies.

Each ingredient reviewed was placed in one of three categories:

Category I--Generally recognized safe and effective and not mis-
labeled.

Category II--Not generally recognized as safe and effective or
mislabeled. Such ingredients and labeling claims will be removed froi
products within six months after FDA issues its final regulation 'on
cough, cold, and related nonprescription drug products.

Category III--Available data insufficient to permit 'final classifi-
cation. at, this time. .The Panel recciamended that when FDA issues its
final regulations ingredienticillich are placed in this category be per=
mittdd to remain on the markei.fot :ai stipulated length of time if the
Manufacturer immedfttely begins tests-to satisfy the questions.raised
..b .the Panel4

.0

. As
-.Luck its the cold victim who has Onl:gn:annoying tickle in ,his,

. .

thro.a&Or aa stuffed up nose. The Panel found 7 ingredients both safe
-.

and of ive as-,cough suppressants add.-14 safe and effective as nasal
decong Ats. Itt recommended that one',af the cough suppressants-andlit
four of:-the nasal decongestants which-are not available only in dosage
levels. that require -.3: pre-scription be made available in effe at ive dosages
that could 'be'.- sold: Without a prescription.

Not so fortunate is the person whoSe cough is "nonproductive" or
produces ogly small amounts , of thick Phlegm. . Not one ingredient was
found by the .Paiel, to_ he Aboth safe ',-and effective as -an' expectorant.
Similarly; the P'anel. 111ound* ingredient_ both safe and effective as an
anticholinergic to reliVie AfaierY . seCr4qons of nose and eyes.

Fifteen of tile ingredients_lt studied are not generally recognized
as safe and effective'sfOr.cOugh:-and'eCId1f,YMptods and should be taken
off the market, the Pane ''reported ..01oe od these is chloroform, which
FDA already has banned...on iiie basis ot eiiia4pe that high doses of it
can cause cancer in:test -anfmats:-..,

- v .

A wide array of ingredienti--52 all told--were considered by the
Panel to be safe enough; 'but- further preof of- ;their effectiveness in
relieving coughsand stuffy.. or runny noses is needed: Scattered through-
out the listare names-renini5celit-- of: patent medicines and home remedies
of the past : V' cod livet, oil, slipperyelmo- cedar .leaf oil, horehound,
camphor, menthol, a:ild 001:Irom' the:, Icoaia bear's favorite food, eucalyptus
leaves. The. Papa -reMen!ded 'the't these familiar remedies--as well as
the rest of the 52 whdTePe4ectiveness' it ii4estioned--be permitted to. '
stay on the mket for7Nmn three. to ave. .years, if their manufacturers
Undertake further tests' to prove -(cr disprov0 that grandma knew all
along what was good fovthe snifOes
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As fox. the labeling of cough and cold remedies, the,Pan0 recommended
that cough suppressants be permiated to claim that they temporarily
relieve coughs due to minor throat irritation, help.to quiet the cough
reflex, or help you to cough less. But the labels,,,pould warn that:e
cough may be a sign of a serious condition and that a-physician sh9gd
be consulted if it lasts fitir.than one week. The Panel also recom-
mended a warning that coughr.s4pressants should not be used for persis-
tent or chronic coughs such 'as occur with smoking, asthma, and emphy- .

sema. In such cases, coughing is essential to rid the bronchial airways
of mucus and other secretaions. Cough suppressant labels should not
refer to lung or chest conditions, the Panel said, ntrshould they claim
the product works by soothing-the bronchial passages.'-

The Panel said expectorant labels should be perMitted to claim that
the product helps loc4en phlegm or rid passageways of bothersome mucus,
but Lt- Called for a wi-rning against taking expectbrants for persistent
chronic cough associated with smoking, asthma;; or emphysema, or if there
are excessive secretions, except under the advice of a physician.

Labels on;anticholinergics could promise temporary relief of watery,

nasal dischaige, or runny nose or Wateringof the eyes, but such state:-
vents as "clears nasal passages" or "opens airways" would not be perm4-
.ted under the Panel's recommendations. Consumers should be,warned not"'
to take anticholinergics if they have asthma,, glaucoma, or difficulty
in urinating; the Panel said.

Topical nasal decongestants, those applied directly in tfte nose,
present a unique problem. These drugs'help clear up stuffy noses by
constricting enlarged blOod vessels in.the:napal passage. But if they
are tsed for too long a time or too frequently-they can have the opposite
effecti.and Actually en/arge,.rather than constrict, -the- blood vespers.
Therefore,`the,Panel recommended that labeling for topical nasal decon-
gestants warn users not to exceed the recommended dosage and not to use
the product for Mare than three days. If symptoms persist, a physician
should be-Consulted.

Oral -nasal decongestant labels should wa4dagainst use by persons
suffering from high blood pressure,.heart distasep, diabetes, or thyroid
disease unless under a physician's supervision, the Panel said. And
products that are, inhaled should carry the caution statement: "Not
for use by mouth."

Approximately six million people in this country suffer from asthma,
a disease marked by wheezing, coughing, and shortness of breath. Many
of these people use nonprescription drugs called bronchodilators to help
them breathe more easily, and the Panel found 12 ingredients safe and
effective for this purpose. Five of them are now available only by
prescription, and the Panel proposed that they be chareg.ed to over-the-.

counter 'status.
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. One of the most distressing symptoms of the common cold is sore
- throai and Many nonprescription drug products claim to provide relief
for this condtfton. The Patel noted, however, that sore throat can be
due to seri6Usinfection which woulchnot be treated by self-medication.
It recommended that.laW,s on cough,old,.and related nonprescription
drugs limit their clapalqd- effectiveness to "minor throat irritation"
andl,ahould advise cd6SUmers to seek medical help for serious throat
piAlems.

Time-released formulations also came under the scrutiny of the
panel, which found advantages and disadvantages, in this type of medica-
t'ion. Obviously itlis easier to take onepill instead of two or three,4
'espeelally at night, but variations in therateat whiCh ingredients
-dissolve, differences in individual patient reactions, and even technical

".flaysin the manufacturing process could mean that the medicine could,
he:absorbed erratically, or possibly all at one time.:,Therefore,'the.
Ionel recommended that afour-year period be allowtd.far industry:; in;
'cooperation with FDA, to devtlop'suitable tests for the',Standardization
of all nonprescription timed-release cough-cold products.and.,that..timed-
release claims not be. permitted in labeling unless such.claimS.have been
documented.

Childret represent a substantial portion of the consumers-of cough
and cold :remedies, yet the-Panel found that information on how.these" .

drugs afec.,them is "negligible or non-existent." Lacking definitive'
.data, the Pat61sought the advice of a.group of experts on pediatric
drug theraprin'deVeloriing the foIlowing-rec6mMendatiots: -the dose
:for children"6 through 11 should be half the adult dose, and for young-
.Sters 2 through 5 it should be one quarter of the adult dose. Asthma
and cough preparations should not be taken by childret 2 through S in
:any amount except on the advice of a physician. Any product with an
alcoholiccontent of more than 10 percent is not for children under 6,
the Panel noted.

As for infants up to 2 years of age, the Panel said dosage should be
determined by a physician and the labels on nonprescription drug producta
should make this clear. Labels should never carry a recommended dose
for these youngsters unless the produtt has been demonstrated to be safe
for them, the Panel said.

In reviewing all cough, cold, allergy, bronchodilator, and anti-
asthmatic nonprescription drug products. the Panel studied some 90
active ingredients. These ingredients were divided into six groups
(plus a miscellaneous classification):

s-Antitussives, which are cough suppresants.

t
c

- Expectorants, which help bring up 'mucus in the bronthiaI.airways
so it can be spit out.

- Bronchodilators, which enlarge the bronchial passages to make
it easier for people with asthma to breathe.

- Anticholingerics, which dry up wateryosec-retions in the nose
and eyes.

- Nasal decongestants, which open up the nasal passages.
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Because of variations in the way the body breaks down the two types
of drugs most often used as bronchodilators, the Panel said that single
ingredient preparations are, more effective and safer to use than combina-
tion products. It also "cauiioned that bronchodilators not be used unless
a diagnosis of asthma has-been made and then foray under the supervision
of a physician.

Because bronchodilators can have adverse effects on the circulatory
and central nervous systems, they should carry labels warning against

---!.use by persons suffering fram,high,bload.pressure, heart diseate, thyroid
disease,.diabetesor enlargement of the-,prostate gland, the panel said
Labeling also shoqd,warn the patient',.to:.seek.4melp immediately if symp-
toms are notrelleved:in one hour--or in 20mindtes.in.the case. of
epinephrine taken bran inhaler. Bronchodilator labels should be permit-
ted to claini that'the:product is for temporary relief or symptomatic
control of bronchial asthma only, the Panel recommended, and there
should be no suggestion that it will relieve hay fever or haye any effect,
on the nasal passages.

The relief of hay fever Ihould be left to the antihistampes, the,
Panel indicated. It found 11 ingredients from this class of drugs safe
and effective for relieving the symptoms of allergic rhinitis, or hay
fever. Four of these are'now available by prescription only, but the
Panel recommended that they be approved for over-the-counter sale. Two
antihistamines now used in hay fever products require further testing.

-to'demonstrate their effectiveness the Panel said.

Although the antihistamines that are rated safe and effective have
a low potential for side effects and toxicity they may cause drowsiness,
the Panel pointed out, and it said this fact should be made'known'on'
the label. _The label also should include.a warning against use by people
who have asthma, glaucoma, or enlargement'of the prostate gland unless
under the supervision of a physician.

Acceptable label claims for antihistamines should be that they are
for the temporary relief of runny nose, sneiting, itching of the nose
or throat, and itchy and watery eyes as may occur in hay fever, but not
for the relief of nasal, symptoms, such as stopped up nose, nasal stuffi-
ness, or clogged up nose, the Panel said.

Although antihistamines are widely used in.t e'treatment.of common
cold symptoms, the Panel said there is "little va -4 evidence" that they.

.

are effective for this purpose. Claims that anti istamine's.are effective
for cold 'Symptoms have not been substantiated b appropriate research,
the Panel said, but it suggested.ways these gs could be'tested.for
the common cold.

The Panel considered a number of ingredients which are often found in
nonprescription cough-cold preparationSi.but whicti:did.not fall within
the six main categories under review. These included antihistamines
added to some cough-cold products' asa.sedative-or sleep-aid. The Panel
questioned the validity of adding an antihistamine to a cough or 'cold
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preparation for;tp0 es of sedation and recommended that guch.combina7-'
be7takepof market. .But it said combination 4:that include

an antilas.tne:, 500eatful sleep"i should beallOwedVo..stay-on the
market provided te4dviS;iindertaken by the manufacturer to establish
an effectivedOse.

The Panel also tailed. for%additionaltiSting to proVe the effective-,
mess of caffeine, which 'is,'added:to:aomg,.cOUgh-Oold produCts to counter-

: act drowsiness.caused by other and phenobarbital, which is.
system'stim4lants:added to offset central nersi

Label claims that vitamins, when used either alone or in cambina-
_ tion with other produpts, are effective as cold preventives or cures

should not be.permitted, the Panel said: iut the Panel added that
manufacturers should be allowed to use vitamin C in cold products for
three years if they want to do so in an effort to demonstrate its
effectiveness, on the condition that no claims. are made about the'vita-
min C.

,

The Panel's report, the culmination of three years of study of this
vast array of ingredients, is advisory in, nature. It was published by
FDA in tte Federal Register to allow for comments frqm-industry and
consumers: After reviewing the report and the comments on it, FDA will
issue final standards for acceptable ingredients and labeling claims for
cough, cold, and related over-the7counter drug products. As a result,
many_prOOcta_may have to_be_refa,mmulated-and labeling and advertising:--
claims may have to bechanged, a process which may take place even ,

before ,tlie final standards are. issued.

60.
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INGREDIENTS: WHAT THE PANEL SAID

Colgh and Cold Remedies

cs.

The Panel found that the following ingredients are generally recognized
as safe ,and effective and are not mislabeled;

Antitnssives (cough suppressants)

Codeine
Codeine alkaloid
Codeine phosphate
Codeine sulfate
Dextromethorphan
Dextromethorphan hydrobromide
Diphenhydramine hydrochloride

Expectorants

none

Anticholinergics

none.

Nasal Decongestants

Ephedrine -

Ephedrine hydrochloride
Ephedrine sulfate
Racephedrine hydrochloride
Naphazoline hydrochloride%(topical)
Oxymetazoline hydrochloride (topical)

'''t

Phenylephrine hYdrochloade'
(oral/topical)"'l

.Phenylpropanolamine bitartrite ZOral)
Phenylpropanolamine hYdrochlbride-

. (oral) _

. Phenylpropanolami e maleate (oral),
Propylhexedrine_(i alani)

The Panel 'found that the following
nized as safe and effective or are

Antitussives

Hydrocodone bitartrate .

Oil of turpentine (oral)

Anticholinergics

Atropa belladonna (inhalant)
Datura stramonia (inhalant)

Nasal Decongestants

Mustard oil (topical/inhalant)
Oil of turpentine (oral).

Pseudoephedrine hydroChloride (oral)
Pseudoephedrine sulfate (oral)

--ylometazoline hydirochroride

ingredients are not geterally.recog-
mislandled.

Expectorants

Antimony potassium tartrate
Calcium iodide anhydrous
Chlocoform
Hydriodic acid syrup
Iodized lime
Ipecac fliudextract
Potassium iodide
Squill

Squill extract
Oil of Turpentine (oral)

3



The Panel found that there are ,insufficient data to classify the following
ingredients. It recommended, that these ingredients be permitted to
remain on the market-from three to five years if their aanufacturers10
immediately begin tests to answer tttequestions raised by the Panel..

Antitussives

Beechwood creosote
Camphor (topical /inhalant)
Caramiphen edisylate .

:Carbetapentane citrate
'Cod liver oil
Elm bark .

'-'Ethylmorphine hydrochloride
.:Eucalyptol/eucalyptus oil'

.(topical/inhalant)
Horehound (horehound fluidextract
Menthol/peppermint oil

(topicaltinhalant)
Noscapine

(noscapine hydrochloride)
Oil of. turpentine

(topical/inhalant)
Thymol"

Anticholinergics

Iltropine sulfate (oral)
Atropine (d, dl hyoscyamine)

(oradoT
,

-.,.Saopolamine (1-hyoscine) (oral)

2-xnectorant a

4Mpnium Chloride
B4chwoOd 'creosote
CampDor' (topical/inhatant)
Compoitnd tincture of benzoin

(inhalant).

Compound-,white pine compound

Glyceryl.guaiacolate
Ipecac Syrup;

Menthol/peppermint,oil
(topical /inhalant)'

Oil of tuipentine

'(topical/inhalant)

Eucalyptol /eucalyptus oil
(topical/inhalant

Ektract wiaite'pine'compbund

Nasal Decongestants

Beechwood creosote.
Bornyl acetate (topical)
Camphor. (topical/inhalant)
Cedar leaf oil (topical).

1-Desoxyephedrine (inhalant).:
Ephedrine (oral)

Eucalyptol/eucaliptus oil
(tppicaliinhinant).

Menthol/peppermint oil
(topical/inhalant)

Oil of turpentine (topical/inhalant)

Phenylpropanolamine.hydrochlo*ide
(topical).

Racephedrine hydrochloride (oral)
ThenyldiaminOlydroohloride (topical)
Thymol s(inhaIaat)

Ephedrine hydrochloride (oral
Ephedrine Sulfate (oral)

4..

Pine tar, -.4, ,--.,
...,..

,

. Potassium guaiadol Sail nate-,::
Sodium.Citrate :. 02.

-.:,.. .... . -. ,. - :

Syr pill of pine far f;..lc ,- ''' ..'

Ter*dit,.hydate.:, c. ......1.1.,--,

Terpi7k.hydrate.
Tiiisat*.e; of be

Torm:pAisani-

Tollt balsam
-White pine

Uh4lant

WA

7 ,
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Allergy Remedies. (Antihistamines)

The Panel.found that the following ingredients are generally recognized
as 'safe and effeCtive and are not mislabeled.

.

BrOmpheniranine maleate.,
-Chlorpheniranirie maleate'
Diphenhydramine hydrochloride
Doxylamine succinate
Methapyrilene fumarate

Methapyrilene hydrochloride
Phenindamine tartrate ,

Pheniramine maleate
PromethaZinehydrochloride
Pyrilamine maleate
Thonzylamine hydrochloride

The Panel,found that there are insufficient_, ata to classify the following
ingredients. It recommended that-they be permitted to remain on the
market fOr three years if their manufacturers immediately begin tests
to answer the questions raised by the Panel.

Pnenyltoloxamine citrate
Thenyldiamime hydrochloride ,(oral)

- _

Asthma Remedies .(bronchodilators)

The Panel found that the, following ingredients are geatrally,recognized.
as safe and.effective and are Mot mislabeled.

Ephedrix&t
Ephedrine ydrochloride
Ephedrine sulfate
Racephedrine hydrochloride
Epinephrine
Epinephrine bitartrate

Epinephrine hydrochloride (racemic)
Methoxyphenamine hydrochloride
Aminophylline
TheOphylline anhydrous
Theophylline calcium salicylate
Theophylline sodium glycinate

The Panel found that the following ingredients are not generally recog-
nized as safe and effective or are mislabeled.

Atropa belladonnalmhalant) Pseudoephedrine hydrochloride
Datura stramonia (inhalant) Pseudoephedrine sulfate

The Panel found that there are insufficient data to classify the follow-
ing ingredient. It recommended that this ingredient be permitted to
remain on the market for three years if the manufacturer immediately
begins tests to answer the questions raised by the Panel.

Eophorbia pilulifera
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A

PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

To-have students become aware of the relationship betbeen
trade names And oost.

77.9

10,12

AREA: tie Health

TOPIC: 'Drugs

CONCEPt:

ACTIVITY:

Sources of information with relationship to consumer
decision making L drug, cost comparison

After'same background on the comparison of generic and
trace name drugs, invite one or more pharmacists to dis-
cuss this matter with the class.. gsk the pharmacist(s),.
to, rhe'extent possible; to concentrate on drugs commonly

- used by the consumer.

0
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PURPOSE:

LEEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

AEFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

To have students. become aware of the wide range of i for-
.

mation available to consumers.

10-12

Health

Dregs -

Sources of information with relationship to consumer
decision making - drugs

"Drugs". Science Activities, John Paul Eddy,. February,.
1972, pp. 42 -45.

Over a two-week period, have the students collect all
articles from Popular magazines and'newspapers dealing

.

with drugs.. These can be posted on a bulletin board, placed
in a scrap-book, or displayed in another manner. Students
should be made Aware of differences in "authority" of
infOrmation.

4
1

V

P

. $

. $

f
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PURPOSE:. To find out where certain drugs originate and how this
relates to cost.

LEVEL: 7-9
10-12 '

AREA: Health

TOPIC: Drugs

CONCEPT: Factors which affect cost of drugs
---

REFERENCE: "Drugs." Science Activities, John Paul. Eddy, February,
1972, pp. 42-45.

ACTIVITY: Have the students make or take ready-made world maps and
mark the major drug producing countries, the drug(s)
produced in each, and research the manufacturing of the drug.
Have students look for relationships between origin of
production and such factors as cost, amount of processing,
etc.

72
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PURPOSE: Obtain information on the effects of druks and relate
this-to consumer decision-making.

LEVEL: 7-9
'10-12

AREA: Health

TOPIC: Drugs

CONCEPT: Biological effects of drugs in relatiOnship to consumer
decision making. .

REFERENCE: "Drug." John Paul Eddy, Sciende Activities, February,
1972, pp.:42-45.

ACTIVITY: Have students search the library to get information on
how differentdrugs affect the h body. Compare the
results and report on the findi to the class. 4P

Consider use, storage and disposal of;drug items.

;

;



PURPOSE: To proVide information for making decisions regarding
medical care.

LEVEL: 7-9
10-12

AREA: Health

4 Medical Care.

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - medical care

-REFERENCE: Suggested Guidelines for Consumer Education - K-12. The
President's Committee on Consumer Interests, Washington,

November, 1970.

_ACTIVITY: After some background'aon medical care, have a doctor,
nurse, or hospital administrator discuss with the class
basic factors involved in choosing a doctor, hospital, or
.medical care in general.

a
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S
-PURPOSE:

LEVEE:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE

To,prOyide informationon the action of shampoos.

7-9.

Healt4, A, -:*
4 * a-

1

Shampoo
C-

Sources of information .with rpspect.to consumer decision
making. -

.

'."And NOw a Word About:Your,.%ampOO.."' FDN-Consumer,'
Harold C. Hopkins.,BEW:Publfraiiaa-No..(FDA)-767400i,

.

March 1:975.

.t I
. =

*.Havebeach.ltudent:comment onAtihat:theY.now.use for
washinktheir hair. Do they:41<e7it; What do they
believe,it-ia supposed to. do hayeYthey.had any
probleM?with it?

t

. -

aye the students read the Attache&

haichemistry,they may,*
or"the terminologY...-.Enc

ionarr, and if yod dont,k
try teacher or another soi

erms they don't understan

:-'

-axle. If they'
.

some assistance
rage them toouef,,z\T,

:thee words hayp 'a

cet teacher, ettcptain

reading the article ha the v.idtiits..i./rite.
rt on the the Curiently-'110p-4nd'one':
product.

,

. . .

e a list of those
period or 'two discussf

4 ;4 AND NOW A WORD ABOUT'

- ,

viewed. and spend a class
axious products:i

4*
1%.,*.1D One of the most interesting, ions that can be made between

synthetic detergent sbampoo, used :anse the hair, and toilet soap,
used to cleahse the rest of the body,ip that the' former is considered
under the law to be a cosmetic-and thw-Iattei is riot.

-Both may contain fragran -s, oils, and other substances, and these,
,May "be rubbed, poured, spri d, or sprayed on, introduced into, or:
otherwise applied to the huma ody or any parl: thereof, for cleansing,
beautifying, promoting attrac eness, or alteililg the,aPpearance,".:.
which is the way the Food, p11 and Cosmetic Act'of 1938 defines.a
cosmetic. But the same, laws fidally excludes soap fram.this'
definition of a cosmetic andta. 'V(is thus exempt from -'DA regulation.:



In the cleansing agent in most if not all shampoo was soap,
so the s thatera were not covered by the law. Today, the
cleansini4wit-in most shampoo is a synthetic detergent rather than
soap. An cause shampoo-containingNa synthetic detekgent falls
within th egal definition of a cosmetic, most of the products that
daminate ay's shampoo market are so classified.

S _detergents May have been a cloud no bigger than your
hand 1.11.,

I npiness j,:t ,a hurricane. It didn't take the cosmetics

ate when they did come, they swept through
the c

Pe0P1 41scoydi that these synthetic chemicals had properties
espe esfiab la a shaMpoo and that other properties could be
inco to em even more desirable. These properties--and
their effec --pr y are familiar to every television viewer.

t
under a boiinc,

voice archlteii .-
Street,const
mascur
her mn
stru

eAc

watching your favorite TV show, or anyone else's,
nymph, loping in slow motion across grassy glides
llowing halo of feminine glory while an off-screen

s thatjt could be you if you'd buy you know what?
ion crews and pedestrians paralyzed as their mass

'sideswiped by, asilken-tressed sylph out om the avenue for
ulationT Elevator passengers elevated and blindldates.

.

radiantrmaned.treatureclose enough for comfort?
kin, scalp, andsmirks emerging from showers with secrets
se to keep? Agossamer-topped tot dreamily enduring the

s. gaze whilehersoSsamer-topped look-alike mother hums''to.her,
ethers, of themagic.bottle they Share' Or a .bit of good news

forIblottles, brunettes,-,and.redheads who weren't bornthatway?*
. .

Depending on Youribilityto remember brand names, you canhave.-'7.
-,144i-air so clean itsqileaks, possess' tresses that can't tangle.ortousle',1),r

0c, back something you had 'as a tyke, min a product you can't lose or
11:or break in the shower or tub, or let the potroast burn and

thehousework'slide if 'you know' your way to the right shelf at the:s.
drwastore.: For-payitg,your money and-making.your choice, the right
oneyou can have,hairwith body, smoothness, softness, sheen, lustre,
higlittkghts fragrance,and..manageability, locks. that stay locked come

0 .haiLhigh wind,!'ar humidity.

-;r While these matters could be of concern to the Federal Trade
ssion-in.i±a monitoring of advertising for claims that may be

alse.or Misleading, they are not within FDA's regulatory domain.
lEDA'sauthority.Underthe Food, DrUg, and Cosmetic (FDA) Act to regulate
synthetiO:detergentahampoos, along with other cosmetics, falls consider
ably Short.of.thecamiorehensive kind of jurisdiction'the Act authorizes
for regulation:of foods and drugs. The maker of a cosmetic is. no-
requilad,.asAa the'sponsor of a new drug, to obtain FDA approval before
marketing to assure that the product is safe and effective. Ancicos,.
metics.makers, unlikefood processorS, are not required to obtain
FDA.clearancato use new :additives (except for color additives) intheir
productS.'
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A shampoo, however whose label claims, that it can alter bodily
functions--such as correcting and,preventing-tonditions that produce
dandruff--automatically becomes a drug'and subject to either the over-
the-counter drug monographs now being developed by FDA or the "New
Drug" requirements of the FDC Act. When these claims are made for a
new drug, either prescription or over-the-counter,'safety and efficacy
must be proved to FDA's satisfaction. The over-the-counter druimono-
graphs will list permitted drug ingredients, those generally recognized
by experts as safe and effective.

The law does hold the manufacturer of a synthetic detergent shampoo
or other cosmetic solely responsible for safety in its use. Be is
expected to use, ngredients about which there have been no questions
of safety, and to perform adequate studies with test- animals' and humans
for new ingredients or combinations to make sure his product is safe
to uge before he puts it on the market. FDA must trust that, the
manufacturer has Mailed his responsibility when'he offers a new
product. Should adverse reactions occur, FDA urges the consumer to
notify the manufacturer and the Division of. Cosmetics Technology,
Bureau of Foods, FpA, 200 C St., S.W., Washington, D.C. 20204, or
any FDA office aroundthe country. The manufacturer is also urged to
provide FDA any information learned from consumers about adverse.reactions,
and. FDA provides preprinted forms for more convenient reporting. Such
reports are a signal for FDA to look into the matter and, where neces-
sary, take regulatory action under the FDC Act, which Prohibits the
marketing of misbranded products; those which beim false or misleading
labeling or other violations of labeling requirements, or those that
contain a harmful substance.

The advent of synthetic -detergents in the past few decades has,',,
of course, revolutionized cleansing and cleaning chores, whether
hold, industrial, automotive, or cosmetic. Synthetic detergents are
classified as anionic, cationic, nonionic, or amphoteric, depending on
the way the ions behave in water. .To some degree, all have the capacity
to break down the resistance barrier between the water and the dirt,
oil, or other material on the surface to be cleaned, and allow the
material to be rinsed away. Synthetic detergent shampoos sold for
adults are usually of the anionic type;. for babies and children, of
the amphoteric type, or amphoteric mixed with the anionic type.
Cationic synthetic detergents are not usually included in shampoos 'a?s
detergent agents.

I=

The major advantage of synthetic detergents over soapin sh4Mpoos
is their efficient functioning in hard water. Soap, an alkali salt
of fatty acids, works well in removing dirt and grease from surfaces,
'but in hard water, which contains a relatively high amount of calcium
in solution, the calcium reacts with the soap to form deposits of a
gummy material called "soap scum." The familiar ring in the bathtub
is composed of these deposits, to which-dirt and other undissolved
matter in the water may adhere. Such gcum can form on the hair during
shampooing with soap and hard water--; ddlling its lustre and making it
difficult to comb unless rinsed withsoMe substance that will redissolve



the scum. Soap's fdaming and cleansing action is reduced according to
the degree of hardness of the water. Synthetic detergents do not react
with the calcium in the water and scum deposits do not form, even in the
hardest water, though the detergent or cleansing action may itself vary
depending on the kind of synthetic detergent used and the -kind of

. foreign material to be removed.

Many synthetic determnts of various types have been formulated
by chemists into shampoos, and'some have been combined with soaps in
shampoos.

FDA l s been especially concerned about use of the stronger.synthetic
deiergents in shampoos. Shampoos containing cationics as germicides.
and nonionics as cleansing agents have been found capable of causing
severe eye irritation and occasionally permanent eye injury. Those
containing mixtures of cationic and nonionic synthetic-detergents have
a high' potential for permanent eye injury, and reputable manufacturers
generally avoid-marketing them. Some synthetic detergent shampoos
also have been found through consumer experiehce to cause allergenic
skin reactions in some users, although the number has been low 'consider-
ing the millions of packages of synthetic detergent-based shampoos sold:

When soap was still the thing for 1airwashing, the scum that formed
to dui.1 the hair's lustre wak.often reduced or eliminated^by following
up_with a 'rinse of such acidic substances as vinegar and lemon juice.
The belief still persists among some consumers that vinegar and lemon
juice are needed, even when'a-'synthetic detergent shampoo is used.
But such shampoos generally don't requtre.the use of these substances
because no scum forms, nor is the extensive lather" normally expected
from soap necessary for many synthetie,detergentsito perform an adequate
cleansing job. The combination of soap with secret.recipes and ritual
that the Gibson Girl, the Flapper and Vamp, the. "It" and "Oomph" girls
thought guaranteed them enchanting tresses would curl the-lips of today's
more sophisticated consumers, who have a wide choice of shampoos or
other commercial hair products labeled to'perform specific cosmetic
functions.

In.some synthetic detergeh,t shampoos there are newly developed
additives called canditioners,554hich enable the user to forget the.
hundred brushstrokes of the.past and still have enough hair lustre and
sheen in sunlight to dazzle a doorpost. There are.conditioners to
give hair the appearance or feel of softness; to eceate or enhance
lustre and sheen; to impart smoothness and lubricity to the touch and
make combing or brushing easier; to give the'hair "body," or somewhat
more bulk, forlapecial hair configurations or coiffeurs; to add "tex-
ture," the appearande of stronger strands or vibrancy; and, to retain
"set," that is, control friiziness or "flyaway" resulting from excessive
dryness,static electricity, and other causes, and allow the hair to
be kept several hours in a desired position.

Jt!i

-X Shampoos have Came a long way since the days when their cosmetic
functions were confined pretty much to cleansing and scenting the hair.

(
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The consumer now.learns, not.far past toddling, that shampoos perfbrm
Other'magic. The consumer's obvious desire for .a shathpoo that will
perform additional cosmetic functions traditionally done, by'rinsesor
,-otherapp,lications after shampooing has affected both the aim and the
claims of the shampoo makerts., The big difficulty in achieving this
aim is thatif,IshaTMpoo is-twaually effective for one function; it
may be correspondingly leSs so for another. For this and other reasons,
many shampoos under development may goback.to the laboratory instead
of into the barketplace.-.Most'of the problems are related in some

ree 'tO. the cleansing effectiveness of the synthetic detergent.
.

.

, .

Can one shampoo produdt.perforth several-cosmetic functions as
wellas after-shampoo conditioner rinses? -Tht.-answer is probably not,'
but 'manufacturers Continue seeking to develop,shappoos-that perform
as-many as possible. The biggest. rub is the:Syntheticdetergent.
The more thoroughly it removes dirt and other'unWantecrmaterial, the
more likely it is to irritate the scalp, strip off hair dyes and tints
puton by the consumer at Some,affort.and expense, remove the.natural
oil left on thahairfrom the hair glandspecretions,-or neutralize.
the intended effects of some conditioning ngredients in the shampoo'.

-Among conditioners that have been used in shampoos to produce I

: various cosmetic effects are eggs, proteinaceouS substances of protein
derivatives, -glycerin or propylene.glycol,.and ethyl alcohol. The manu
facturWs difficult? objective is to,produce_a shampoo that cleanses.
'afftctively, yet is fail& enoUghto'haVe minumum.effect on desirable
Characteristics, either natural or produced.by conditioners in the
shampoo.

When egg isincluded in a shampoos FDAregulations, permit'the word.
"egg". to be- used in the name,aS eggshampo6,-" only if there is thd
equivalent of one whole egg for each "shampooing" in the container;
egg may be mentioned on.the.label by such statements. as "shampoo with
egg" or "contains egg" only if 'egg constitutes at least 2 percent of
the product.-

It Should be understood that protein materialsused.in Shampoos,
or for that matter any other conditioning ingredients, cannot feed
the haix-roots to make the.hair."alivt,:( since hair is dead tissue.

-'The conditioners in shampoos are not normally adequate to-concear
damage to hair that may result from use of chelicals'such as dyes,
bleadhes, wavins or -straightening mixtures, or from intense-heat used
to curl or straighten the hair strands. Specialoconditioners usually
are needed after-shampooing to mask suCh damage.

Shampoos labeA.d for use on normal, dry, or, oily hair are formu-
lated by controlling the strength or ammint of the synthetic detergent,
whose "defatting" action removes oil from the hairañdof.thecondition
ing additives that alleviate or offset this action.

7S:
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Haw a shampoo looks, its viscosity, its clarity or opacity, its**,
color, how it .smells when being applied, how it .feels to the touch,
the,amount of lather 'it produces, its packaging, and.whetherit is
liqUid, cream, gel,' or paste, all may affect the consumer's choice

-; of .a product and thus are considered by the manufactprer along with

performance,when the product is being developed, priced, and marketed.
1

One purpose of shainpooing is to remove dandruffsmall flakes Of
dead skin that shed from the scalp. When dandruff'is shed from the
scalp in scales larger than normal, it becomes unsightly, either in
the' hair itself or when it falls and clings to the outer clOthing.
Shampooing can help alleviate this problem. A medicated shampoo labeled'
for dandruff control would be the best choice if flakingis,very heavy.,

A medicated shampoo, whether prescribed.or sold over the counter,
contains drug, ingredients. specific for alleviating of eliminating
certain conditions, such as those that result in excessive dandruff.
As,'such it is a drug, not a cosmetic, and the manufacturer is required
either to .market it in accord with FDA'SAaver-the-counter drug mono--

graphs being developed or, if a new drug', to demonstrate to FDA before
marketing .that it is safe as well as effective in performing the claims
made for'it-on the label.

Same Shampoos are labeled for babies and young children, gilose,
hair does not commonly receive,frequent depOsits of hair sprays or
other hair products. Baby shiMpoos usually are made from the amphoterio
synthetic detergents; some of which are comparatively stingless and'
nonirritating, and these shani*os dapot normally, contain such added
ingredients.as perfume's; whic4may irritate the eyes. Pbst baby shaMpoos
are formulated by the manufacturers to have minimum irritation potential.

, ..-

because of the cnumber of consumer omplaints_FDA has received about
eye injuries, the Agency is considering proposaldf.a,regulation to
require certain warning statements in shampoo latieVig,.' Depending on

4.16

the results of laboratory animal tests to be est:ail' bed in the regu-
lation, manufacturers would be required to disga particular warning
in labeling. The regulation would also specifyiamki s of ingredients
or combinations of them that FDA considers to be to<dangerous for use ,

in shampoos. .

.5.'e
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ROSE:

)LEVEL:

AREA:'

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

^ A

ACTIVITY:

To test the effectiveness...of different insecticides.

7-9
'10-12

Product Testing

Consumer decision makin:e- product comparison

s!Inyestigating Insecticides." Science Activities,
James E. Muiphy, May, 1972, pp. 30-32.

Materials: 10-12 mosquito larvdel:: 1 stereoscopic miicro-
scope; 1 petri dish or similar gIdss digh; 1 pipette) or
'medicine dropper; several kinds of household spray insecti-
cides; safety glasses; adequate ventilation.

Procedure:' Several days before the day on which the experi-
ment isylanned, ask students to bring spray insecticides
used at home. ,The mosqUito larvae should also be on hand
a.few dayg ahead,of time so, the students may observe them
and becoine familiar 'with their structure, function, and
behavior. After making their observations,.they should
give a brief`-gumpaiy of the. parts and principles in opera-
tion%for circulation, respiration, digestion, movements, and
sensation. 01,1istspl-tha differences between various larvae
should also be 'comi4led. f

0 .

'NeXt, let the students designalthe experiment(s) they will
use .to observe the effect of the"insectiicides on the larvae;
Varrablas Rich asthe amoutepf insecticide and, time period
should be Apt it mind. '111sop'-contr91 groups should be .

used as a basis f8-r. comparison:, Ilefore the experimerits
begin, the Isocedtare should be-reviewed to 'see
the soundness og each studentis-apftoach in light of the
'pointsNientionaiabole.

..

-
During the experiment, Vial, the stueents work in twos,'one
observing thelarvthrough:a stereomicroscope, and the
other. recording .and applying: the fnsecticide. The
-insecticide.should-he Ifo, a second or two, and
the students should be cM4ioned-againgt its potency. The
activity should be performed,f4icv11 ventilated area
Students should wear Vafety glasses.

Data obtaineit in the acti information. on the insecti-
cide labels, and any other. ertiment information can be

. .

used in arriving at comparisong%
.

- r.
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PURPOSE:
. .

TOtest 1phosphate content of fertilizerS.ind/or:deter-,
gentsin relatiOnship to:wharbranasareIeast harmful'tA,

..the'watersUppIy.

LEVEL:

10-12

AREA:. . Froductrgqt.ing
.

TOPIC Phogphates iti Fertiiiiers and Detergents.
..

CONCEPTf' '.Consumer decision Making - environmental factori:

REFEENCEr "Phosphate - sOme Studies `of w It 'Affects OurFater.".
- Sciente'Teacher, Ann. L.. Abele pp:53-55.

..,

ACTIVITTf Materials: One phosphate test ICit (LiMotte,or Hach) which.
will Measure-10-50 ppm phosphite; 500 ml: distilled water;
one 100 ml. graduated cylinder; a-Zew grams tet1Iizer or
detergent; two 150 ml: beakers; two stirringjods; one-
balance capable of weighing to tenths of a'gram; one marking
pencil or label's; One 1 ml. pipette; two 100n.l. volumetric
flasks.

0

Pcocedure:

1. Dissolve. 1 gram Of'detergent or fertlizer in 1.00 ml.
distilled.water,,or dissolve in a volumetric flask and
dilute with 100 ml. 'distilled water,. Label this-"fiist-
dilution."

. Pipette 1 ml. of the first dilution-into anothet
volumetrie flask and dilute' to 190 -ml. with distilled*
water, or 'put 'the 1 ml: in one of-the beakers and'add
99 ml. of'distilled water. Label this "second dilution."

, Follow directions.for phosphate analysis included with
:'the test kit. Th analysis will give the ppp. phosphate

in the second dilution.

4. Calculate the concentration o phosphate inthe'first
dilutibn.And in the detergent or'fertil8zer as follows:

a. ,Since the second dilution was made.by diluting thg""
first solution, 1 to 1G0, the concentration of the-
first dilution is 100eimes {ghat was measured with

-the kit.
.

b., The. first dilution was made by dissolving 1 gram of
sample in 100 water, 'so again thesconcentratian
of phosphate in the sample is 100 times greater than
the con centration of the first dilution.

.

Repeat.with other samples and compare results.



'40

PURZOSE: Compare.actual soap content in different brands.
')

LEVEL:. 7-9

10-12

AREA: Product Testing

TOPIC: Soaps

ConsuMer decision making - produc 1S-A,
t.0,4rt:te

REFERENCE: Consulter Education: A Model of an n -rdisciplinary K-12
Curriculum Approach to Consumer Education Processes.
C. 'Rayinond. Anderson and L. M. BOrigiovanni, Mass: State
Dept.''Of., Boston, ApriI, 1974

,

ACTIVITY: After ,discussing water as a cleaning agent and also the
dompos410 of soap, take samplei of different brgnds.
Weigh ea, theriljleat to remove any water. Reweigh.
Determine volume before and after heating to determine
density. This will aid in determining those brands which,.
contain la e °quantities of air._ 'Record data on a chart
and dete ne the amount and cost of the water you buy
with the s p. Decide which brands are the best buy based
on your results and rank accordingly.

I

A



.PURPOSE:

.

LEVEL.:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

To see if there are performance differences between

...,:expensive alkaline batter4es and less expensive batteries.

REFERENCE:

.

ACTIVITYz,

'7-9

10-12

Product TestiRg

Dry Cell Batteries

t.

. -

Consumet decision making - product Impparisons

lt
"The business Departmentitudies Science& Science Activi-
ties, Roger M. Records, July/August, 1974, 6-8.

Materials: Shoe box, sortr cell, flashlight, ammeter,,
bateries to be tested.

1

Procedure: Obtain two new batteries of the same brand.-In
the shoe box, attach the solar-cell.to one end. Place the
flashlight in the bottom of the box so that the lightis - -

centered on the Aar cell. ConneCt the solar cell to the
ammeter:

,

As the batteries wear out, the light will dim and the. cur-
rent reading on the ammeter will drop off,When batteries
Are worn out, figure cost per hour and compare.

78
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PURPOSE: To compare the effectiveness of phosphate detergents,
non-phosphate detergen and soaps.

LEVEL:- 7-9
10-12

AREA: . Product-Testing,

TOPIC: Detergents and Soaps

CONCEPT:. Consumer, decision making - produCt comparisons

REFERENCE-: Soaps, Detergents,"and the Environment.... The Soap and
Detergent Association; 475 Park Ave. South;-New.York, N.Y.
10016. Problems with rrent Phosphate Replacement Materials.
Fede'tal Trade Commissi Hearing, April 26, 1971.

ACTIVITY: Divide the students into five lab teams. Give each team
one-4" x 4" square of soiled fabric and 2 qnart-jars filled
with hot water. Toone of the jars of hot water:

4-

Team, #1 adds I Tbsp. phosphate dstergent
Team #2 adds. 1 Tbsp. soap "

5

Team #3 adds l Tbsp. soap and.1 Tbsp. washing soda
Team adds 1 Tbsp. non - phosphate detergent
Team #5 adds °nothing to the water (control)

After each team adds their partichlar soap or'detergent to
the water, agitate the jar. Add the square of fabric.
Cap the jar and shake for a-gpen period of'time. Remove
the fabrieand place in the- other jar. Cap, and agitate

Compare cleanliness of the fabric swatches. The experiment
could then be run..again, using a.different type of material
.for fabric swatch, and again compare the results:

.
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PURPOSE: To make students aware of ways of conserving energy in the
home.

LEVEL:.. 4-6
7-9

AREA: ' Natural Resources

TOPIC: Conservation of Electricity

CONCEPT: Consumer conservation of energy.

REFERENCE: Toth, N. Uune,.Cikach, F.S., and Frankovits, N.D.,, Maple
Heights City School District Environmental-Education Program,
Final Report. Maple Heights, Ohio, June 30, 1977, p. 6.

ACTIVITY: Are You Saving on Use of Electricity?:

Listed below are ways to save on several uses of setdctricity.
Have students check at home whether they conserve on each
item. If yes, score 2; if partial, score 1; if no, score O.

Total the scores on each item for the class and determine
the mean. Which items need most attention for further
conservation?

_

a
-ftte ven ways to save-on your hahe electric bill:

1 Lighting: Larger bulbs are more efficient. Lighting represents
,M% of electricity, used in the home. You can enjoy more illumina-
tion. while saying because larger size incandescent light bdlbs are°
more efficient. You can get more light from several large bulbs,
than from twice as.many small bulbs.

2. Electric Range: Approximately 80% of cooking is done on top of
range and only about in the oven. To save electricity, user the
right size cooking utgasils and when boiling water heat only amount
needed. Aluminum utensils with bright shiny exteriors are best.

Oven: 'Use it to full advantage. When preheating oven, set control
at the tempekature needed to cook. Arrange oven racks before
turning on oven. Use the full oven capacity.when possible. Don't
open oven door to peek in, use lights inside.

4. Electric Air Conditioners - Hands off Thermostat: Set the thermo-
itat at a comfortable level and leave it there. Frequent resetting,
impairs efficient operation.. Do not use a window fan when using
air conditioner; open windows will admit humidity and warm air.
Keep window shades closed on the sunny side o P the house. Clean or
replace air, conditioner filters about once a month.



'Do not placdasl.ty. lamp, TV, 'or otherAleat producing-deVice within
three feet:44Adoor thermostat.4 HaVe systdm checked each year.
Be sure that no.room air registers,.eithersupplyor return, are
obstructed by clrapes.or furniture.

5. The best recommendation for yOur Heating:System*is-insulation in
the home. Proper insu/ation 'should be in-the ceilings. Storm

or double glazed windows wilt and reduteheat loss con-
_ side ably. AlloUtdoor entrances should 'be.equilved with storm
doorS. Weathel4ripping 4,rounddoorp-and windows also helps
insulate your flame.

6. Refrigerator: Help keep. it cool If yOur refrigerator is not self"
defrosting,'be sure to defrost it wheriever the cooling coils accumu-
latpmorf,than 1/4 inch o4 ice.

7. . Poings about' appliancesi Clothes Dryer - do not.overload or put in
tqo small d 144.g Be sure clothes dryers are vented to the out-
doors to.elimite added heat- and moisture. Dishwasher - Do not
use 'after very meal, wash 'only Ell loads.

..

ei

I-.

I
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\
PURPOSE: 4). To learn "to an electric meter and to show the _savings

that come CL V e4Srical use.

LEVEL:

AREA: ,

TOPIC:

...'tt.......,
'4..,CONCEPT:- use and co -.=.4.1."4f.

. -A-

'':,...44 -0.ft, ,:. . v
i.

ACTIVITY: A backgroun 4c. meters ;, this
.... ,

activity t.....e .. .

1..
4, .e: . 1

46Hai
i--.11'- -- . -,

udents keep Atr
-. 0

un trbf: etect4r- icity.
.!...i..,,, -. -- .,..-;.: ..- ,use 2-4 1 period of time, qtit sponeAgeek.,-!qhealtieve...7), . ,

re 7cost usi infotm,t- ere& from fhe -e'lltctric
' -"cO m fol tmlii ie their;fani ly

to co seryq efterg b y s h titv0fk 'i..4_*iSary :14ghts,

keegink,aii:ccnditionipg or,heatARg to a comfortable min.-:
. imum, using the oven. for SeVrar-thingi at', a time "instead'',

of heaiing. it up separately eery time, etc. yecord amount
used ancr,again figure .cost and% savings over the 'last period.

4,;.7 ( 4 Recognition 01Q564-,gi,ve,rk:t6I students demo' strating the,`

o Lhclude gas orsaVings--of ;energy. The,. actOity
, efiergy, sources , .

-

t,P6wer company publ c. rel ion
7- pfoht)ty be able to provide 6; s;ggest

0404 ,i,76111do

:ounce- person.

,

, .

4.-4. *.,

8S
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IFIMPOSE
a

,s 7 -9'"

= 4"

AREA:

'.To intestig6te variables influencing gasoli

'TOPTi:

,Vatural Resources

Conserving Gasoline in` Automobile ravel
. .

CONCEPT: -!Consume r 'adeision ma "g g - facors rautomobile- tiailel.,

:,. . ' ,.4v
. ,. .

. ,....'ACTIVITY: 1' Gasoline is Iciirrently produced from of a naturaL :resou
T. Ar 6 (.1 teat cannot birrepleh"shed. . It isalso--Pecoming-tore.. - .. expen.s}ve as wald supply decreases-4. -There,:are a.liumb'er 8 f

vatkiables -that' influcenre. the .mileage.ka car can Obtain.s.r:..
c , Some ofrlthese vatikgbles relate to the physipk,1- characteris-

°tics. oi. the car, sesple, to the area in whi;ch ;the, car ale' driven,
_.s. , f I 1:.t., an otrrer to ariving practices of the driver, ...:.. .4.-. ev

4 %
- .4.-, . . . ,...-

Li,,te eIow are some of the variables :".Theseiyar,lables can
'r

. b 'refined by consuliiini,,Consiiiiier-Reports -stYliks-imi:lar

e co ceir01.

.I)

,,

tion

,pr:ac -ice to
..r.p.

:**

.
1. Equi,pment

,kt
eight of Lie car rand ihediize 'of at,th engine

ve e most effect on gasoline

o- . for eachvariabtrkrfrcai'the most
iPment,"4roir ate most effective

to least ef*fectlyez-drivEn...p..Factice.T.,
O tit

mileage, A car4 that Weighs 4i'600 - 5,,26.0 :lb's: wall 5se", 'about
. twtce the amount of fuel. aSiwiI1 a dai. .'of 2,400

.2,600Ae. ,.
.

.1/4. %
Nin autchgaEicIttranstaission normally :reduces the- 'gas
mileage (dompared:ed -a manual ttranStaission),',

_t .t,c,10p41,..onaequipment, such as air .conditionvs andiv , and oiOr items, reauc as mileage by added weight

d..

also by. operatiops

;dial tives wi71 increasO gas mileage -over bias-
ply tires ifwings varyi with the type of car, type
of 'tire, 'ancibtrivtg Conditions.

.
A proper y.tunedrcar :will usually obtain
at- leaS t 5 - 8r r better mileage.

S.

2. DrivingDriving PracticeS
ti!P4 The rate of acceleration is an imptant variable in

gasoline consumption: Moderate acceleratiov will
usually save 10-20% over rapid acceleration.

83 89



b. Gasoline mileage is usually at a maximum between
35 and 40 m.p.h. with no rapid or extensive speed
changes.

c. Extensive changing of speed (fast to slow and slow
to'fast) decreases gas mileage.

d. Use of the brake and driving in low gear ranges
de-creases gas mileage.

e. Warm-up or idling the engine increases the consump-
tion of gasoline. The amount used varies with the
type and size of the engine. Substantial savings
can be obtained by reducing idling in a car with a
large engine.

3. Driving Conditions

a. Stop and go driving (city) increases gasoline
consumption.

b. Short trips increase gasoline consumption:

c. Hilly or mountainous terrain increases gasoline
consumption.

u.
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

SPECIES

sly

-To invest to various,factors related to the use of wood
for heating.

7-9
10-12

Natural Resources

Heating Fuels

Consumer decision making - comparison of fuel costs.

Toth, N. June, Cikach, F. S., and Frankovits, N. D.,
Maple Heights City School District Envirohmental Education
Programs, Final Report. Maple Heights, Ohio,. June 30, 1977,,
pp. 1-4.

Many people are converting from otherfuels to wood to heat
their homes or fieating parts of their-homes with wood fuel.

Table 1 gives the approximate weight and heating value .per
cord of differett.woods, both green and air-dried.

t: .

Ash g
Aspen
Beech, American
Birch, yellow
Elm, American
Maple, red
Maple, sugar
Oak,red
Oak, white
'ine, eastern white

siv

TABLE 1

WEIGHT
GREEN AIR -DRIED

Pounds

4

AVAILABLE HEAT
GREEN AIR-DRIED

Pounds Million
BTU -

- Million

BTU

r840 3,440 16.5 20.0..
3,440 2,160 10.3 12.5
4,320

311..
3,760- 17.3 21.8

4,560 ;-t 3,680 .17.3 21.3
4,320 2,960 14.3 17.2
4,000 3,200 15.0 . 18.6
4,480 .3,68D 18.4 21.3
5,120 3,680. 17.9 * 21.3
5,040 3,920' 19.2 22.7
2,880 2,080 12.1 13.3

.

Air-dried means with 20-percent-moisture interms of oven-
dry.weight, 'or 16.7 percent in terms of total air-dried
weight. One BTU (British Thermal Unit) is the amount.of
heat required to 'raise the temperature7ofone pound of
water 1 F. Available heat equals calorific value, minus,
loss due to moisture; minus loss due to water-vapor formed,
minus loss in heat carried away in dry chimney gas. Flue

..temwature 450 °F;, no excess air. (Data supplied by
Foredt Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.)

85
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Tabl4a,shows the relations10 between species, pounds
per tdict, usable fuel value per cord-and:the price per cord
equivalent to oil, at 42cper,gallon. Keep in mind that
thislabie was computed using 65% oil burner efficiency
and a Stove efficiency of 50%. Furnace efficiencies
typically rnnge between 50-75% w wood stove efficiencies
range from 15% for a fireplace u 85% for air tight
stoves under optimum conditions.

TABLE 2.

AVERAGE DENSITY
lbs/cord
20% Moisture

POTENTIAL
USABLE FUEL
VALUE PER CORD

PRICE /CORD

00% EFFICIENCY
EQUIVALENT TO OIL

SPECIES CONTENT (BTUs) AT 42C/gallon

White Oak 4,400 30,800;000 $71.14.

Sugar Maple 4,000 28;000,000. $68.61

American Beech '4,000 28;000;000 $64.68

Red Oak 3,900 .27,300,000 $63.06

Yellow Birch 3,800 0 26,600000 $61.44

White Ash 73,700 ,25,900,00G $59.83

American Elm 3,400 23,800,000 $54.97

Red Maple 3;400 23,800,000 $54.97

Paper Birch' .3,400 23,800,000 $54.97

Douglas Fir 2,900 21,400,000' $49.3

Eastern White 2;200 15,800;000 $36.49
Pine

=

Activity 1: .Stove Design

!,

Hamemaketrsareturning tio wood for heat as the price of
heating_oil goes tip. Problems have.arisen, however, in the
transition from oil heat to wood heat due eoLthe lack of
homeowner experience with the convenient and safe methods
of cutting,^splitting and burning wood. In this activity,
c)u will be thinking of ways to improve stove. efficiency,

wood burning convenience and stove safety.

T



,.

Part '1 - Stove Design-

Design, using proper drafting techniques, a wood burning stove
that incorporates the following features:

a. inexpensive materials
b. ease of construction
c. durability
d. heat output control
e. minimum creosote buildup in, flue
f. ease of operation
g. beauty
h. safety in operation
i. efficiency

Makea drawing of your design. Outline 116w yoUt stove satis-
fies each of these design features. Optional: list con-
struction materials and their. cost. List construction.
procedure.

Part 2 - Wood.Burning Convenience

List ten ways to make wood heat more Convenient. (i.e:,
decrease the number of times tAt6Wood is handled, combine
storage and drying facilities) List'and describe Specific'
tools and facilities that would make the' handling and burning
ofwood easier. (i.e., house-modifications such as enlarged
basement openings-, ,attached wood sheds, etc.) Optional:
sketch one or more of your ideas.

a

Part 3 - Safety

Insurance rates for homeowners who burn wood in space heaterg
are higher than for homeowners who burn oil."The higher .

rates are-in part due to the number of improperly installed
and poorly operated:stoves which, cause house fires.. Call
your local fire inspector and.find'out whatSafety precautiong
are necessary for installing and operating a wood stove.

Activity 2: Cost of Using Wood Fuel

Part 1 - Comparison of Wood Fuels to Other -Fuels
-v

Use the data in Table l'to calculate the Cost of the most
:coatimd green and air -dry. wood in your area to .(1) coal,
(2). fuel oil, -(3) piped gag, (4) bottled-gis, and '(5)'
deleptriciey,

Part 2 - Comparison of Cost of Green Wood to Cost of 11T-
Dried Wood

S.

.,

Use the data in Table 1 to determine a reaspriable difference
to expect in the cost of a"cord of green wood-compared to

'the cost of a. cord of air-dried wood." .

93.;:
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PURPOSE: To investigate rates of Consumption of various resources.

LEVEL: 7-9

10-12

AREAI .Natural Resources

TOPIC, Consumption of Natural Resources

CONCEPT:

.

NOTE:

Relationship of rate of use-of resources itb community factors.
.

Figures cited are average of thbse reviewd.- They are neither
the high nor, the low figures. ,

ACTIVITY: Presented are a -series of activities that: can he used to _-

focu's on the. problems of consumption and Use 'of' resources.
-Suggested questions will'be applied to most activities, but

,. 'you should consistently raise at, least these questions:

1. Is the resource r9newable (wooci vs. .oil) ?;

2. Can the "waste" be recycled (newspapers)?;

. Can the "waste" be re -.used or used in sami.qther way
-(motor oil)?; and '

4. Can the use be .reduced by changes in technology or
tethodoldgy (wastewater r4Ouction)?:,

To meet theneeds of the average U.S.. community approximately
140-160 gallons of clean water are needed per'perspn. per day.

1.0 Use the population of your community tO,determine the
amount of water that would be needed by.aU average water ,

system:

a. each day
b. each week
c. each month
°d, each year.

r-:.

^-74i

2. Consult the water department_ in` your town; pity, or
rural" area. Determine the average use in :ybur community

--- per day. It'your use higher or'lower than the' "average "?
..Why do you believe it is higher or-joweF?-

-
.

..._

. what are the major users of.waterin'your .community ?.
How could their' use of clean water be redirted?: '-

,

Americans: use a large number of metal cans eackyear:
Tigu'res vary, it is estimated that over 35_,000,000,000.-tans,
were used in 1975. This represents an. extensive use of
metal:, energy; anct.rdoney.

88 .9



. Keep a record for one week:-
..,

.

a. .How many cans does your faMily. use?
b. How many cans did your family use per person for

that week?.
.

c. _What % of the cans were recycled (compared to those.'
that were htlbOn away) ?:

. Is recycling of-cans done in yoUr community? If no,
:discuss how such an effort might be started. If yes,
.discuss the process it.class.

3. Compare the costs'of'items,in throw-away bottles
returnable), returnable bottles and cans. Discuss the
data and.whether the pricing structure encourages or
discourages conservation.

e

During 1974 it is estimated tht United Statesservice
stations disposed of over 450,000,000 gallonsOf used oil.
DiSposal of used oil can!be both a waste ofxlatural resources
and an environmental pioblame

I. Check with service stations in your cOmmunity.to determine,
how they dispose of. motor oil wastes.

.

a. Are they dumped?
1., In the sewer system?
2. Outside intoa,grolland or water deposit area?
3.: If 'yes, to either of the above:what are 'the

potential hazards to the.community7.

Are they'recycled?
S. For re -use ;as a.- motor oil?

/. For chemicals? .

3. For use-asa. fuel? :

4;...For use as a goad binder?
'5'. Other?

c.- 1f the oil-is not reused, txy.to determine why.

If the oil is rerwed, consider how-the oil might
---bet. better-uSed.f*aethe'standpoirit of..wisetuse ofd

natural resources

:

:;



PURPOSE: To investigate ways of reducing water.consumption. n-ehe
home.

LEVEL: 7-9
10-12

AREA Natural ReioUrces
- 4-7

-,
TOYIC: Water Conservation

. .
:.:: 4o

' *-4/
...

'CONCEPT: Consumer decision .making - reduction of water 'usage and '- .'.:

,-..-
t- . associated cost '''T
,z;--.

.

REFEWCE: "Water Conservation and Wasteflow Reduceion in the Rame.'!
Special Ciroul-ar 184. Williat,Sharpe, The Pe'nfasylNiania
State University, Collegerot Agricuiture,.Exteilsion Service

:.and The Institute for keSearch on Land and Water Resources,
'University Park,'PennsYlvania: ,

.-
,,---

ACTIVITY:. Read the attached: article and campare,costs for your family',
with the estimated costs .in thearticle. a& 0

For most of ub water is never more than a few-steps away.. The
opening of a faucet, the press ofa button, or the turn:oof.a cap is .

hall that is ecessary ato quenchut-thirsts This closeness of water.
to our daifY activities tells'us that 1) water is relatively abundint*
and 2) 'it is vital to our existencet' -

In spite of its importance, all of us\tak.e water rfor giantd. We
are unconcerned with the source-Of water flowing from.' the tap or 'how
the Zter.has.-been treated before arriving at our hame..'As long4as

Will,1--
.z.-E..

we have water iLn unlimited supply and of-obviously goOequality, we.
are satisfied...

.
.

,

As pollution of-our.water resources increases, the degree .of..
treatment required"to improve the.quality of;this wafer to. he 'Point..
where 'it is acceptable for home use also irmreases. Elaborabe4 and4

-;.,- ,expensive'water treatment facilitiessare becalping necessaty in'many
#areas of the country. True, the fight againse::waterpollution has

resulted.in cleanertWater in many areas, but nationally we are ill... ft
., pplluting more than is being cle,aned up...Im many areas grouna water

supplies for individual homes are becoming. polluted. The§e.people, are_
' unable.to afford expensive individual water treatment devicep; conse.-
quently, they are faced'witli the grim prospect of buyiiig'drinkingwater

. and having it hauled to their homes. 4'' . ,_ 4.,

.4

When one adds to pollutiOn the fact "of increasing water demands,
&

-the situation does not look any better. The alierage:use of;water per
Person has .'risen from: 115 galloni per day'dn-1920 to 150 gallons in

%.
1960. This upward trend appears to be continuing:an adaitiOn; new
households are being flOrmed at the rate of-2-million per year with'an



expected increase to 3 million per year by 1980. This translates to
an increased water usage rate ot 623 million gallons per day in 1971
over 1970, and a projected rate of increase of 915 million gallons per
day in 1980 over 1979. Total water consumption for domestic use will
increase by 7 billion gallons per day in the nine years between 1971
and 1980.

liStes t of the water that comes Into 'our hoMes is used to remove
wastes. Washing clothes, dishes and ourselves, plus flushing the toilet
and washing the cox account for most of the water used in the home.
Drinking and cookitiF are really insignificant uses of water compared
to the amount we us, for waste removal. The following chart is an
example of how water4s used by a typical American family of four.

Use .4t Gallons Used
per Day

1. Dishwashing 15
2. Cooking, drinking 12
3. Utility sink (washing hands, etc.)
4. Laundry '35
5. Bathing 80
6. Bathroom sink 8
7. Toilet 100

255

Several things are apparent from the chart. Toilet water usage.is the
largest of any of the items on the list. It accounts for more.water
than all other categories combined with the exception of bathing.'
Next to bathing, the most water is used for doing the laundrY..'

Now let us look at what happens to this 255 gallons of water after
it has been used in the.home and leaves, as wastewater. Let usassume
that the drains' from the home are connected to 'a sewer line. These

'sewer lines run under-the streets of the town totthe,sewage treatment
plant. Wastewater usually flows in these pipesby 04wity; consequently,
they are called graVity sewers. In older .towns storm drains are con-
nected to this system so that rainwater also goes to the:sewage treat
ment plant. During periods of high rainfall much of the floW must be 1
divekted around the treatment plant and into streams because the 'plants
-cannot handle the increased volume of wastes.: Newer wastewater Coliec-'
tion systems separate storm water into storm Sewers and wastewater into
sanitary sewers.

There.are basically two types of sewage treatment, primary and
secondary. Most new plants are required to hatie both of. these treatments.'
SoMe of the most modern plants have a third type of treatment known as
tertiary. During primary treatment, solid materials are remo*Ulrom'the.
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wastewater. This is done by first passing the wastewater through a
series of screens. The screens remove the larger floating objects.
From there the waste water passes. into a grit chamber which allows
sand and small stones to settle out. The wastewater then moves out
tithe grit chamber into a sedimentation tank where the smallest
particles suspended in the wastewater settle to the bottom, producing
a black,'oily appearing sludge. Finally the wastewater is chlorinated.
If secondary treatment folloWs primary treatment, chlorination is the

..last step in t secondary treatment process.

Secondary treatment removes up to 90 percent of the organic matter
contained in the wastewater after primary treatment. If not removed,
this organic matter would rob the receiving streams of oxygen. The two
types of secondary treatment used most widely.are the trickling'filter
and activated sludge methods. The trickling. filter consists'simply;of
a bed of stones varying in 'depth from three to ten feetJthrough'which
waste water is trickled. The stones are colonized by, bacteria which
feed on the organic matter in the wastewater as it passes over them.
In this way most of the organic matter is, removed from the wastewater.
Pipes at the bottom of thpoe stone beds carry off the cleaner water to
be chlorinated and releped to the receiving stream'.

Th, activate sludge krocess uses a different means to accomplish
/.the same end as.the rickling filter. The work of the bacteria is speeded

up by the addition of air and sludge, laden with bacteria, to the waste-
water. This is done in an aeration tank. After several hours in the
aeration tank the wastewater is conveyed to -'a sedimentation tank where
solid materials settle out. The wastewater,is then chlorinated and
release0o the receiving stream, while the sludge is conveyed back into
the aeration tanks for reuse.

After primary and secondary-treatment the wastewater still contains
,nutrient materials such as nitrogen and.iphosPhorus whickmay cause

/'problems of over-fertilization in receiving streams.\,To cope with this.
// problem various tertiary treatments are,being developed. One of the most .

.promising of these involves the application of secondary treated waste -' ,

water to land through a spray-irrigation system. The vegetation and
soil material act as a,"living filter" to remove these nutrient materials
which are then available as plant fertilizer. Alternatives to spray-.
irrigation involve mechanical removal of nitrogen fra61 wastewaterby
a system that copies natural processes. Lower volmes of sewage result
in a bettd1r primary and secondary treatment.

Other sewage disposal systems are widely used. Two such systems
are lagoons and septic tanks. A septic tank is simply a concrete tank .
into which wastes from an individual home flow. .In the tank,silids
settle to the bottom and bacteria begin to break. down some of the
organic matter. The overflow from the septic tank flows,into an under-.
ground dtainage'field,where soil organisms complete the breakdown of the
sewage. Unfortunately, septic tanks.work well only on soil that can
accept the septic 'tank overflow at an adequate rate. Generally, the
less water moving through this type of system the better.
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Lagoons are often used as a'less expensive way to treat sewage
from small communities. They 'consist of an oxidation pond or ponds
which the sewage is hroke9 down by bacteria. Oxygen is supplied by the
air, and sunlight supplies energy to help in the treatment process.
The volume of wastes is espedially critical in lagoons. This treatment
process is slow; consequently, wastewaer must be retained in the system
for several days or more depending on 6onditions at the lagoon.

Water. Conservation

As we have seen, it takes a lot of effort,and expense to keep an
adequate supply of good water flowing from the; taps in our homes and
to dispose of the wastewater that results from home water use. -It
should be obvious that the less water we use, the less effort and expense .
is required (fo supply us with water, Similarly, the less water we use,
the smaller the volume of wastewater produced and the.tless it costs to
treat it. sewage treatment plants are already overloaded, a
reduction in was ewater volume would lessen pollution 4ignificantly by
improving waste treatment.'

The conseriation of water used in the home, unlike other efforts
to conserve.11ectrical energy and save heating oil, does not require
a change in life style' or personal habits. Unlike expensive auto
emission contro equipmentP, the simplest water conservation measures
cost only a fe cents, and even the more expensive ones easily pay for.
thqmselves er time. All of these measures will actually save you money.
Almost all the devices are designed to save water while resulting in
a minimum of inconvenience to the meter consumer. The water conservation
measures we are about to discuss actually make,life a little easier and
a little cheaper. .

/

WA /-USING APPLIANCES .

Automatic Washers -- The most common water-using home appliance is the
/automatic washer. Its convenience and labor saving value to the hoilse-

// wife have been tremendous. Unfortunately, automatic washers use much
more water than the old wringer -style washer. Water consumption by
automatic washers ranges from 20'to 30 gallons per wash load, the exact
figure varying according to habits,of the user and the type of washer.
Washers with suds savers use less water by providing for the reuse of
wash water for a second wash load.

1 . .

Water savings may also be achieved by automatic washers that allow
the amount of water used to be adjusted for load size. This feature
enables the housewife to use less water for smaller loads of clothes.
If a washer does not have this feature ;.:water can still be saved ET
washing only when there are enough soiled clothes to make a full load.

Autamatic.Dishwashers The automatic dishwasher has done much to:relieve
thphousewife of this unpleasant mealtime chore; however, dishwashers
use water extravagantly, between 13 and 19 gallOns of water per day.
If 'dishwashers are loaded to capacity for'each use, worthwhile water
savings can be obtained.
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It should be noted that following, the above Procedu eve
water also saves energy by limiting hot-water use in aut ashers
and dishwashers (it takes energyto heat water).

WATER-SAVING DEVICES

Faucet Aerators -7 Faucet.a"erators ate already in' wide use,Waueets
with aerators provide a nice even flow and reduce splashing By
mixing water with air they reduce the amount of f-water flowiWAErom a.
faucet. The air added to the water as it,leaves the faucet makes a
stream of air and water. This gives the illusion'that more water is.
flowing from the tap than actuallyis. When water is left running
to*wash .something,.las in rinsing dishes or washing one's hands, .less

Jwater,is actually used.

Faucet aerators are easy, to install and quite inexpensive. The
following table gives cost 'estimates for the faucet aerator:

COST EXTIMATES FOR A FOUR MEMBER FAMILY

Material cost 2 aerators @ $1.50
Labor cost 1/6 hr. (non- professional)
Total installation cost
Expected life (15 years)
Cost per year
Maintenance and power saved per year
Cost'of'water saved per year

2 gpd (365' day/yr) X .$.42/1000 gal.

Cost of power saved per year
(1/2) (2gpd) (365 day/yr) X $.44/1000 gal.

Cost of sewage saved per year
2 gpd (365 day/yr) X $.44/1000 gal.

Total savings per year
Net savings per year $.87 - $.20
Water saved per day --"2 gallons

i

'spray Taps -- Spray taps are one of th, latest developments i water-
saving. devices. These taps are actually mini-showers designe for use

. in lavatory sinks and wash basins. Water is sprayed from th /tap rather/
than issuing forth in 'a single stream as i's the case with co ventional
faucets. The spray allows for faster washing and rinsing w h less
water use as a consequence. When such devices are conbined ith thermo-
static mixing valves water savings of up to 90 percent e- laimed by
the manufacturer. The saving ofhot water is p c ally s :nificant,
since it results in a-saving of ene well.

$3.00
0.

3.00

.20

0

1 0
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Flow Control Devices -- These are used to limit the rate of flow from
shower heads add faucets. ,These devices, are usually nothing more than
valves that fit into the supply lines for faucets or showers FloW
is usually limited to 2.5 gallons per minute from faucets and 3 gallons
per minute from showers. Normal flow fromshowers varies betwe6n
5 to 15 gallons per minute. Water qavings b5.50 4to 70 percent are'
claimed /for flow-limiting shower heads and up to 50 percent for faucets.
Assuming average shower usage more than 2,000 gallons of water may bee
saved per person per year.. Ala.ktilar type of device is the thermostatic
mixing valve. These valves'permit mixing of hot and cold water to
preset temperatures. Water issues fronk, the tap at thistemperature.
In this manner water is not wasted while its temperature is being adjusted
by manipulating the hot And cold water faucets.

Substantial savings can be achieved with flow-limiting devices
in shower heads. The following table estimates their savings.

COST ESTIMATES FOR A FOUR MEMBER FAMILY.

Material cost flow control shower head @
Labor cost 2 hr. @ $7.50/hr.
Total installation cost
Expected life (15 years)

$15.00 '$15.00

15.00
30.00

Cost per year 2.00
Maintenance and power cost per year 0
Cost of water saved per year 3.70
Cost of power savea.per year 4.40
Cost of sewage saved per. year 3.90
Total savings per year .12.00
Net savings per year 10.00
Water saved,per day -- 24 gallons

Improved Float Assemblies -- Float assemblies of improved design are
now available at most hardware stores. These are easily installed in
most conventional water .closets and sell for about four or five dollars.
Water savings-are achieved using these devices by adjusting them to
maintain a lower water level in the toilet reservoir. Some manufacturers
also claim that their devices facilitate the deteCtiOn of leaks.
Flushing efficiency is not impaired when water levels are lowered using
one of these devices.

_Shallow Trap Toilets -- Shallow trap toilets are now bein Manufactuied
in this country. They are required** local plumbing code irr'some_
areas of the East. The prihcipal feature of this type of oilet is a

,smaller water reservoir than- that of a conventional toilet. These toilets
use only 31/2 gallons per flush as compared to 5 or 6 gallons for a stan;
dard toilet. This amounts to a savings of 7k gallons per day for the
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average person. Shallow trap toilets are operated the'same way as
conventional toilets and are no different in appearanCe. The follow-
ing table compares costs and saving's of shallow trap'toilets

.

c

COST ESTIMATES FOR 4.pouR MEMBER FAMILY

,/
Material cost (1 shallow trap water closet) @$70.20
Labor'cost 4 hrs. @ $1.50Ihr.
Total installation cost
Expected life (20_2years)'
Cost per year

Maintenance and power cost per year
Cost qf water saved *i year
Cost cif power saved per year
Cost of sewage saved per year
-Total savings per year

. Net savings per year .

Water saved per'day -- 30 gallons

70.20
30.00

100.20

5.01
0

4.,60

0

4.80.
9.40
4:39

Flush Valves -- Flush'valves are widely used in ffice and other com-
mercial buildings. They do mbt require alliservbir as do conventional
household toilets. The flush valve automgtically delivers the requAred
volume of water to flush the toilet with no ex ess to be wasted. Water
flow ceases when flushing is ,completed. Flush valves are especially
adapted to installation as a two cycle system n which two volumes of
water are utilized for flushing, one for fece and a smaller one for
urine.' This is made possible,by installing t o valves in parailel'in
the water line. A disadvantage of flush val es is that hey require,
larger water supply lines than are standard' n most homes;,however, this
would. not preclude their use.

Initial casts of flush valves would
devices that we have thus far looked at,
and sewage would'offset these' costs in
table analyzes thesetcosts:,

higher than'any of the
t--cost reductions in water
long run: The following

COST ESTIMATES FOR ATO R1MEMBER FAMILY'

Material cost 1 or 2 fldsh valves
'd

ea.
,piping $2p

,Labpr cost 5-6 hr. @ $7.50/hr.'
'Total-installation Cost
,Expected ,life (15 years)

Cost per'year
-Maintenance and power cost:per ear.

,
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1 Valve 2 Valves

$60.00 - ,C\$100.00
37.50 45.00
97.50 145.00
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COST ESTIMATES FOR A FOUR MEMBER FAMILY
(Continued) .

1 Valve 2 Valves

Cost of water saved per year 4.60 7.05
Cost of Tower. saved per year 0 0

. Cost of sewage. saved per year 4.80, 7.40 4
Total swings per year 9.40 14.45
Net savings' : .

, 2.15 3.30
Water saved per day: valve -- 30 gallons, -

2 valves - '62 gallons.

W'' Siphon-Jet.Toilets -- Siphon-jet toilets are so called because when
flushed, water is.siphon4d- from the toilet,reservoir,ratber than emptied
by gravity flow. Such a design permits sma;ler volumes of water to be
utilized in flushing OA toilet bowl. Toilet-s of this type have been
used in Britain for many years):and are now available in- this country.
Water use for U.S. models is.reP6tted by.the manufacturer.to be one

:third of'that for his -conventional'models.

An imprOvement to this toilet that is finding wide acceptance in
Britain is the two cycle, sipbon-jettoilet. The difference betwgen
this toilet and the standard siphon toilet is that there are two separate
flush cycles, one for-Urine'and one for feces. The solid waste flush''
cycle uses 2.5 gaflons:per'flush while the liquid waste cycle uses,
only.1.25 gallons per flttsh,...Ohe ffush cydies are initiated by a short;
sharp-pull oh the fldskhawlare for the-smaller amount of water, and a_
longer,:more persistantWil for theUrger amount 9f water. When
these figures are compared to the 5 to 6,allons of. Water Lind to
flush-our standard toilets, the tremendous potential water,savings is
obvious. Unfortunately, these toilets are not as yet beihg manufactured
in the United States.

By combining several of the water,.saving devices'that have been
'discussed an even greater totalsaving of. watr can.be obtained. For
instance, if a Shallow,trap.toilet reseryibir/a flow control shower
head,.4nd two.faucet aerators are installed in.a-single hOte., the cost
estimates would be as in the followinetable.
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COST ESTIMATES FOR A FOUR MEMBER FAMILY

Material cost 1 shallow trap res."@ $70,20
1 no:5W control shower @ $15
2 aerator's. @ $'1.50

Labor cost 6 hr. @ $7.50/hr.
Total installation cost
Expected life (15 yearp)
Cost per year

Maintenance and power cost per year
Cost of water saved per year,
Co'st of power saved per year
-Cost of sewage saved per year
Total savings peryear
Net savings per year
Water saved lif day -- 56 gallons

A

"."

$ 88.20

45.00
133.20

6.45
0 --

8.lb
4.37
8.62

21.09
14.64

Recycling"WasteWater -.-.The recycling of resources is a popular concept
that has, wide impliCatien'S in resource conservation. Recycling has a
definite place in home water use. Various methods such as distillation,
freezing, reverse osmosis, electrodialysis, and refinements to processes"
already in usesuth as oxidation, chemical-mechaniCal removal, and
filtration shoC4 pVamise. All of these methods currently have severe
limitations which pre ent their widespread adoption. In most cases
such treatment is s ly too expensive.

,

.

Recent studies have shown thht wastewatev'from sink, _bathtub, and
laundry dtains is satisfaCtory for reuse in toilet flushing without
treatment other than simple filtering. Wastewater from these drains
can .be4stored in a tank connected to the toilet reservoir? In this
Manner most of the water usually required for, toilet flushirig can be
saved. A system of'this type has been in operation at the Grand Canyon
for many years.- Staining agentp amd bacteria may pose 'problems with
this type of reuse. Color and murkiness will normally also be preaent
to a degree. This nay-be objectionable to some people. Recycling of
water to, flush toilets is already in use in some water-short areas of
the country. Below is a cost estimates table for-a home with a 'waste-
water recycling system for toilet flushing.
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ST ESTIMATES FORA FOUR MEMBER FAMILY

Material cost tanks and @ $95 $235.00,piping

pump and filter @ $140
Labor cost 12 hrs. @ $7.50/hr. 90.00
Total installation cost 325.00
Expected life 10 years (main components)
Cost per year . 32.50.
Maintenance and power coseper year 3.65
Cost of water saved per year 16.10
Cost of power saved per year ,

Cost of sewage saved per, year. .
.

0

15.30
Total savings per year 31.4Q
Net savings per year 4.75
Water saved per day -- 100 gallons

. ,

Vacuum System In this system a vacuUm.pump removes wastes from the
toilet and transports them.to a holding tank from which they are fed
into the sewer line. Such a'system uses a mere. 10 percent of the water
required by the standard flush toilet. This type of.system is too
expensive for installation in individual homes but it appears to be
attractive wh re many toilets can, be joined to aOentral vacuum syStem
as in hotels r housing developments. The egfects that vacuum systems
will have on onventional sewage treatment, acilities is not known.

Many deV ces are available to conserve water, reduce wasteflow,
.

al:A-save energy in the home.. Most of these devices are inexpensive and
latively easy to install. Over the long run these devices.will save

4 yo money on fuel, electric, sewage, and water bills, at.no inconvenience
to u If water-saving devices are adopted on a community-wide basis,,
mill ons of gallons ofwdter can be saved. These savings may buy
more time for planners, delay the need for expensive water and waste-
water treatment expansion, improve water quality by lessening the load
on sewage treatment and septic tank systems, and help conserve our
valuable energy resources., The result will be a cleaner environment .-
for everyone.

f
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PURPOSE.... To show the savings that can be made through home garden-
ing. (Could easily be tied in with a botany unit.)

LEVEL: 4-6

7-9
10-12

AREk: Foods

TOPIC: Home Gardening

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - food marketing

ACTIVITY: Materials: Various containers (cut-off plastic milk jugs
would work well); rich soil; vegetable'plants or seeds;
watering Containers,

Procedure: Divide the students into grotips. Give each
group a container, soil, and a wateringcontainer. 'Then
distribute different plants or seeds to each group. Let
the students plant tbe seeds or plants-according instruc-
tions.

After plants have reached maturity and vegetables are fully
developed, have. the students figure cost per vegetable
(per weight unit; e.g. kg. or lb.), including soil (if it
was purchased), fertilizers added (if and*), container
(if purchased), and cost of plant or packet of seeds.

Then, using a newspaper ad, or by a .trip to a supermarket,
figure the cost per vegetable if it were purchaSed. Compare
Was the savings worth the effort? How would the' savings
add up over a long period of time for a whole family?
Would' the plant's vegetables develop sooner if you started
with plants rather than with seeds? If the answer is yes,,
is the.tine Saved (ai compared to seeds) worth the extra
expense?

4
Great care.will,need to.be taken to select plants that gill
grow and ProduCe in the classroom.- Probably very few will

; prospei in this environment. If gardening is done outdoors,
winter weather will probably limit gardening to early fall
or late spring. In this case quick groWing crops like
radishes, leaf lettuce, and spinach, should be grown so'
that the-students actually,do see the produce.

1O7
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PURPOSE: 'Introduce students to a variety of food
to lie considered in decis,i6n making. '

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

.7-9

10 -12

Foods

Variations in One Type qfProduct

choices and facto

o.
CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - product comparisons

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

c

Teaching Personal Economics. in Vhe,Home Economics
Curriculums, 'Joint Council on Economic EduCation;
N/Y., 1971.

Introduce .students, to i variety of product choices ihich
they must make With just one food'typehy preparing four
types. of4range juice:drink.fo be tasted and compared by
students. 'Use. either fresh oranges, frozen concentrate,_
canned juice, or powde ecthoricentrate,

Keeprlitices in opa containers to prevent
whiCh:results in very bad off flavOrs.

,Activities and Discussion:

New 1grk,

light oxidation

,l. Use ascore-card to compare flavor',... nUtritive'Value,

color,oost andiireparation tiffle.

2. Locate' information (labels) whichvf11'enable students
to compare.. the nutritive'value of the products under
consideration., Discuss nutritive value of fruit juice
in then diet.

.
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PURPOSE: To'learn about food additives and the reasons for their
use.

LvVEL.

AREA:

TOPIC,:

4 -6

7-9

10-12

. Foods

Food Additives

CONCEPT: ,Consumer decision making - food additives

REFERENCE: .Consumer and Hometaking 3-4, Manual for Career Education,
James C. Stewart, Comp. Knox CountySchools, Knoxville,'
Tenn,

Collect several different food' labels for each student or
group of students. Have them study the labels to see what

.

additives have been added to the food. AsSign each student
or group a different additive to research 'as to reason for
uae,. effectiveness; etc. (The type of product in which
the additive was used could be a hint for further research.)-
A demonstration,or class report could be used to show
findings. -

.

ACTIVITY:

A

r-
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

Have students critically evaluate information on food pro-
ducts in terms of health standards, costs, etc;

7-9 .

10-12

Foods

Nutrition of Disadvantaged People

Consumer dision making - nutritional and dietary value
w

Teaching Personal Economics in the Him Economics Curriculum.
Joint COuncil'on'Economic Education, New York, N.Y., 1971

i.l.

LoWer-inc&' families are aided by measures which redistri-
bute natijita'j.' income. This is done principally through
public aid,programs, transfer payments and supplemental
foodrprogramsr.

.

1,

Read newspaper and magazine articles about the current
nutritional status of people in Appalachia and other
depressed areas of the country, or obtain information about
low income people in the lOcal geographical area frfm a
social welfare worker, county extension agent, or Alblic
health worker.

Possible problem and discussion topics are:

1. What types of diets do these people have? What are
some of the inadequacies in their diets? Identify some
of the factors which might'be responsible for the
inadequate diets. (Limited industry and agriculture
to sustain local economy; income limited due to low
salaries and/or unemployment; limited education prevents
employment, mobility, and basic health knowledge.)

.2. There is evidence that people with inadequatediets
have a greater frequency of illnesikcompared to others
with more adequate diets. What are the costs to them
perlsonally? What does people's poor health status
cost the economy of the country? (Cost of labor in
relation to,output would increase, welfare expenditures
of the government would be increased.)

-3. Is there evidence that people in higher income brackets
.might also have nutritionmily inadequate diets?
(Research has indicated that people in higher income
brackets have inadequate nutrition, but people'in the
lower income brackets more frequently have nutritional
inadequacies.)
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4. Consider the effed* that televl:ion advertising
(e.g. Potato chips, -pop, beer, ready-made'dishes,
baking mixes) has o these people in telation to
what they want ,to or ought to buy.
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PURPOSE: Ha e students critically evalnAte informatipn on food
pr, ducts in terms of health standards, costs,'etc.

LEVEL: 7-

AREA:

1012

Fods

TOPIC: Hoalth Foods and Supplements
I

"CONCEPT: Consumer decision making -'nutritional and dietary value

REFERENCE: Tea thing Personal Economics in the Home Economics Curriculum.
Joiit Council on Economic Education, New York, N.Y., 1971.

ACTIVITY: Advertising and labels of food prod is can be a source of
valuable information whesnldeterminink how to spend the food
dollar.

Claims for "health foods" and "food Supplement's" should be
critically-evaluated in terms of health standards as well
as the Opportunity Cost of choosing other foods.

EXhibit some examples of health foods and locate.advertise-
ments in magazines, and newspaper&, and on TV which make
food claims dealing with pills, specially-grown.or processed :

fOods, and food supplements.

I

-\ Poisible discussion questions and activities:
' '

1. A
.

.
. .

nalyze the Statement and claims abouttheap_foods to
determine whether they represent, half- truths, incomplete

acts, Misinformation,.or superstitions and/or analyze
he fallowing.claims: "melts away fat as you continue

t eat foods you enjoy," "gives you that exhilerating
f eling," "keeps you from the depths of'fatigue,"
"p events that bogged down feeling."

are the "real costs" of these foods' and/or.pills
e consumer? (Expensive--health may suffer due to
ions from the diet..)

r

S. Reseaioh the amount of:money Americans spend annually
on foo fads and report to the class. Are the sales
of\heal h foods important to the American econopy?'

;,(DeOend ng on the amount of sales they might be quitd
impo .)

4. Who benefits from the sales. of health foods?

5. What protection does the consumer have against' fraudu-
lent health food products and claims? (Buying from
reliable merchants;.obtaining information from consumer-0,

112
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sponsored agencies and from professional-associations;
an protection by government through the'Pederal, Food
and Drug Adminiftration.)

a
6. What would be the effect on the cost, availability, and-

quality of f6Cd grown without the use of pesticides, -
fertilizers and industry processing?



PURPOSE: introduce students to nutritional value of variou
and relate this' to coniuiner 'decis'ion making.

LEVEL: 7-9
10-12

AREA: Foods

foods

TOPIC: Meal Planning: Considering the Needs of Different amily
Members.

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making. - 'nutritional and dietary /alue

REFERENCE: Teaching Personal Economics in the Home Economics Clurrieulum.
Joint, Council on Economic Education, New York, N.Y 1971,

ACTIVITY: After students have gained familiarity with recomm nded
daily dietary allowances, food nutrients, and meal planning
guidelines, present the following menu pattern:

IP

AIL

MENU*

Broiled Chicken
Ba d Idaho Potato
Sliced Tamatoes (3 sr.)

with Mayonnaise
Apple Pie (3" serving)

Milk (8 oz.)

*Indicate prices per serving. Use frozen green
beans, brown-and-serve rolls, and ready-made pie.

(3oz.),
Whole Green Beans .1

Dinner Rolls (1 rolUi
and Butter

Have students, in groups or individually, make the following
modifications:.

1. Assum*e you haves limitedbudget but want to maintain
approximately f.he same nutritional value, modify the
above-mentioned menu so this can be accomplished.

2. Assume you are Celebrating and have a liberal budget
for this,meal; maintain approximately the same nutritive
value and modify the.above-mentioned menu.

3. AssUMe you are the parent of a 16-year old boy who is
participating in a high schoolathletic program. His
coach suggests he eat a high protein diet: Modify the
above-mentioned family menu to meet his needs.

,

4. Discuss the use of this menu4or.0 infant'. What mod17
fications might be needed?4SOnsider cost` and convenience
of this menu vs. baby food:
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n eachof the cases above have'the students:

a. Compute the cost of the modified menu and compare this
to the estimated cost of the basic menu given. What
differences are there?' Identify some factors which
may be respewsible for this difference (refer to news-
papers, and magazine articles for economic conditions).

b. Identify sources of,information available to the home-
maker in this community'which would be helpful in making
wise consumer decisions in food selection. (Newspapers,
magazines, local radio or television, shopping guide
programs, company 'hone demonstration agent.)

c. Whichof the foods in the menus e&ri to represent the
1,

largest proportion of the food dollar? Have-these
particular foods increased in price within the past
year? Have other food groups increased. proportionately
in price also? What action might the consumer take in
order to show concern and/or,displeasure with the current
market conditions?
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PURPOSE:
1 '

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

To test the,acduracy of "scientific claims

;7-9
10-12,

Advertising

Accuracy in_Adve tising

The eff7ts

so'

11 in advertising.
J.

advertising on consumer decision making

"Experiment Ti rough lAdvertising." Gerald H. Krockover.
Science and Children, January/February,A1973, pp. 28-29;

Collect advertising that invaivea/experiments condutted in
a scientific manner. Have the students identify as-many
variables.as possibleerhich could affe,gt the outcome.
Once these are listed; gather materials and have the stu-
dents test the product, keeping variables in mind,. *After
data are gathered, graph or chart results. CompaWrdlass
results to advertisement results. What variables did the
ianufacturer use? What variables did he neglect to use?4.
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IMPOSE: Provide a method for making Wlampoo inexpensively.

oLEVEL: 4-6
1 ,7-9 .

10-12

AREA: Health

TOPIC: Making Your Own Shampoo

ACTIVITY: A good sfiampoo cleans hair and scalp gently. It shod/$:1
remove some oils, but still leave some oil, You can make
your own shampoo for less money than the store-bought type.
You can also modify the shampoo by changing the proportions
of the ingredients. Increase the soap far cleansing, herbs'
for conditioning, and oil for. fragrance.

Materials

1 1/2 - 2 oz. of herbs, such as rosemary, .chamonlille
12 oz. of water (distilled or soft water works best)
1 oz. of castile soap
One or two drops of a good essential oil (rosemary, lavender,

etc.)

Procedure: Place the water and herbs in a pot that i not
metal. Boil, then cover'and simmer for 4-6 minutes...num
the heat off and steep the herbs for 15-20 minutes. Pour
the through a fine strainer and save the strained
liquid. Addthe soap and.stir until the soap is blended.
Ada the fragrance.

Note: An "acid" rinse is recommended after using this shampoo.
It will remove the soap particles that often remain in your
hair after shampooing. An acid rinse can be made by.placing
1 tablespoonof,apple cider vinegar in a quart of water (plus
some fragrance).
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, PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:,

REFERENCE:

To demonstrate the relationship between prescription and
non-prescription drugs.

'4-6

7-9
10-12

,ACTIVITY:

4

lth

Drugs

Consumer'pr9 ection as related to drugs.

Consumer and 5:6 Manual for Career.Education.
Knox County Schoo xville, Tennessee.

After the Ae*elopment of some background information, the
class should discuss the taking of prescription and non-
prescription drugs and their effects on the body. Why are
prescription drugs classified as such?.,Non-prescription?,

Discuss:

1. Storage of medicines.

2.. Disposal of unused or old medicine'S.

3. Protection of young children.

\(.

4. 'Poison control centers.

Encourage students to inventfy their wn.homes (with
parehts' aid and approVal) for safety etc. of medicines
and for possible disposal of old or used ones.

:112.
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;PURPOSE: To provide information for making decisions regarding over-
the-counter medicines.

,
LEVEL: 7-9

10-12

/,AREA:
Health

A

TOPIC: Relief from Symptoms of the CoMmon Cold

CONCEPT: Sources of information With respect to consumer decision
making - drugs.

004
REFERENCE: Hecht, Annabel. "The Common Cold: lief But No Cure."

FDA Consumer, September 1976. OH Publication FDA 77-3029)

ACTIVITY: Read the following article. Based sn the information pre-
sented, have each student select five non-prescription cold
'remedies and comment On the statements made on the package,
on the type of relief inferred, and on the ingredients
included.

THE commaN COLD: RELIEF` BUT NO CURE

.4fter reviewing the'.ingredient-s ..that go. into thousands of nonpre,
seri:010n drug productp, an. FDA advisopanel has concluded that a
num4kOf them will relieve cold symptoms, but there is still no.'cUre for
ong'14,bankindis most familiar maladies. The panel studied some 90
active ingredients that are used in cough, cold, and relatedproducts
and gave Its views on the safety and'effectiveness of each one.

by Annabel Hecht

Had you lived in ancient Rome you might have sipped a broth made:
by soaking Allium cepa--Lan Onian-7.in warm water to relieve the symptoms
of the common cold. In Colonial America you might have relied On 'Benny-
royal tea or. an herbal concoction made from such Unthedicinai sounding
planti as sage, hyssop, yarrow,. black cohOsh, :buckthorn, coltsfoot,
goldenseal, cubeb ber ies, or bloodrobt. In grandma's time, lemon and
honey was a favorite cii5e, or in extreme cases, a hot toddy laced
with rum7-the amount of same deterMined by the age of the drinker.

Today, if you don't have an old reliable remedy to fall'back on,
you might take one of literally thousands of drug preparations available
without prescription.' Some contain ingredients reminiscent of the folk
medicine of the past; others are formulated with sophisticated chemical
creations. Old or. nevi, simple or sophisticated, many of these remedies
will relieve some of the familiar cold symptoms, such as stoppdd-up
nose or hacking, cough. But not a single one of these ftoducts--on which
Americans spend an estimated $700 milXion a year--will'prevent, cure, or
even Shorten the course of the common cold.
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So says a padel of non-Government experts tailed on by the Food
and Drug Aqministration-to study the safety, the effectiveness, and 'the
accuracy of-claims' made on.thelabels of some 50,000 cold, cough, allergy,
bronchodiOtor-,,and antiasthmatiq drug products. The Panel is one of
17 set up by FDA tis examine all nonprescription (over-the-counter) drugs
marketed in the United States. The project, mandated by a 1962 Amendment
to the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic-Apt which requires-that all dcugs be
proven effective as well as safe, will eventually lead to the establish-
ment of definitive Federal.standards on ingredients andlabeling
for all nonprescription drugs.

The pahel indicated that proper use of nonprescription drugs can be
effective in relieving cough, sinus congestion, runny nose, and some of.
the-other symptams'associated with,colds,' allergies, or asthma. But

pit made clear that although these products may relieve certain symptaths
they will not cure'any of these conditions.

One aspect of thik class of drugs that concerned the Panel was the
relative scarcity, of single, ingredient products on the market. This is
particularly true of cough and cold remedies. The common cold is a
Self-limiting respiratory infettioh.which lasts froth one to two weeks.
It usually starts with aaare throat, sneezing, and runny nose. After

,

a few days, the nose becoMes stopped up and the.eyes become watery.
This is followed by lethargy, aches and pains, and sometimes a slight
fever. Cough may occur in the later stages. Often these symptoms do
not occur at the same time. Nevertheless, almost 90 perceRt of cough
and cold products now available contain a combination of ingrediehts
'intended to relieve a number of different symptoms Only, 46 of the cough -
oold'prOducts examined by the Panel consisted of a single active ingre-
dient.

The Panel said it is "irrational" take a combination product
unless each of the ingredients is necess ri to relieve the patient's
particular syMptams. Moreover,, because of varistionsin individual
reactions to drugs, fixed combination may not be suitable for some
people. Consumerneed.more.choice I.h selectihg the appropriate treat-
ment for their symptoms, the Pinel-said, and recommended that all pro;-
ducts to relieve cough and cold symptoms be available in both- -combinatiOn
and single ingredient form.

Another area of concern to the Panel was labeling of cough and
cold remMdieS. It'said labeling for these products "tends to be over.y
complicated, vague, unsupported .by scientific evidehee, and in some
cases, misleading." The Patel called for an end tip-claims that one pro,duct

is superior to, stronger than; or contains more active ingredients
than another,' or is specially forMulated. Ue1er its recommendations
such words as "cold medicine,' "cold formula, ", or "for the relief'of
colds" would be banned from drug labels. Such claims 'suggest the pro-
duct will cure a cold when the best'it can do is relieve specific
symptoma, thePahel said.
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-Antihistamines, a class of drugs used to relieve sneezing and
watery and itchy eyes, usually associated with hay fever and
other allergies.

w..

Each ingredient reviewed was plated in one of three categorteg.:-

Category I--Generally recognized .safe'.and effective and not 4is7
labeled.

, .
,

.Category II--Not generally recognized,as safe. and effective or..
, mislabeled. Such ingredients and labeling claims will be. removed froth.
products within six months after FDA issues its final regdlation on
cough, cold, and related' nonprescription rug products.

1
.

. .

Category III -- Available data insuffi Tent to permit, final classifi-
cation at this time: The Panelrecommended'that when FDA issues its
final regulations ingredients' which are placed in this category. be per-
mitted to'remkn on the market for a stipulated. length f time if the
manufacturer immediately begins tests to satisfy the questions raised
by the'Panel.

4.

ft
Lucky is the cold victim who has only an .annoying tickle in his

throat or a stuffed,up nose. The.Panel foUnd 7 ingredients both safe
and effectiveas cough suppressants and 14 safe and effective as nasal'
decongestants.' It recommended that one f.the cough supptessants and
tour of the nasal decongestants\which are not available'only in dosage
levels that require a prescription be made available in effective dosages
that could be sold without a 'prescription.

'

Not so'fortunate is the person, whose cough is 'inonproductArer or
proddces only smallamounts of thick phlegm. 'Not one ingredient was
found by the Panel to be both safe and effective as an expectorant.
similarly, the ,Panel found no ,ingredient both safe and effective aS.an

;anticholinergic to relieve watery secretions of nos4,and eyes.

Fifteen of'the ingredients itstudiedare notgenekally recognized
as safe and effectiVe for.cough. and cold- symptoms and should 'be taken
off the market, the Panel reported. One of these is chloroform, which
FDA aiready:has banned on the basis'of evidence th#t high doses.of it
can cause cancer in test animals. t

A wide array of ingreilienhs--52.all told-:-were considered.by the
Panel to be safe enough, but further `proof of their effectiveness in"

.

relieving_toughs and stuffy or runny noses is needed. Scattered through-
out the list are names reminiscent of :pstent-mediCines and. home remedies
of the past: cod liver oil, slippery elm, cedar leaf oil, hdrehound,,
cemphoruenthol,and oil from the /koala bean's favorite food, eucalyptus

" leaves. The Panel recommended that' these,. 'well as
the rest of the .52 whose effectiveness it queStioned7-be permitted to
stayon.the:matket for fiom three to five years.if.their manufacturers
undertake further tests to proye' (or disprove) that grandma knew all
along what was good fot the sniffles.
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. -
..: As for the labeling_of,00ugh and cold remedies,, the Panel, ecomMended
that cough. stifipressants be .permitted to claim that th temporarily
relieve CoughS.due toy minor throat irritation; help t quiet th °ugh
reflex,. or belp you to cough lesS. But the 'labels should war that a

.
cough may be asign of a seriouscondition ancylhat a,physilian.should,;

be oonsigkte&itf it lasts more than one:keek.',_The:Payel also recom7..
-mended.a.warning.that cough suppreisaries.shOlild.pot beused for.persis.-.

-tent or. chronic coughs such as occur wIllicsmohIngasthmaand emphy--
sema. In Such cases, coughing is esSenttAL to rid the bronchial airways,
of mucus and other. secretaions. CoUgh suppressant Labels should not ':. '..

refer to lung or chest conditions;the Panel .§laid, not.shOuld they claim'
the product works by soothing -the bronchial passaged. .tr' , .

.
,

The Panel said expectorant labels Should'be:permitted to'claim that
the product helps loosen phlegm or rid passagewaYSof bothersome mucus,
but it called for a warning against taking ekpectorants for persistent
chronic cough associated with smoking, asthma, or emphySema, or if there

- are excessive secretions, ,except under the 'advice of a physician.'

Labels on anticylinegics dould promise temporary'relief of watery .

nasal. discharge or runny nose or watering,ofthe eyes, but such state.:/
%milts as "clears nasal passages" or "opensNairwaYs" would not be. permit-
ted under. the Panel's recommendations. Consumers should be warned not
to take Anticholinergics if they have asthma,'glaucomai or difficulty
in urinating,. the Panel' said. 1 IV

1

Topical nasal*CongeStants, those' applied directly!in the nose:_
present a unique problem. These drugS help clear upstuffy noses by
constricting enlarged blood vessels in.thenasal passage. But if they
are used for too long a time or too frequently they can have the oppostte
effect and actually enlarge, rather.thafi'constrict, the,blood'vessels.

Therefore, the Panel recomMended'that labeling for topicall!aSalidecon-
gestants warn users-notto-exceed the recommended dosage atv.t.nexto use
the product for more than three days. If symptoms persist, a PhyriAcian
should be consulted.

Qral nasal decongestant labels should warn against use by persons
sufferin4frdm high blood pressure,. heart disease, diabetes, or thyrold
disease unless under a physician's supervision, the -Panel said. 'Angt
prducts chat are inhaled shoUld carry the caution statement: "Noo:
for use by mouth:"

'4

iiptiroXimately sfX-6,Million people in this country suffei from asthma,
a disease marked by wheezing,' coughing, an& shortness ofbreath.- Many
of these people Usenonprescription,drugs'called bronchodilators to help
them breathe more eiaily, and the Panel found 12 ingredients*afe and
effective far thia.pur.PoSe. Five of them are noW-available only'by
prescription, and:thanel proposed that 'they be changed to over-the-
counter statue..

,



One of the most distressing symptoms of-the common cold is sore
throat and many nonprescription 'drug products Claim to provide relief
for this condition. The Panel noted, however, that sore throat can be
due to serious infection which wouldnot be treated by self- medication.
It recommended that labels on coup, cold, and related nonprescription
drugs limit their claimed effectiveness to "minor throat irritation"
and should advise consumers to seek medical help for serious throat

.

.problems.

Time-released formulations also came under the scrutiny of the
foUnd advantages and disadvantages in this type of mediCa-

tion. Obviously it is easier to take one 'pill instead of two or three,
-especially at night, but variations in the rate at which ingredients
dissolve, differences in individual patient reactions, and even technical
flaws in the manufacturing process.could mean'that the medicine could
be aVsorbed erratically oripossibly all atone time. Therefore, the
Panel recommended that afour-year period be allowed for industry, in'
boaperation with FDA, to develop suitable tests for the standardization
of all nonprescription timed-release cough-cold products and that timed-:-
releaSe claims not be perMitted in labeling unless such claims have been
documented.

;%

children'represent a substantial portian'of the consumers of cough
and cold remedies, yet the Panel found that information on how these
drugs affect them is "negligible or non-eXistent." Lacking-definitive
date,'the'Panel sought the adviceaf a group of experts on pediatric
drug therapy in developing the following recommendations: the dose
for children6 through 11.Should be half the adult dose, and for young-
seers 2 through 52it shoUld be'onplquarter of the adult dose. 'Asthma
,and rough preparationeshould no(be taken by children 2 through.5 in
any amounteXcept on the advice of a physician. Any prOduct with'an
alaoh40.iccontent.of more than 10 Percent is not for children under 6,
the Panel noted.

As for infants up to 2 years of age, the Panel:said dosage should be
determined by a physician and the labels an nonprescription drug products
ShouId make this clear. Labels should never carry a recommended dose
for these:yoUngsters unless the product has been demonstrated to be safe
fot them;, the Panel said.

In reviewing all cough,- cold, allergy,-bronchodilator, andanti-
asthmaticnonprescription drug products the Panel studied some 90
active, ingredients. 'These ingredients were divided intp!si& groups

, (pails a miscellaneoUs classification)t
, .

-Antftussives, which are cough stAppresants.
:-Expectorants, which help bring up muarlsin the brorichiel airways

so it can be, spit out.,

- Bronchodilators, which enlarge the bronchia.1 passages to make
it easier,for people with asthma to breathe.

-Anticholingerics, which diy up watery secretions in the nose
and eies.

- Nasal decongestants, vihich open up tlie nasal passages.
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Because of variations in the way the body breaks down the two types
of drugs most often used as bronchodilators, the Panel said that single
ingredient preparations are more effective and safer to use than combina-
tion products. It afsbcautioned that bronchodilators not be used unless
a diagnosis of asthma has been made and then only under the supervision
of a physician.

Becau bronchodilators can have adverse effects on the circulatory
and ce al nervous systems, they should carrylabels warning agailia

y persons suffering from high blood pressure, heart disease, tWoid
disease, diabetes, or enlargement of the prostate gland, the Panel said.
Labeling also should warn the patient to seek help immediately if symp-
toms are not relieved in one 'hour - -or in 20 minutes in the case of
epinephrine taken by an inhaler. Bronchodilator labels should be permit-
ted to claim that the product is for temporary relief or symptomatic
control of bronchial asthma only, the Panel recommended, and there
should be no suggestion that it will relieve hay fever or have any effect
on the nasal passages.

The relief of hay fever should be-left to the antihistamines, the
,Panel indicated. It found 11 loredients from this class of drugs safe
and effective for relieving thlnymptoms of Allergic rhinitis, or hay
fever. Four of these are now available by prescription only, but the
Papel recommended that they be approved for over-the-counter sale. Two
antihistamines now used in hay fever products require further testing
, to demOnstrate their effectiveness, the Panel said.

Although the antihistamines that are rated safe and effective have
a low potential for side effects and toxicity they may cause drowsiness,
the Panel pointed out, and it said this fact should be made known on
the label. The label also should include a warning against use by people
who have asthma, glaucoma, or enlargement of the prostate gland unless
under the supervision of a physician.

Acceptable label claims for antihistamines should be that they are
for the temporary relief of runny nose, sneezing, itching of the nose
or throat, and itchy and watery eyes as may occur in hay fever,. but not
for the relief-of nasal symptoms, such as stopOtd up nose, ;mai stuffi-
ness, or clogged-up nose, the l'anel said.

Although antihislamines are widely used in the treatment of common
cold symptoms, the Panel said there is "little valid, evidence" thdt they
are effective for this purpose. Claims that antihistamines are effective
for cold symptoms have not been substantiated by appropriate research,'
the Panel said, but it suggested ways'these drugs could be tested for
the common cold.

The Panel considered a number of ingredient; which are often found in
nonprescription cough-cold preparations, but which did not fall within
the six main categories ox der review. These included antihistamines
added to some cough-cold'` roducts.:as a sedatiVe or slgep-aid. The Panel
,questioned the validity of adding an antihistamine tiva cough or cold
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preparation for.purposes of sedation and recommended that such combina-
tions be taken off the market. 134t it said combinations that include
an antihistamine "for restful sleep" should be allowed to ways on the
market provided testing is undertaken by the manufacturer to establish
an effective dose. ,

The Panel also called r additional testing.tO prove the effective-
ness of caffeine, which is a ed to some cough -col, products to counter-
act drowsiness caused by oth r ingredientS,'and phenobarbital, which is
added to 'offset central nervous system stimulants.

,

Label claims that vitamins,. when used either alone or in combina-
tion with other products, are effective -as cold preVentives or cures
should not be permitted, the Panel said. But the Panel added that.
manufacturers should be allowed to use vitamin C.in cold products for
three years, if they want to do so in an to demonstrate its
effectivenesS, On the condition that no/claims are madeabout the vita -
min C. /

The Panel's report, the culmination of.three years of study'of this
vast array of ingredients, is advisOry in nature. It was ptblished by
.FDA in the Federal Register to allow for comments from industry and
consumers. After reviewing the report and the comments, on it, FDA will
issue final standards fOraCceptable ingredients and labeling claims for
cough, cold, and related/Over-the-counter drug products'. As a result,
many products may have/to be reformulated. and labeling.and advertising
claims may haVe .to be/changed, a process which may take place even
before the final standards are issued.

12,5
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INGREDIENTS: WHAT THE PANEL SAID

Cough and Cold Remedied

The Panel found that. the following ingredients
as safe and effective and are not mislabeled.

Antitussives (cough suppressants)

Codeine
-Codeine alkaloid
.Codeine phosphate
Codeine sulfate
Dextromethorphan
Dextromethorphan hydrobramide
Diphenhydramine hydrochloride

Expectorants

none

Anticholine iCs

none

enerally recognized

Nasal Decon

Ephedrine
Ephedrine hydroch ori e
Ephedrinesulfate
Racephedrine hydrochloride
Naphazoline hydrochloride (topical)
Oxymetazoline hydkoch oride (topical)
Phenylephrine hydrochl ide

(oral/topical)

Phenylpropanolamine biter rate (oral)
Phenylpropanolamine hydroc loride

(oral)

Phenylpropanolamifie maleate oral)
Propylhexedrine (inhalant)
Pseudoephedrine hydrochloride ral)
Pseudoephedrine sulfate (oral),

Xylametazoline hydrochloride ( topical)

The Panel found that the following ingrediefits are not generally recog-
nized as safe and effective or are mislabeled.

Antitussives

Hydrocddone bitartrate
Oil of turpentine (oral)

Anticholinergics

Atropa belladonna (inhalant)
Datura stramonia (inhalant)

Nasal Decongestants -

3

Muitard oil (topical/inhalant)
Oil of turpentine (oral)

Expectorants

Antimony potassium tartrate
Calcium iodide anhydrous
Chloroform
Hydriodic acid syrup-
Iodized lime
Ipecac fliudextract
Potassium iodide'
Squill .

Squill extract
Oil of Turpentine oral),
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The Panel found that there afire insufficient data to classify the following
ingredients. .It recommended that.these ingredienta be permitted to
.remain on ttle market from three to five years if their manufacturers
immediately begin tests to answer the questions raised by the Panel.

-.....

Antitussives

Beechwood creosote
Camphor (topical/inhalant)
Caramiphen edisylate
Carbetapentane citrate
Cod liver oil
Elm bark
Ethylmorphine hydrochloride
Eucalyptol/eucalyptus oil

(topical/inhalant)
Horehound (horehound fluidextract).
Menthol /peppermint oil

(topical /inhalant)

Noscapine
(noscapine hydrochloride).

Oil of turpentine
(topical/inhalant)

Thymol

Anticholinergics

Atropine sulfate (oral)
Atropine-(d,:dl hyoscyamine)

(oral) .

Scopolamine (1.41yoscine) (oral)

Expectorants

Ammonium chloride
Beechwoochcreosote
Camphor (topical/inhalant)
Compound tincture Of,tenzoin

(inhalant)

Compoundwhite pine compound
Glyceryl guaiacolate
IpeCac Syrup
Menthol/peppermint oil

(topical/inhalant)-
Oil of turpentine

(topical/inhalant)

Eucalyptol/eucalyptus oil
(topical /inhalant

Extract,:white pine compound

Nasal Decongestants

Beechwood creosote
Bornyl acetate (topigal)
Camphor (topical/inhalant)
Cedar leaf oil (topical)
l-Desoxyephedrine (inhalant)
Ephedrine (oral)
Eucalyptol/eucalyptus oil

(topical/inhalant)
'Menthol/peppermint oil

.(topical/inhalant)
Oil of turpentine (topical/inhalant)
Phenylpropanolamine hydrocfiloride

(topical)

,Racephedrine hydrochloride (oral)
Thenyldiamine hydrochloride (topical)
Thymol (inhalant)

121

Ephedrine hydrochloride (oral
Ephedrine sulfate (oral)

Pine tar . .

Potassium guaiacol sulfonate
Sodium,citrate

Syrup of pine tar
Terpin hydrate
Terpin hydrate elixir
Tincture of benzoin (inhalant)
Tolu
Tolu balsam
Tolu balsam tincture
White pine

127
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. Allergy Remedies -(Antihistamines)

The Panel fo
as safe and

nd that thefollowing ingredients are generally reco
ffective and'are not Mislabeled.

Brompheniramit

Chlorpheniram
Diphenhydrami

e maleate
rie maleate

e hydrochlOride
Doxylamine succinate
Methapyrilene fumarate

Methapyrilene hydrochloride
Phenindamine tartrate.
Pheniramine maleate
Promethazine hydrochlorid
PyrilaMine maleate
Thonzylamine hydrochloride

r

The Panel found that there are insufficient data to classify the following
ingredients. It recommended that they be permitted to remain on the
market for three years if their manufacturers immediately begin tests
to answer the questions raised by the Panel.

nized

Pnenyltoloxamine citrate
Thenyldiamine hydrochloride (oral)

Asthma Remedies (bronchodilators)

The. Panel found that the follow
as safe and effective and are

Ephedrine
Ephedrine. hydrochloride
Ephedrine sulfate
Racephedrine hydrochloride
Epinephrine
Epinephrine' hitarirate

t

ng ingredients are generally recognized
mislabeled.

Epinephrine hydrochloride (raceMic).
Methoxyphenamine hydrochloride
Aminophylline
Theophylline anhydrous
Theophylline calciumsalicylate
Theophylline sodium glycinate

The Pane found that the following ingredients are hoe,generally recog-
nized, as safe. and effective or are mislabeled.

Atropa belladonna (inhalant) Pselidoephedrine hydrochloride
Datura stramonia (inhalant) Pseudoephedrine sulfate

The. Panel found that there are insufficient data to classify the follaw-
ing ingredient. It recommended that this ingredient be permitted to
remain on the market for three years if the manufacturer immediately
begins tests to answer the questions raised by the Panel.

Euphorbia Pilulifera

1
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREfi:.

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

To have students become, aware
trade names and cost.

7-9
10-12

of. the'relationship between

Health

Drs

Sources of, information with-relationship to consumer
decision makihg - drug cost comparison

After some background on the compap.son of generic and,
trade name,drugs, invite one or more pharmacists to dis-
cuss this Matter with the class. Ask the pharmacist(s),
to the extent possible, to concentrate-on drugs commonly
used by the consumer.

12
".
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

To have students became aware of the wide range of infor-
umtion available to consumers.

) 7-9
10-12

Health

Drugs

Sources of information with relationship to, consumer
decision making - drugs

"Drugs". Science Activities, John Paul Eddy, February,
1972, pp. 42-45.

Over a,tw6-week period, have the .students colledt all
articles from popular maggFines and newspapers dealing
with drugs. .These can be'posted on a bulletin. board, 4daced
in a scrap-book, or displayed in another manner. Studenti
should be made aware of differences in "aUthority"-of
information.

124
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PURPOSE: To find out where certain drugs originate and how this
relates to cost.

LEVEL: 7-9
10-12

AREA: Health

TOPIC: Drugs

CONCEPT: Factors which affect cost of drugs

REFERENCE: "Drugs." Science A t ities John Paul Eddy, February,
1972,'pp. '42 -45.

ACTIVITY: Have the-students make or take'ready-made world maps and
mark the major drug producing countries, the drug(s)
produced in each, and research the manufacturing of the drug.
Have students look for relationships between origin of
productilr,and such factors as cost, amount of processing,
etc.

O
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

Obtain information on the effects of:drugs and relate
this to consumer decision making.

7-9
10-12

Health

Drugs *

Biological effec>iNof drugs in relationship to c
decision making.

"Drugs." .John Paul Eddy, Science Activities, February,
1972, pp. 42-45.

Have studentd search the library to get information on
hqw different drugs affect the human body. Compare the
results and report on the findings to the class.

Consider use, storage and disposal of drug items.

126.
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PURPOSE)

.

Prepare a slide-lecture demonstration which relates the
effects of drugs to consumer decision making.

LEVEL: 10-12

AREA: Health

TOPIC: Drugs ,

CONCEPT: Biblogical effects of drugs' in relationship to consumer
deciiion making

REFERENCE: "Drugs." Science Activities, John Paul 'Eddy, February,
1972, pp. 42-45._

ACTIVITY: Have the students prepare 'a slide-lecture demonstration
describing selected characteristics of drugs commonly used
by consumers. Included should be pictures bf various drugs,-
in the making,,if the class has access -to a-drug manufac-
turing firm.- If you have a ne4rby college that is willing
to help, you could co4struct slides showing some biochemical
diagrams and'chemical reactions of certain drugs. Content
should be selected to show the,effects of drugs on the
Human (to.the extent possible) and the reasons for each
effect. .*

. .

Th's Presentationmay)/then be shown to other sCience classes,
to other high school and junior igh students, depending
pon. the appropriateness ,of the content.

If there is sufficient time andjnterest, the class might
repeat this procedure, gathering informationoabout illegal
drugs and their use.,
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEET:'

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

To provide information for making decisions regarding
medical care.

7-9 .

10-12

Health

Medical, Care

onsumer'decision.mAkirig

SuggeSted Guidelines for
President'S.Gommittee on
D.C., November, 1970.

4

-_Medical care
r

Consumer. Education - K-12. The
Codbumer Interests, Washington,

After some backgrounCton Medical 'dare, have a doctor,
nurse, Or.hospital adMinistrator.discuss with the class
basic factors involved in choosing a dottor, hospital,
medical care in general.



PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC: 4,

CONCEPT:

. 11414

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

To proVide information on the.actiOnsuf-shampoos.

7i9

10-12

Health

Shampoo

4 '

SOurdes ofAnformation with respect'to4consUmerAecisian

-.J1AUd POW: Word About Consusier,i
ffarold.C.:;popkins, HEW Pub atiun:NC. (FDA). 76-500

1. Have eaCh'student comment on what they now use for
washing 'their hair. Do they like it; what do they
believe it is supposed to do; have they had any,
problems Withjt7

. )
.

,,;
.

-,

Have, the atudentS read; t
A

attached article.
'If1

ther

y

\t

have not had chemistr#1k, tkiey may ,need .Some as s\c ance
with some of 'the termincifogY: .4EUcoiArage. them : .o ',use

a dictionary, and if you dOn't-kriow the° words fie" a
chemistry teacher or another tcience teacher eXpTain
any terms they don't understand.

.

,

,,

4'

,,
..,.

.i. (

3 After reading the article II ve tliestudents write
a report on the prOduct. the currently use and 'on;

,,."other product.

'Make elkst of thoseAorodu00
period, or two discussing the\

reviewed and spenVa class
f#ioUs products.' .'

AND NOW A WORD ABOUT YOUR

;

:

,.... .
,,

,pne of the milk interesting distinc o t1 can be made between
synthetic detergent: shampoo, used to can fie helhair,and toilet, soap,
used to cleanse the rest of the body at' the former is. considered .

under the law to be a cosmetic and th is not.
,h1r
lSoBoth may contain fragranc%4 Opi d other substances, and these

may "be rubbed, poured, sprinkle .,2z4lLsprayd on, introduced into, or
otherwise applied to the hdman bo y or any par-ktitere.of for'cleansing
beautifying, promotiug,attractiveness, or alte $ the appearance,"
which is,the wayfttie' rood, Drug, and Cosmetic 'iof 1938 defines a
cosmetic. But the'same law specifically excludja0;soap'from this
definition of a cosmetic and-it is thus exempt tom FDA regulation:.
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!

In 1938, the cleansing agent in most ifixOt
,

'all,dhampoo was soap,
so the shampoos of that.ers were:nocOYOre4:YWiaNToday, the
.cleansing agent .in most 4hnip0Ois*Syntbeti,e.detteht:tather than
soap. 'And.beChuse.shampOO COntaini*a/OmthetiOetergent falls
within thejegal definitiOnOfa-'cOSMetic,.most oftbe products that
dominate today's shampoo ,market are so. tlaSsifiedi

Synthetic detergents may have been a clou0,0q. bigger
%.4%

than your
band in the late 1930's;but when they did colqaPfhey swept through'
:the cleansing business like a hurricane. It didn't take the cosmetics
'people long to discover that these synthetic chemicals had properties
eSpecially. desirable in a shampooand that other properties could te,.
incorporated to-make them even more desirable. These propertieSand-
theirOfeots--probably arefamiliar to every television v.iesier,:

\.

yOw:finaginehtching yourfavorite 'TV show, or anybne
without atlehstOrienymph loping in,,slow motion acrosagrassyIl#des

*I/DIM archly insistithat it could be you if you' .:7;yo know what;?

under a bouncing",:: 11:billOwing halo of feminine glory he f-screen

Street cOnstructionerews and._ pedestrians paralyzedid eir_mass'
masculinity is sidesFiied.by a silken.-tressed sylph out on the avenue for
her morning undulattO0-:51evator passengers areydted and blind dates
struck duib'by a.r4i44Maned cteatureclose,*nough for comfort?
Acres of skin, sealp;';*41*.i.k6 emerging froM:Showers with secrets
that refuse to kee0.AgOsSerner-toppedtot.dreamily enduring the
camera' gaze whilejler4oSthmer-iopped loak7wilike mother hums to her,

'one gathers, ofthOiagictottie they sharel*Cir*:tit of good news
for blondes, brunettes, and redheads 'who weren*bOrnthat way?

Y.

. .

Depending on your ability to remember brand naMes;.:YOU:iCiOlave:.
hair so clean It squOks, poisess tressesthat'can'ttankle Ordsle;
get back something you had as a tyke ;`own you or
spill. or break.in the -shower or tub, or, let the potroOt bUrkatiV
the housework:.; slide if you know your way to the right.Shel0Ohe

y4lrugstoreForpaying your money and making your choice,-theTright
yoii;Cart have hair with. body, mmoothness, softness, sheen,ustre;

highlightS, fragrance, and Manageability, locksthatstay locked come,,-
hail', high wind, or.hirmidity.' --

..-
.

While these matters couldbe, of concern'tO the, Federal Trade
.

.Commission in its monitoring of advertising for claims that may be=
.1alse.or mIsleading;.they are . not within FDA's regulatory domain.
FDA's authority under the FOod., Drug, and Cosmetic (FDA) Act to regulate
synthetic detergent shappoos, along with otheecOsmetics, falls consider-
ably short of the comprehensive kind of jurisdiction the Actauthoiizes
for regulation of foods and drugs.,,The maker of a cosmetic.is not

. required,'as is the sponsor of a new drug, to. Obtain FDA approval before
marketing to assure that the prOduct is safe And effective. And cos
riatai' makers, unlike food processors, are not required to obtain..,,
FDA 'clearance to use new additives. (except for color additives) in their
products,. 4.



A shampooi howeVer, whose label claims that it can alter bodily
functionssuch as correcting and preventing conditions that produce:

._dandruffautchatically becomes a drug and subject to either the over-
the-counter drug monographs now. being deVeloped by FDA or the "New
Drug" requirements' of the FDC Act. When these claims are,made for a:
new drug, either prescription or over-theLcounter,'safety and efficacy
must be4§roved to-FDA's satisfaction. The over-the-counter drug Mono-
graphs will list permitted drug ingredientspwthose generally recognized
by experts as safe and effective.

::The law does hold the manufacturer of a synthetic detergent shampoo
or other cosmetic solely responsible for safety in its use. He is
expected to use ingredients about which there have been no qUestions
of safety,,. and to perform adequate studies with test animals and humans
for new ingredients or combinations to make sure his product is safe
to use before he puts it on the market. FDA must trust that the a

:manufacturer has.fulfilled his responsibility when he offers a new
product. Should adverse reactions occur, FDA.:.urges the consumer to,
notify the manufacturer and the Divisiqn of tosmetice'Technology,,
Bureau of Foods, FDA, 200 C St.,'S.W., Washington, D.C. 20204, or
any FDA office around the country.The manufacturer is also urged to
provide FDA any information,learned froOiconsumers aboutiadverse reactions
and FDA. provides preprinted forms for mote convenient.repbrting. Such
reports ;are a'eignal for FDA to 16Ok'into the matter and, where neces-
sary, take regulatory action under,the FDC Act, which prohibits the

;,:;:marketing of misbranded products,4ose which have false or misleading
. labeling qr other violations of labeling requirements, orthose that
containk,a'barmful substance.

Thejadvent of synthetic .detergents in the past few decades hasle!
of course; revoldtionized cleansing and cleaning chores, whether house -='
,hold, industrial, automotive, or cosmetic. Synthetic detergents are
;classified as anionic, cationic,nonionic, or amphoteric, depending oni
:,the way the ions behave in water. To some degree, all haventhe capacity,
,;:to break down the resistance barrier between the water and the dirt,

orother material on the surfacetto be cleaned, and allow the
'*aterial-to be'rinsed away. Synthetic detergent shampoos sold for

.

'adults are usually of the anionig type; for babies and children, of
ttO amphoteric type, Or ;amphotetic mixed Withthe anionic type.
Cationic synthetic detergents are not usually included in shampoos as
detergent agents.

The major advantage'o,f synthetic detergents over soap in shampoos
is their efficient functioning in hard water. SOap, an alkali salt
of-fatty acids,.works well in removing dirt and grease from surfaces,
butin hard water, which contains a relatively high amount of calcium
in'solution the calciwn reacts with the soap to form deposits of a
gummy material called "soap scum." The familiar ringjn the bathtub
is composeceof these deposits, to which dirt.and other undissolved
matter in the.Water may adhere. Such scum can form on the hair &ring

.,sh4mpooing with soap and hard-water, dulling its lustre and making it
difErcpit to comb Uhleis rinsed with some substance that will redissolve
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the scum. Soap's foaming and cleansing action is reduced according-to n

the degree of hardnes Of the water. Synthetic detergents do not react
with the calcium'in the water and scum deposits do not forth, even in the
hardest water, though the detergent or cleansing' action may itself vai:
depending on the kind of'Synthetic detergent used and the kind of
foreign material to be_remdved,,

, ..

Many synthetic'detergents of varioila types have been formulated
.by chemists into shampoos, and some have been'combTd with soaps in
,shamiqoa.'

FDA .has been especially concerned about use.of the'stronger synthetic,
.;detergents in shampoos. Shampoos containing cationids -as germicides
- .and nonionics as cleansing agents have been found capable of",causing
severe gye irritation and occasionally permanent eye injury. Those
containing mixtures of cationic'and nonionic synthetic detergents have
a high potential for permanent eyetinjury, and reputable manufacturers
generally avoid marketing them. Some:syntheplcdetergent shampoos
also have been found through consumer experiene'ib cause allergenic
skin reactions in some.users, although'the number has been low consid r-
ing the milliong of pacKages of synthetic detergent-based shampoos ld.

,

WhenSoap was still the thing for hairwashihg, the scum that formed
to dull.the'hair'S lustre was often reduced or, eliminated by following

1
up-with a rinse of such acidic substances as.vinegar and lemon juice:
The belief still persists amonebote consumers that vinegar and lemon
juice are needed, even when a synthetic detergent ghampoo is used.
But suiih.shampoos generally don't require the use\of these substances

\gbecausenotscum forms, nor is the extensive lather ormally expected
from gOapj'necessary for many synthetic detergents ,t perform an adequate
cleansihg job.'. The-combination of soap with seditet recipes and ritual
that the Gibson Girl, the Flapper and Vamp, the L'It" and "Oomph" girls
thought guaranteed them enchanting tresses wOuld.curl'the lips of today's
more sophisticated consumers, who have a wide choice of shampoos or.,

other commercial hair products 1aheledto4erorm specific cosmetic
functions. .-

'.: In some synthetic deterg4it4shampoos there are newly developed
,

additives called conditioners, which enable the usei, go forget the
hundred brushstrokes' of the past and still have ...tie,. hair lustre and
sheen in sunlight to dazzle a doorpost. There are conditioners to
give hair the appearance or feel of softness; to create or enhance
lustre and sheen;' to impart smoothness and lubricity to the touch and
make combing or brushing easier; to give the hair "body," or somewhat
more bulk, for special hair configurations or coiffeurs; to add "tex-
ture," the a#pearance of stronger strands or vibrancy; and to retain
"set," thatfis, contror l frizziness 'or "flyaway" resulting from'excessive
dryness, static electricity, and other causes, and allow the hai to
be kept several hours in a desired position:,

,

. .

Shampoos have camelorig way 'since the days when their'cosmetic
functions were confined pretty much to cleansing and scenting the hair.
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.-The.conSumer now learns, not far 15astoddling, that shampoos perform

..other magic. The consumer's obvious .desire for a shampoo that will
perfotm additional_cosmetic functions traditionally done by rinses or
other applications after shampooing has.affected both the aim and the
claims of the shampoo maker. The big difficulty'in achieving this
aim is that if a shampoo is unusually. effective for one function, it
may be correspondingly less so for another. For this and other reasons,
many shampoos under development'may go back to the laboratory instead
of into the marketplace. Most of the problems are related in some
degree to the cleansing effectiveness of'the synthetic detergent.

Cain one shampoo product perfotm several cosmetic functions as
well as aftershampoo conditioner, rinses? The answer is probably not,
but mandfacturers?continue seeking to develop, shampoos that perform
as many as possible. The biggest rub is the synthetic detergent.
The more thoroughly it removes dirt and other unwanted material, the
more likelY'it is to irritate the scalp, strip off hair dyes and tints
put on by the consumer at some effort and expense, 'remove the natural
oil left on the hair from the hair gland secretions, or neutralize
the intended effects of some conditioning ingredients in the shampoo.

Among'conditionrs that,havelbeen used in shampoos to produce
various cosmetic effects are eggs-,T'proteinaceous substances or protein
derivatives; glycerin or propylene glycol, and ethyl alcohol. The manu-
facturer's difficult objective is to produce a shampoo that cleanses
effectively, yetis mild enough to have minumum effect on desirable
characteristics, either natural or 'produced by conditioners inthe
shampoo. ;

Whenoegg is included in a shampoo, FDA regulations permit the word'
"egg" to be used in the name-, as "egg shampoo," only if there is the
equivalent of one whole egg for each "shampooing" in the container;
egg may be mentioned.on the label by such statements as "shampoo with
egg" or "contains egg" only if egg constitutes at least 2 percept of
'thee product.

It should be understood that protein ma erials used in shampoos,
or for that mattele any other conditioning ingredients, cannot feed
the hair roots to make the hair."alive," since hair is dead tissue.

The conditioners in shampoos are not normally adequate to conceal
damage to hair that may result from use of chemicals such as. dyes,
bl6ches, waving or straightening mixtures,, or from intense heat used
to:curl oatraighten the hair strands. Special conditioners usually
are needed after shampooing to mask such damage.

Shampoos iabeltd forvse on normal, dt5r, or oily hair are formu-
lated by controlling, the strength or amount of the synthetic detergent,
whose "defatting" action removes oil from the hair; and of the condition-
ing additives that. alleviate or offset this action.
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How a shampoo looks, its viscosity, its clarity or opacity, its
color, how it smells when being applied, how it feels to the touch,
the amount of lather it produces, its packaging, and whether it is
liquid, cream, gel,'or paste, all may affect the consumer's choice
of a product and thus are considered by the manufacturer along with
performance when the product is being developed, priced, and marketed.

One purpose of shampooing is to remove dandruff--small flakes of
dead skin that shed from the scalp. When dandruff is shed from .the
scalp in scales larger than normal, it becOmes unsightly, either in
the hair itself or when it falls and clings to the outer clothing.
Shampooing can help alleviate this problem. A medicated shampoo labeled
for dandruff control would be the best choice if flaking is very heavy.

A medicated shampoo, whether prescribed(.07t sold over the counter,
contains drug ingredients specific for alle4iating or eliminating
certain conditions, such as those that result in excessive dandruff.
As such it is a drug, not a cosmetic, and the manufacturer is required
either to market it in accord with FDA's over-the-counter drug mono-
graphs being developedor, i new drug, to demonstrate to FDA before
marketing-that it is safe as' wel as effective in performing the claims
made for it on the label.

Some shampoos are labeled for babies and young children,, whose
hair does not commonly receive frequent deposits of hair sprays or
other hair products. Baby shampoos usually are made, from the amphoteric
synthetic detergents, some of which are comparatively stingless and
nonirritating, and these shampoos do not normally contain such added
ingredients as perfumes, which may irritate the eyes. Most baby shampoos
are formulated by the manufacturers to'have minimum irritation potential.

Because of the number of consumer complaints FDA has received about
eye injuries, the Agency is considering proposal of a regulation to
require certain warningstatements in shampoo labeling. Depending on
the results of laboratory animal tests to be established in the regu-
lation, manufacturers would be required to display a particular warning
in labeling. The regulation would also specify the kinds of ingredients
or combinations of them that FDA considers to be too dangerous for use
in shampoos.

S
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PURPOSE: To provide infOrmation on the effects of the pH factor in
shampoo.

LEVEL: 10-12

AREA: Health

TOPIC: The pH of Hair Shampoo

CONCEPT: Relationship of pH to hair cleansing, hair conditioning,
and ecological balance of the scalp.

REFERENCE: The pH of .Hair Shampoos." .john J. Griffin, Robert F.
Corcoran, and Kenn, K. Akana, .Journal of Chemical Education,

.Vol. 54, No. 9, Sept. 1977, pp. 553-554.

ACTIVITY: _Attached is an activity related topH of hair shampoos.
.

The discussion presents the procedures used,,data.obtained,
and how pH ranges affect hair. Your data may be the same
or different depending on the amount chemicals used in the
shampoo.i.nd the technique you use for determining p You
may also want to consult the Consumer Reports'to.obtain
their latest data.

t

This can be a cladOactiyity of a project for a, group,

students.
.

THE- PH OF HAIR SHAMPOOS.

During recent years the topic of pH has been introduced into
commercial hair shampoo advertisenents. Claims of pH control not only
improving the cleansing of hair but also making hair shinier, bouncier,
and stronger are found in-these advertisements.

Following a discussion and laboratory assignment in measuring pH
by different conventional techniques, the topic of pH effects in hair
shampoos deVeloped4n a Freshman Science class at Hull High School.

, The following questions were generated, by the students. What pH's would
be found In hair shampoos? What effect would the pH factor have on e.
cleansing hair? What pH Would be good for a hair shampoo? In response
to these questions the students were invited on an assigned day, to bring
in different hair shampoos and related toiletries for pH determination. ,

;

Measurements of the pH of the various shampoos and rinses were then
repeated under controlled conditions as part of a Junior class project.

Experimental

All pH measurements were made with a,Chemtrix, Type 40E, H meter,
using a Broadly James combination electi.ode with the toiletries in a
thermostated waterbath at 25.5 ± 0.5°C. The reproducibility of this.
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pH system was > ±0.1 pH units on the non-expanded scale when used in the
pH range of 2.2 to 9.2. The meter was calibrated before and during use
by standard buffer solutions. Dilutions were made by adding 10 ml. of
each toiletry to 90 ml. of distilled water.

The.toiletries reported in this study were purchased between June,
1975 and May, 1976.

Results

The pH values for the more popular brands of shampoos, both con-
, centrated and dilute, are reported in Table 1. The corresponding measure-
ments for the creme rinses and conditioners are reported in Table 2.
Slightly over half of the shampoos tested.were on the acid side of the
pH scale. The pH range was from 3.3 - 8.7. All of the creme rinses
and conditioners tested were acidic with a pH range of 2.6 to 4.8.

Discussion

The Relevance of pH in Hair Cleansing

The cleansing power of a shampoo generally refers to the abity
of a shampoo to remove grease, dirt, and foreign matter from the hair
and scalp. Grease originates in the hair as sebum, a substance
composed, primarily .of glycerides, (50%), waxes (20%), squalene (10%),
and fatty acids (5%). These substances are secreted by the sebacious
glands into the hair follicle cell. Sebum moves by capillary action up
the shaft of the hair and gives the hair luster and pliability. 'Over
secretions and assumulated secretaions can cause hair to have a greasy
.appearance. The cleansing power of a shampoo is primarily characterized
by the detergent used in the shampoo.

A detergent molecule.is composed of two functional groups: the
polar or hydrophilic group and the nonpolar or hydrophobic group. The
function of the polar group is twofold: to attach itself to the hair
'so as to aid in displacing the grease from the hair and to maintain the
detergent's solubility in water. The nonpolar group's function is
to aid in displacing the grease as well as assisting in the emulsification
of the grease. Whether the pH of a shampoo is high or low.does not
indicate the cleansing power of' the shampoo. Hair shampoos are adjusted
to a pH which among other things is compatible to the nature of the
detergentsmithin the.shampoo.

A good shampoo should not remove all oils from the hair and scalp.'
This promotes ideal. conditions for scalp diseases. Human skin has a
natural acid layer on its surface with apH between 3.0 and 5.0. This
acid layer is caused by the lactic acid-lactate buffer pair secreted
in the eccrine sweat and the fatty acids produced by the sebacious
glands. The fatty acids within this layer iphibit the growth of certain
bacteria, especially streptococci. In addition, unsaturated fatty acids,
especially those having an odd number of carbon atoms, afford a natural
protection against lungua infections such as ringWorm. Undecylinic
acid; for example, is used in "medicated" shampoos..
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Creme Rinse and/or Conditioner pH pH after
dilution

We a Balsam Instant Conditioner .

P1 sticare pH'Balanced Conditioner
Clairol, Long & Silky Conditioner
Clairol, Long &Silky Extia BOdy

2.6

2.7

2.8

3.5
3.1

3.3

Conditioner
J 2.9 3.3

Alberto Balsam Conditioner 4 2,9 '3.5
Harrison Lemon Creme Rinse 3:0 3.0
Earth Born Creme Rinse, Avocado 3.0. 3.1
Herbal Essence Creme Rinse &
Conditioner 3r0 ,

3,
Tane Conditioner (dry hair) . Y 3.0r 3/
Tame pH Controlled Creme Rinse, 3.2
Lemon Up Creme Rinse. 4.3
Bieck Creme Rinse 4.3

Table 2. pH of Creme Rinses and Conditioners

A04',

The Relevance of, pH in Damaging Hair ')

Hair consists of groups of amino acids interconnected forming long'
polypeptide chains. The polypeptide chains are kept in a fixed position

llprelative to parallel polypeptide chains through OrmOlecular bonding
from side chain amino acids. ,The side chain amin acids constitute
approximately 50% of the weight,of hair keratin.

, -
The side chain bonding conSispslp the fell

4 -

g types

1) hydrogen bonding, especially6that adjacent amide and
carbonyl groups

C "*4. H N

2) an acid group frOm one side chain interacting faith abasic
group on a parallel protein forming a salt bridge

C00-...+NH3

3) cytine disulfide bonds linking adjacent polypeptides

9142 S """"- S -"'"""" C 112

In water the hydrogen bonds are reversibly broken; this accounts for
the ease in manipulating wet hair. In strong acid solutions, pH of
1-2, both the hydrogen bonds and salt links are broken, but-the hair is
able to maintain its integrity through the distilfide bonding. In the
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isoelectric region for hair (approximate pH 4 -6) the normal charge
distribution remains unchanged and hairds least swollen and has its
maximum wet strength. At a pH of 12, all three bondaare'broken with
a subsequent dissolution of hair. Commercially, available depilatories,
such as "Neet" and "Nair" contain strong alkaline ingredients. At
25°C.; the pH values for "Neet" and "Nair" are 11.5 and 11.9, respectively.

Robinson has indicated that shampoos of relatively low alkalinity;
pH of 8.5, can produce damage to hair cells in the form of split ends.
This is particularly true for long hair which has been subjected to
repeated shampoo treatments over a two-year period at a typical ;bower
temperature of 40°C. A cumulative effect reduces the,disUlfide bond
.content to the extent that splitting occurs. Cuticular erosion is
readily visible on these ends.

4

.The ReleVance of pH for Hair Conditionin&gents

In hair there are approximately 1.5 times as ma y aci a06
acid side chains available for interaction withhasic amino-side chains
from adjacent polypeptides. This means that when salt bonds ',form between.
an acid carboxylate group on one polypeptide and a base (ammdhium) group
on ,a parallel polypeptide, there will still be a large number of excess
acid side chains. These are normally neutralized by ammonium,'-sodium,
or other available cations, but can be selectively exchanged by making
available (as in certain toiletries) a high concentration of a particular
cation, or by the addition.of a cation with some surface activity.

The addition of polyethylenimines which become positively charged
at a pH of 4 to a shampoo of similar pH results in its uptake on hair,
especially damaged, hair, and reportedly improves compatibility and
manageability. Other cationic materials can also condition the'hair by
reducing electrostatic attraction.

. , .

'Laden and Finklestein using dye solutions demonstrated that the rate
and.exteht of:aeri#i* of dye in hair could be modified by changing the'
pH o. the systemlfTom.which sorption occurs. The sorption of collagen
derived pepti:de-oii'lperoxide damaged hair has been demonstrated to be an

,equilithAdm ihenomelbn governed by the pH' of the peptide solution.-

The plUof gh4ldria's Shampoos

Shampoos manufactured for use on infants and children should be
formulated 65 avoid skin and'eye irritation as well as eye sting. Eye
sting can be minimized by the use of,oshampoos buffered to a pH close to
that found in eye Leers. Solutions entering the conjunctival sac with a
pH al?ove 7.8 or below 6.6 will produce unpleasant sensations. Extended
studies have: indicated the pH of lacriminal fluid to be approximately
equal to that of blood with a PH of 7.4.

Eye irritations can be produced by one or more ingredients within
the shampoo. Consumer Reports chemists found that several commercially
available hair shampoos caused iris and cornea tissue irritations to
rabbits used as test animals. 14 4
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Conclusions
6

The pH of shampoos and hair conditioners has been 'shown to be impor-
tant not only for cleansing hair, but also in terms of improving and
enhancing qualities of hair, minimizing irritations to the eyes, and
stabilizing the ecological balance of the scalp,.

Commercial advertisements have effectively stimulated students to
explote beyond, the classroom to find a relationship between the concept
of pH and its use in a practical and applied sense.
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

.REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

To test the effectiveness of different insecticides.

779
10-12

Product Testing

Insecticides

Consumer decision making - product comparion

"Investigating Insecticides." Science Activities,
James E. Murphy, May, 1972, pp. 30-32.

Materials: 10-12 mosquito larvae; 1 stereoscopic micro-
scope; 1 petri dish or similar glass dish; 1 pipette or
medicine dropper; several kinds of household spray insecti-
cides; safety glasses; adequate ventilation.

Procedure: Several days before the day on which the experi-
ment is planned, ask students to bring spray insecticides
used at home. Thmosquito larvae should also be on hand
a few days ahead of time so the students may observe them
and become familiar with their structure, funttion, and
behavior. After making their observations, they should
give a brief summary of the parts and principles in opera-
tion for circulation, respiration, digestion, movements, and
sensation. A list of the differences between various larvae
should also be Compiled. .

Next, let the students design the experiment(s) they will
use to observe the effect of the insecticides on the larvae.
Variables such as the amount of insecticide and time period
should be kept in mind. Also, control groups should be
used as a basis for 9pmparison. Before the experiments
begin, the procedure should be reviewed in class to see
the soundness of each student's approach in light of the
points mentioned abobe.

During the experiment, have the students work in twos, one
observing the larvae through a stereomicroscope, and the
other recording time and applying the insecticide. The
insecticide should be applied only for a second or, two, and
the students shoUld be cautioned against its potency. The
activity should be performed in a well ven_alated area.
Students should wear safety glasses.

Data obtained in the activity, information on the insecti-
cide labels, and any other pertinent inforMation can be
used in arriving.A,comparisons,
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PURPOSE: To test phosphate content.Of fertilizers and/or deter-

gents in relationship to what..brands are least harmful to
the water supply.

LEVEL: 7-9
10-12

AREA: Product testing

TOPIC.: Phosphates ilofFertilizers and Detergents

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making - environmental; factors

REFERENCE: "Phosphate - Some_Studies of How It.Affei Water."
Science Teacher, 'Ann. February pp.. 53-56.

ACTIVITY: Materials: One phosphate test kit (LaMotte or%Hach) which
will measure 10-50 ppi. phosphate; 500 ml. distilled water;a
One 100 ml. graduated cylinder; a few grams fertilizer or
detergent; two 150 ml. beakers; two stirring rods; one
balance capable of weighing to tenths of a gram; one:marking
pencil or labels; one 1 ml. pipette; two 100 ml. volumetric
flasks.

Procedure:

1. Dissolve 1 gram of detergent or fertilizer in rdo ml.
distilled water, or dissolve fn a volumetric flask and
dilute with 100 ml: distilled water. Label this "first
dilution."

'2 Pipette 1 ml. of the first dilutiOn into another
volumetric flask and dilute to 100 ml.. with distilled
water, or put the 1 ml. in one of the beakers and add
99 ml.,of distilled water. Label this "second dilution."

3. Follow directions for phosphate analysis included with
the test kit. The analysis will give the ppm. phosphate
in the second dilution.

4. Calculate the concentration of phosphate in the first .

dilution and in the detergent or fertilizer as follows:

a. Since the second dilution was made bX diluting the
first solution, 1 to 100, the concentration of the
first dilution is 100 times what was measured with
the kit.

b. The fist dilution was made by dissolving1 gram of
sample'.in 100 ml. water, so again the concentration
of phosphate in the sample is 100 times greater than
the concentration of dilution.

Repeat with other samprEi and compare results,
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL: 7-9
10-12

AREA:

TOPIC

Compare actual soap contept in different brands.

PrOduct,Te4ing

SOa.ps

CONCEPT Corumer deCision making - product comparisons

REFERENCE: Consumer:.EdUcation: A Model.ef.an Interdisciplinary K-12
CurriculUmAnproach to Consiiiqer':141Caiidn Processes.
C. ita An4e.ronandL...::74.13044:9Vann'fi.:'11.ass. State
Dept of Eck .Boston,

ACTIVITY: After discussing watet,iS a'cleaning agent and'al'so'fhe
Omposition of soap, take iamples of different brands.
`Weigh each, then heat to remove any water. Reweigh.
Determine volume before and after heating to determine
density. This will aid in determining those brands which
contain large quantities of'air. Record data on a chart,
and determine the amount and costof the water you bay
with the soap. Decide which brands are the best buy,baged
on your results and rank accordingly.



PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

,,z1.-1.°""

.

see if -there are peifOrMaixce -differences between /
.experiSive alkaline batteries and .Less expensiVe 'hatt'eries.

7-9
10-12

Product' Testing

Dry. Cell Batteries,

,

Consumer. decision making -..product coffiparisOns

"The Busines' Department St4.14ie5 Science." Science Activi-
ties, Roger,:M4 Record's, July/August, 104, pp, 6-8.

Materialg: Shoe box, solar cell', 'flashlight, ammeter,
batteries to be tested.

Piocedntet Obtain two_ new :hattetidS. of the:....saMe ht4nd, In
,

. . .,,
'the., shoe boX, : Place 'the
flashlight- in- the bottom 0 \Che .box so.that the light is

*.',.Centet04 ,011 the: solar ''Connect the 'solar Cell to%the,":.

As the ,.batteries 1./ear, out, the light ,will dim and the cur-
rent readink on the2ammeter will drop off: When batteries
are worn out, figure Cbst per hour and compare.

.-.
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'PURPOSE:

AREA.:

TOP;C:

CONCEPT.:

REFERENCE:
epo

TO:oompare the effectiveness of'phosphatd,Aetergents,:-
non-phosphate detergents, and 'soaps..,

7=9
10 -12

ProdUct Testing
.

,-Detergents and Soap's...

Consumer decision making prodtAtt comparisons

Soap Detergents; and the Environment,.'... The Soap and
Detergent Association;,475 Park Ave. South; New York, N.Y.
:10016. 'Problems with Current Phosgpate,Renlacemek Materials.
Federal Trade 4ommisSion.'.4eariing; April 26, 1971.

DiVidethestudenta:Into five Jab teams.'bive'each team
.

one 4" x 4" square of soiled.fabricand'Z'quart jars: filled.
with hot,Water... .T9',.9ne.of the jars of hot water:

:Team #1. adds liTbsp.

Team #2 adds'l Tbsp.°

Teaw#3.-adds,1 Tbo'.
Teki44-: addal. Tbap.

TeamWaddS nothag,

phosphate deter.:gefit_...,

.

Soap and .1 Tbsp.' washing soda
non-phosphate detergent
to the water (Control):

After each adds particular soap or detergent to. . ,

the.Water, agitat:e0 ja. :Add the 'square of fabric.
Cap,the jar ;and shake ;'for a'given. period of time. Remove,
the fabric'and place. in the other jar. Cap,.and agitate
to xin4e.

. .

ComPare:cleanlinWof the fabriC'Swatches. The experiment ,7v
Could:then:be .run again, using a different type of material'

:forfabries4atch,,and again compare the reaults.
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL0..":

AREA:

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

REFERENCE:

ACTIVITY:

To prOvide a'technique for ,detecting the presence of lead .

in objects 'and products commonly in use.

10-12

Product testing

Testing for Lead in Constimer Prbducts.

Consumer decision making - potental contaminants
4e

Toth, M..jene, Cikach, F. S., and rankovits, N: D., Maple:
Heights City SchOol District Environmental Education' Program,
Final Repor, Maple Heights, Ohio, June 30, 1977, p/ 1472.

Put your sample in a test tube with a few cubic centimeters
of CilM acetic acid. Slowly heat the mixture to boiling'
over your Bunsen burner. (If you are testing a piece of

.

pottery, heat the.aeetic acid to boiling first../then
carefully rinse the acetic acid around the inside of the
pottery and pour it back into your test tnbe.) Cool the
test tube and:its contents inTunning water from the tap.
Add 1 cm3 dithizone solution Stopper the test. tube. with a
cork...and shake it vigoroqsly for 1(Ysecorids: Run a known,
positive by placingCl am' lead nitrate solution, Pb(NO3)2,
and 1 cm3 dithizone in a second tube, Shake'this tube. ' .

Run a control, using: istilled water and dithizone. Record
your results.' COmPare your results with these of other
members of the class.. Was'there,leadAn ydur sample ?.

LEAD TESTS (RESULTS)

4,0'
Description .of
Test Object

Acetic Acid
Time

Positive. Results
(Lead)

Negative Results
No Lead)

ti

: o
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PURPOSE; To test the effdtivenes of different antacids, using a
simulated stomach:

'

'I
",LEVEL: ,101-12

AREA:

TOPIC:.

,

CONCEPT:

'Product Testing

11.

Antacids.

Consumer decision making product comparisons

'REFERENCE: "Excess Stomach Acid Treatillkut - A Cheniistry Laboratory
Project." Science Teacher, Bob Graham, Deodmber, 1973,

-13. 48, Idea #22.,.

ACTIVITY: A simulated stomach is made of 'a 250 ml. Rrlenmeyer flask
towhich 5 ml. Of' 2 M HC1 acid are added ,with a pipette.
The acid is fairly concentrated to react rapidly. Various
medications (Tum's, -Bblaids.,' Milk of, Magnesia tablets, etc.)

are tested individually andseparately by adding tablet
to the acid and allowing the reaction to subsidablets
may be'tested on a per tablet basis or a "prescribed dosage"
basis. ", .

,

The residual acid is then titrated'using.O.25'M NaOH and
phenolphthalein indica(or. 4AitratiOn of the 2 M HC1 acid
is run so that the.efkicacy of eac.,,medication can b&!
assessed in,termsOf 0.25 MITAQH.-.(,

the data should be suitably presented on 4bar graph, and
the results discussed.
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PURPOSE: To.coMpare the quantity of vitaMin C in 'various fruit
drinks by,determining,the amount of the vitamin in each.

LEVEL: 10-12

hoe'
AREA: Product Testing

TOPIC: Vitamin C in Juice Drink

CONCEPT: Consumer decision making.- product comparisons

i '

. ACTIVITY:

. Ascorbic acid reduces the oxidation-reduction indicator dye, 2, '

6-dichloroindophenol to a *olorless solution. At the end point, excess
unreduced dye is rose pink in acid solution. The vitamin is extracted
and titrated in the presence of phosphoric acid - acetic acid or
metaphosphoric acid - acetic acid. - sulfuric acid solution to maintain

, proper acidity for the reaction and to avoid autoxidation of acid at
high pH.

Reagents

Extracting Solutions. 1. Metaphosphoric acid - acid stabilizing
extracting solutions. IUsolve, 'With shaking; 15 g glacial. HP03
pellets oOreshly pulverized stick HP03 in 40 ml of HOAc and 200 ml
Of H20; dilute to about 500 ml, and filter rapidly through fluted paper
:into a small.glass-stoppered ,bottle. ,(HP03 slowly changes to H3PO4; but
if stored in refrigerator, the solution remains satisfactory for 7-10

2. Metaphosphoric acid - acetic acid - sulfuric acid solution.
Proceed as in,(1), but use 0.3 N H2SO4 in place of H20.

Ascorbic Acid Standard Solution. Accurately weigh 50 nig of 1.1SP'4
,,ascorbic acid reference standard that has been stored in a desiccator
away from direct sunlight. jransfer to a 50 ml volumetric flask;
dilutto volume immediat4y before use with HP03-HOAc solution (1 ml
1 mg ascorbic acid).

Indophenol Standard Solution. Dissolve 50 mg of 2,6-dichloroindo-
phenol Na salts (Eastman No. 3463) that has been stored in a disiccator
over soda lime, in 50ml of H2O to which has been added 42 mg of
NaHCO3; shake vigorously, and when the dye dissolves, dilute to 200 ml
with H20. Filter through fluted paper into amber glass-Stoppered
bottle. Keep stoppered, out of direct sunlight, and store in refrigerator.
(Decomposition products that mike .end point indistinct occur in some
batches .of dry indophenol and also'develOp with time in stock] solution.
Add 5.0 mg of extracting solution containing excess ascorbic acid to
15 ml of dye reagent. If reduced solution is not practically colorless,
discard, and prepare new stock solution. If dry.dye is at fault, :obtain
new specimen).
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Transfer three 2.0 nil aliquots of the ascorbic acid standard
r solution to each of three 50 ml Erlenmeyer flasks containing .5.0 ml of

Hp01-HOAc solution. Titrate rapidly with the indophenol solution from
a.50 ml burette until light, but distinct, rose-pink persists at least
5 seconds. (Each titration should require about 15 ml of the indophenol
solution and titrations should check within-0.1 ml.) Similarly, titrate
3 blanks composed of 7.0 ml of the HP03-HOAc solution plus a volume 'of
H2O approximately equivalent to the volume of indophenol solution
used in direct titrations. After subtracting avefage blanks (usually
about 0.1 ml)`from standardizing titrations, calculate and express the
concentration of the indophenol solution as, milligrams ascorbic acid
equivalent to 1.0 ml of reagent. Standardize indophenol solution daily'
with freshly prepared standard ascorbic acid solution.

Thymol Blue pH Indicator--0.04%. Dissolve 0.1 g of indicator by
triturating in agate mortar with 10.75 ml of 0.02 N NaOH and dilute to
250 ml with H20. Transition.range: 1.2 red-2.8 yellow. Fisher
Catalog No. 5-985-B, or equivalent, is suitable.

Preliminary Tests for Appreciable Quantity of Basic Substances
.

Grind a representative sample or express contents from a capsule and
add ca 25 ml of HP03-HOAc solution. Test pH by placing a drop of
thymcil blue indicator on pestle or by using spot plate. (pH 5 1.2
indicates appreciable quantities of basic substances.) For kiquid
preparations, dilute representative sample approximately twofold with
HP03-HOAc solution, before testing with indicator.

Preparation of'Sample Assay Solution.
T

For Dry Materials Containing No Appreciable Quantity of Basic
Substances. Pulverize sa4le by gentle grindihg, add HP03-HOAc solution

41and titrate until sample is in suspension. Dilute w HP03-HOAc
solution to measured volume. Designate this volume as V ml.

(Use Approximately 10 ml of extracting solution per gramof dry
sample. Final solution should contain 10-100 mg of ascorbic acid"per
100 ml.)

For Dry Materials Containing Appreciable Quantities of Basic
Substances. Pulverize sample by gentle grinding, add HP01-HOAc-H2SO4
solution to adjust pH to ca 1.2, and triturate until sample is in sus-
pension. Dilute with HP03-HOAc solution to measured volume. Designate
this volume ap V ml.

(Use ca 10 ml of extracting solution per gram of dry sample. Final
solution should contain 10-100 mg of ascorbic acid per 100 ml.)

For Liquid Materials. Take-quantity of sample containing ca 100,-;mg
of ascorbic acid. If appreciabel quantities of basic substances are
'present, adjust the pH to ca 1.2 with 111103-HOAc-H2SO4 solution. Dilute
with'HP03-HOAc solution to measured voldme containing 10 -100 mg of
'ascorbic acid per 100 ml. Designate this volume,as V ml.,

15i
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For Fruit and Vegetable Juices. Prepare the juice by mixing
thoroughly by shaking to insure uniform sample, and filter through
absorbent cotton or rapid paper. Prepare fresh juices by pressing well-
pulped fruit and filtering.. Express juice of citrus''fruits by one of the
common aevices used for squeezing oranges or lemons, and filter; Add
aliquots of_at least 100 M1 '6,f prepared juice to equal volumes of
HP03-H* solution. Designate total volume as V ml. Mix, and, filter
through'%rapid folded paper (Eaton-Kikeman No 195, 18.5 cm, or equiva
lent).

Determination

Titrate three sample aliquots each containing about 2 mg of ascorbit
acid, and make blank determinations for correction of titratiotis as .'

explained fbr.liquid materials using proper volumes 'of HP03-110Ac solution
and H2O. If. approximately 2 mg of ascorbic acid are contained in sample
aliquot with volume lest than 7 ml, add'HP03-HOAc soll,It4on to give 7 ml
for titration.

Mg ascorbic acid per g, tablet, ml, etc. = (A B) X -(FAE) x (V/X)

where A is the average milliliters' for sample titraIon, B the average
milliliters for sample blank titration; F the milli)gramsof ascorbic
acid equivalent to LO ml of indophenol standard solution,"E the'number-
of.grams, tablets, milliliteri, etc., assayed, 'V'the initial. assay
solution volume, and X the volume sampIelaliquot titrated.

.

ti a
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PURPOSE: To investigate variables influencing gasoline consumption.

LEVEL: 7-9
10-12

4

AREA:, -Natural Rea'ources

TOPIC; ,ConservingGasoline in Automobile-Travel

CONCEPT: Consumer decision taking actors 'in. autoitobile travel.
.

,.

v.. .

ACTIVITY: Gasoline is varrently pnoduced'gromoif, a natural resource
that cannot A replenished:.,:,tt'is also beComilwmoxe
expensive as world supply detTeases. jhere are,O 'number of
variables that influence the mileage;,,a'cat can.pniain.
Some of these variables 'relate to; the pitzikal.::c44.racPeris-,

tics of the car, some to the area in whiCh tW0,4r is d6veril,
and others to driving practices of the driver. ' ":..

4

Listeg below are some of the variables. These variables can
be refined by consulting Consumer Reports or a similar
publication to make a scale for each variable--fronithe most
economical equipment, from the most effective driving
practice to ttieleast effective driving, practice.

Equipment Variables

a. -The weight of the car and the size of the engine,.
have_. the most effect on gasoline mileage. A car
that, weighs 4,800 - 5,200 lbs. will use about
twice `the amount of fuel as will a car of 2,400
to 2,600 ibs.,

b. An automatid transmission normally reduces the gas
mileage (compared to a manual transmission).

c. Optionalcequipment, such as air conditioners and
and 'other items, reduce gas mileage by added weight
and also by operations.

d. Radial tires will increase gas mileage over bias-
ply tires. Savings vary with the type of car, type
of tire, and driving conditions. 0;;

e. A p operly tuned car will usually-Obtain
at east 5 -; 8% better mileage.

2., Dtiving Practices.'

a. The rate of acceleration'is an important variable. in
gasoline consumption. Moderate acceleration will
usually save 10-20% over rapid acceleration:

1 5 S
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b. Gasoline mileage is usually at a maximum between
35 and 40 m.p.h. with no rapid or extensive speed
changes.

c. Extensive changing of speed (fast to slow and slow
to fast) decreases gas mileage.

d. Use of the brake and driving in low gear ranges
decreases gas mileage.

e. Warm-up or idling the engine increases theconsump-
tion of gasoline. The amount used varies with the
type and size of the engine. Substantial savings,
can be obtained by reducing idling in a car with a
large engine.

3e Driving Conditions.

.

a. Stop and go driving (city) increases gsoline
consumption

increase gasoline consumption:,
so

Hilly or mountainous terra .n increases gasoline
consumption.

.e.

74
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b.. PURPOSE: - To learn to read an electric meter and to show the savings
that come from wise electrical use.,

LEVEL: 7-9
10-12

AREA: Natural Resources

TOPIC: Electric,Meters

CONCEPT: Energy use and 'cost

ACTIVITY: After some background on'reading eleCtrip;meterphis
"homework" activity can be done:

Have the students keep track of the amount of electricity
used for &period of time, such, as one week. Then have
them figure cost using information-gathered fram t ele
company. The following week, have them ask their amily
to conserve energyA6S,. shutting off unnecessary hts,
keepinga1.r-condit4Ofirig or hea4ngto a comfort ble min

using the oven for several thingeht,a tithe:instead
f heating it up separately every time,.*4tc. Record amount

used and again figure cost and savings over the last period.
Recognition can be given to students demonstrating the
savings of energy. The activity can also include gas or
other energy sources.

Note: Power company public relations personnel would
probably. be able to provide or suggest a resource person.

R
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PURPOSE: To investigate various factors related to the use ofwood
, for4ieating.

LEVEL: 7-9
10-12

, AREA:

TOPIC:

Natural Resources

Heating Fuels

CONCEPT.. Consumer decision making - comparison of fuel costs.

,REFERENCE: Toth,' N. June, Cilach, F. S., andFrankovits, N. D.;
Maple Heights City SchooLDistrict Environmental Education
Programs,.Final Report. Maple Heights, Ohioy June 30,
pp. 1 -4.,'

.J

'ACTIVITY. an people are cOnVe.. rting
.. .

,

it homes or heatifig parts
other fuels til'imod to heat
their homes wittimood

Table 1 gives the approximate )Teight and heating::.Value per
cord of different woods, both

TABLE

green and air-dried.

WEIGHT- , AVAILABLE HEAT.
GREEN AIRD:RIED GREEN AIR-DRIED

Pounds Pounds Million Million
BTU BTU

Ash 3,840 3,440 16.5 20.0
Aspen 3,440 2,160 10.3. 12.5
Beech, American 4,320 3,760 17.3 21.8
Ilirch, yellow 4,560 3,680. 17.3 21.3
40, American 4,320 2,960 14.3 17.2
tiaple, red 4,000 3,200 15.0 18:6
Aap/e., sugar 4,480 3,680 18.4 21.3
Oak, red 5,120 3,680 17.9 21.3
Oak, white 5,040 3,920 19.2 22.7
Vine, eastern white 2,880 2,080 12.1 13.3

,

Air-dried means with 20 percent moisture in terms of oven-
dry weight, or 16.7 percent in terms of total air-dr ed
weight. One BTU (British Thermal Unit) is the amou t of
heat required to raise the temperature of one pound f
water 1 F.; Available heat equals calorific value, minus
loss due to moisture, minus loss due to water vapor formed,'
minus loss in. heat carried away in dry chimney gas. Flue
temperature 450 F., no excess air., (Data supplied.by
Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.)
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SPECIES ,

White Oak

:Spgar Maple;:

-

Table 2 shows the relationship-betWeen.species, pounds
per cord, usable fuel value per cord and the Price per cord
equivalent to oil at 42c per gallon. Keep in mind that
this table was computed using 657 oil burner efficiency
and a stove efficiency of 50%. Furnace eTficienCies
typically range betty en 50-757 while wood stove effiCiencies
range from 157 for fireplace up to 85% for air tight
stoves under optim conditions.

TABLE

AVERAGE DENpITX:.
lbs /cord

201:Moisture.
CONTENT

1+400

4,000

American Beech 4,000

Red Oak 3,9Q0

Yellow Birch 3,800

White Ash 3,700

American Elm 3,400

Red Maple 3,400
0

Paper Birch 3,400

Douglas Fir 2,900

Eastern White 2,200
Pine

2

POTENTIAL
USABLE FUEL
VALUE PER CORD

jl3TUs).

PRICE/CORD
Q504 FFICIENCY
sIttIVALENT TO OIL
AT 42c/gallon

31480(5,000 $71.14

. 28;000,000 $68.61

28,000,000 $64.68

2L300,000 $63.06,

26,.600i1300 $61.44

25,000,000 $59.83

3,800,000 $54.9.7

23,800,000 $54.97

23,800,000 $541.97

21.,400,000 $49.43

15,800,000 $36.49

Activityl: Stove Design

Homemakers are turning td wood for heat as the price of
heating oil goes up.' Problems have arisen, however, in the
transition from oil heat titwood heat due to the lack of
homeowner experience wiih ?he convenient and isafe methods
of cutting, splitting afig burning wood. In this activity,
you will be thinking of ways to improve stove efficiency,
wood burning convenience and stove safety.
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Part 1 !3tove Design

Design, using proper drafting techniques,a wood burning,stove.
that incorporates the following, features:.

a: inexpensive materials
b. ease of construction
c.

d. heat output control
e. mibimum creosbte,buildep in flue
f. ease of 'operation
g. ,;.he'auty

.h.afety 'in operation;
f. 4,0iCiency

7" - .
Make a drawing of your design.;: Outline hawyour stove satis-
fies each of these design:features. OPtionaW'liat'Con-
strOCtion materials and theirrrcoSt. .List'constructOn
procedure

.'j4#
a

Part 2 - Wood Burning Convenience
.

List ten ways to make wood'heat More Convenient. '(i.e.,
decrease the number of times the wood, is handled, combine
storage and drying facilities) List and describe specific
tools and facilities that would make the handling and burning
of wood easier. (i.e., house modifications such,as enlarged
basement openings, attached wood sheds, etc.) Optional:
sketch one or more of your ideas.

Part 3 - Safety.

Insurance rates for homeowners who burn wood in space heaters
are'higher than for homeowners-who burn oil. The BIgher
rates are in part,due to the number of improperly installed
and poorly operated stoves which cause house fires. Call
your local fire inspector and find out what safety precautions

-are necessary for installing and operating a wood stove.

Activity 2: Cost of tieing Wood Fuel

Part 1 - Comparison of'Wood Fuels to Other Fuels

USe-the datajn Table ;1 to calculate the cost of the mast
common green and airdry wood,in your area to (1) coal,
(2) fuel oil, (3) piped gas, (4) bottled gas, and (5)

s7,

electricity.

4/

Part 2 - Comparison of Cost of Green Wood to Cost of Air
Dried Wood ,

Use the data in Table 1 to detennine a reasonable difference
to-expect in the cost of a cord of green wood compared to
the cost of.a cord of air-dried wood.
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PURPOSE: , To investigate o

LEVEL:

REA :

TOPIC:

CONCEPT:

;NOTE:

ACTIVITY:

consumption of.v.arious resources.

. Natural Resources

Consumption of Natural. Resources

Relationship of rite of use ofiresources to .community factors.

Figures cited are average of tzose reviewed. They are neither
the high nor the low figures.

activitiesPresented are a series of aftivities that can be used to
focus on the problems of consumption and use of resources.
Suggested questions will be applied to most activities, but
you should consistently raise at,least these questions:

1. Is the resource Fenewable (wood vs. oil)?;

2. ean the "waste" be recycled (newspapers)?;

3. Can the "waste" be re-used or used in some other way
(motor oil)?; and ._

4. Can the use be reduced, by changes in 'technology or
methodology {wastewate reduction)?

To net the needs of the average U.S. community itpproximatetly
140-160 gallons of clean water are needed per person per.ddY.

1. Use the. population of yOur community to determine the'
amount of water that would be; needed by an average water
system:

a. each day
b. each week

each month
d. eadh-syear....

Consult the water department in your town city, or
ral area. Determine the average use in your community

pe day. ,It your. use higher or lower than the "average"V
Why o you believe it is higher or lower?

. What a major, users of water in yOur caunity?
How could the use of.clean water be reduced?'

Americans ,use

figures vary,
Were used inj
metal; energy,

large number of metal cans each. year. While
t is estimated that over 35,000,000,040 cans
75. 'This represents an extensive use of
wed Money:
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1. Keep a record for

a.

b.

c.

How many cans
How jnany cans

that week?
What' % of the

one week.

does your family use?
did your family use per person forlo.

cans'were recycled (compared to those
that were thrown away)?

2. Is recycling of, cans done in your ,community? If no,
discuss how such an effort might be started. If yes,
discuss the proceis in class.,

.).

3,. Compare the costs, of items, in throW,away bottles (non-
'retUrnabIel, returnable bottles and cans. .11Discusdthe'.
data'arid whether tile pricing struCtureencourage**.
discourages conservation.

Daring ,x.974 it is estimated that United States Service

stations.disposedof over 450,000,000 gallon's: of tithed oil.
bisposaf.Of used oil canbe both a waste of natural resources
and -an environmental:- problem.

1. Check with service stations in your community.to.determine.
how theydispose,of motor oil. wastes.

a. Are they dumped?
1. In the sewer system?
2.' Outside' - intoa'groUnd or water deposit area?
-3. If yes,.,tp.either.of the above, what' the

potential hazards to the community?

b. Are they recycled?
1.- For re -use as a motor oil?
2. For chemicals?
3. For use as a fuel?
4. For use as a road binder?
5. Other?

o. If the oil is not reused, try to deterMine why.

d. ,If the oil is re -used, consider howthe oil might.
be better used from the .standpoint of wise use of:'-
.natural resources.
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PURPOSE: To-investigate ways 'of. reducing water constimption in the e ..

home.

LEVEL: 7-9

10-12 Spy

1"

AREA:: - .Natural,Resoures
. .

TOPIC: Water Conservation

CONCEPT: Consumerdecision making reductiOn of water ubagean
,

associated cost .
. ,v

REFERENCE: Nate%) Conservation and:Wasteflow ReductAn ,in, the Home." :

Special Circdfar L84. William., Sharpe, The Pennsylvania
`StateUniversity College of Agriculture; Exteuspn Service...
and The Institute for Researih oti, Land and Water: Resources-,

.,..
University Park, Tennsylvania. -'

.

AQTIVITy: .Read the attached arii,ole_an_compaosis_for
your_family_ ...,

__-....-.,

with, the, estimated costs in the article._
0

For most of 'Uswater is never more than a few steps away: The
opening of-a faucet, the,press of a button, or the turn of.a cap is
all'that is necessary, to quench our thirst. This 'closeness of water'
to our daily activitipAellS ug that 1) water is-relatively.abundant
and 2) it is vital to our existence.

,

In spite of its importance, all of us take water for granted. We
are unconcerned with 'thp source. of water flowingfrOm the tap how
the water has been heated'- before ,,arriving aeonr,hames. As :g'
we have water in unlimited,supply and of 'Obviously goOd,quality we
are satisfied.;-

, '
) .;' ^':-

..

. w

-As polIdtion of ,our water resources4ncreaaes, bhe degree- of
treatment-rAfred.to, improve :the quality df this to the point
where4t. Ace,1).114-e for home use also increases.. Elaborate'and
expenalteka,ir treatment fadilities are4beComi4'necesgary in marry'

:.,Lirea""- untry. True, the fight againSt water pollution has
. ' test;/

.,, eaner water in-many areas, but,nationaily we are still'
folly b q than is .being'xleaned up. In :Many areas grAnd.waier,*

',*supp144 -fo Andivi u homes are becoming polluted. 'These ,peoble are!

" i
tihablt.to Affordexpensive individual water-treatment;deviced; Conse-',,
quent1:57, they are.facedwith.the grim'epr9spectOf buying drinking Ater
and 1144.ng it hauledto their homea. t,'."--

,

' f

When'one,addsto pollution the.fact of increasing water demands,
-1* situation does not.looksanzi better. ,The average'use of witer.per. . .

,,personlhas risen frah 115 gallons per day in 1920 to 150 gallons in
1960. This upward trend appears to be continuing. In Addition: new
"hotisehblds are being foimed at the rate of 2 million per year'wh an

. . -
-.. ,

, i
,,..
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expected increase to 3 million per year by 1980. This translates to
an increased water usage rate of'623 million gallons per day in 1971
over 1970, and a projected rate of increase of 915 million gallons per
day in 1980 over 1979. Total water consumption for domestic use will
increase by 7 billion-gallons per day in the nine years between 1971
and 1980.

Most of the water that comes into our homes is used to remove
.waStes.. Washing clothes, dishes and'olerselves, plu4 flushing the toilet
and washing the car account for modt,ot the water used in the home.
Drinking and cooking are really insignificant uses of water compared
to the amount we use foi waste removal. 'The following chart is an
example of how water is used-by.a typical AmeriCan family of-four.

Use

O

Gallond Use d4
per Day

1. Dishwashing 15
.42. Cooking, drinking 12
3. Utility sink (washing hands, etc.) 5
4. Laundry 35 ,

5. Bathing 80
6. Bathroom sink 8
7. Toilet 100

255

Several things are apparent from the chart. Toilet water usage is the
largest of any of the items on the list. It accounts for mom water
than all other categories combined with the exception Of bathing.
Next to bathing, the most water is used for doing the laundry.

'Now let us look at what happens to this 255 gallons ofwater after
it has been used in the home and leaves as wastewater. Let us assume
that the drains from the home are connected to a seweeline.e.t.These
sewer lines run under the streets of the town to the-sewate'treatment
plant. Wastewater usually flows in these pipes by gravityi.consequently,
they are called gravity sewers. In older towns !tom drains are con-
nected to this,system so that rainwater also goes to the sewage treat-
ment plant. During periods of high rainfall much ,of theflow'must be
diverted around the treatment plant and into streams bec'use the plants
cannot handle the increased volume of wastes. Newer wastewater collec-
tion systems separate storm water into storm sewers and wastewater into
sanitary sewers.

There are basically two types of sewage treatment, primary and._
secondary. Most new plants are required to have both of these treatments.
Some of the most modern plants have a th?rd type of treatment known as

'tertiary. During primary treatment,,.solid materials are removed from the
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wastewater, 14 .is,donelty Pirstfassing the wastewater through a
'series of screens. :Rua'.,screns remove th larger'floating objects.
From there the waste,water passesbinto a grit chamberswhich allows
sand and small stones to settle out. The wastewater then moves out
of:tfi,e srit chamber into a sedimenta!on tank where the smallest
particles suspended in the wastewater septie tthe,hottom, producing
a black, oily appearing sludge. Finally theWastewater is chlorinated,
If secondary treatment follows primary treatment, chlorination is the
last step in the secondary treatment proces.

.

iSecondary treatment removes up to 90 percent of the organic matter
contained in the wastewater after primary treatment. IEnot removed,
this organic matter would robthe receiving' streams of oxygen. The two

-types of secondary treatment used most widely are the trickling filter
and activated sliidge methods. The. trickling filter consists simply of
a bed,of stones'verying in depth from three to ten feet through which
waste water is trickled. The stones are colonized by bacteria which
"feed on'tDe organic mart {in the wastewater as it passgs over them.
In this'way most of the "genic matter is removed from the wastewater.
Pipes atthe bottom of these stone bedsserry off the leaner water to .

'be chlorinated and released to the receiving stream.

pe activated sludge process uses a difgerent medhs to accOplish
the 'Arne end aathe trickling filter. The work of 'the bacteria is 'speeded
.4 by the addition of air.and,sludge, laden with bacteria, to the waste-,
water. This:is done in an aeration talk. -After several hours in the
aerat $Sn tanIs the wastewatev is conveyed to a sedimentation tank where

.

'solid materiallosettle out. The Wastewater is then chloripated and
released to the receiving strum; while the sludge is conveyed back into
the aeration tanks for reuse.

'After primary and secondqry treatment 4he wastewater gtill contains
nutrient materials such as niErogen.and phosphorus which may 'Cause
problems of over-fertilization in receiving streaS4., To cope with this
problem various tertlary"treatments are being developed. One othe most
promising of these involves the application of secondary treated waste-
water to land through a spray-irrigation sygtem.,'The vegetation and'
soil material act as a 'living filter" tot remdtTe' thpas ilutri94materiais
which are then available as plant fertilizer. AlterEatives. to spray7
irrigation involve mechanical removal of nitrogen from wastewater by
a system that copie natural processes. 1,6wer volumes of sewage result
in a better primary and secondary treatment.

Other sewage disposal systems are widely used. Two such 'system
are lagoons and septic tanks. A septic tank is simply a concrete taffk
into which wastes from an individual home flow. In the tank solids

° 'settle to the bottom and bacteria begin to break down some of the
organic matter. The overflow from the septic tank flows into an under-
ground drainage field where soil organisms complete the breakdown of the
sewage. Unfortunately, septic tanks work well only on soil that can
accept the septic tank overflow at an adequate rate. Generally, the
less water moving through this type of system the better.

do"'
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Lagoons are often used as a less expensive way to treat sewage
from small communities. °they consist of an oxidation pond or ponds in
whi-Ch the sewage i8 broken down by,bactexia...Oxygen is supplied by the
air, and sunlight supplies energy to help in the,treatment process.
The voldme of wastes is espdcially critical in lagoons. This treatment
procesa'is slow; consequently, wastewater must be retained in the system
for several days or more Upending on conditions at. the lagoon.

Water' Conservation

As we have seen, j.t takeS' a lot of.effort and expense'to.keep an
.adequate supply of good. w4w-fliming from the_taps in our homes and
to dispose of the wastewater that results'from home water use.' It "
should be obvious that the lessVater we use, the less,effort and expense
is required to supply us With water. SimilaAy, the less water we use,

'-the'smaller the volume of wastewater produced and the less it costs to.
treat i5e, Where sewage. treatment plantsaresalready overloaded, a
reduction in wastewater volumewoUld lessen, ollution Significantly by
improving waste treatment.

The conservation of water used in the home, unlike other efforts
to conserve electrical energy:and save heating oil, doe& not require,
a change -in life-seSrle or pefsonal habits: .Unlike expensive auto

.emission control equipment, the simplest water, conservation measures
cost only afew Cents, and even the more expensive ones easily'pay for,
themselves over time. 'All of these measures will actually save you money.
Almost all ghe;devices are designed to save water while resulting in
a.minimum of inconvenience to.the water consumer. The water conservation
measures. we'are'about.to discuss actually make life a little easier and
a little cheaper.

WATER-USING APPLIANCES

Automatic Washer& -- The most common water-using home appliance is the
automatic washer. Its convenience and labor saving value'to the house-

-wife have been tremendous. Unfortunately, automatic washers'use much
more water than the old wringer-style' washer. ,Water consumptionby
automatic washers ranges from 20 to 30 gallons per wash load, the exact
agurarying according to habits of the user and the type of washer.'
Washeks with suds'savers use less water by providing for the reuse of
wash/water for a second 'wash load.

`water savings may also be achieved by automatic Washers that allow
.the amount of water usedto,be adjusted for load size. This feature
enables the housewife to use less. water for smaller loads of clothes.
If a washer does not have this'feature, water can still be saved by
washing only when there are enough soiled clothes to Fise a,full load.

Automatic Dishwashers -- The automatic dishwasher has done much to relieve
the hOusewite of this unpleasant mealtime chore; however, dishwashers
use water extravagantly, between 13 and 19.gallons of water per day.
If dishwashers are. loaded to-tapacitY for each use, worthwhile water
savings can beAtained.

1 0
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It should be noted that following the above procedures to.saVe,
water also saves energy by limiting hot water use in automatic washers.
and dishwashers (it takes energy to heat water);

WATER-SAVING DEVICES '

Faucet Aerato -,- Faucet aerators are alfeady in wide use. Faucets
with aerator provide a.nice even flow and reduce splashing.. By
mixing water with air they reduce the amount of water flowidg from a*
faucet. The air added to the water as it leaves the faucet makessa
stream of air and .water. This give's tile illusion that more water is
flowing from'the tap that actually is.. When water is left running
to wash something, as in rinsing dishes or washing one's hands, less
`water is actually used.

Faucet aerators are easy to install and quite inexpensiV.d. The
45 following table gives cost estimates for the faucet aerator:

OOST EXTIMATES FQR A FOUR MEMBER FAMILY;

Material cost 2 aerators @ *$1.50'

Labor'cost '1/6 hr. (non-professional)
Total installation cost
Expected life (15 years)
Colit per year

Maintenance. and power-saved per year
Cost-of-water saved per yqar

2 gpd (365 day/yr) X $.42/1000 gal.
Cost of power saved'per'year
.(k) (2$pd)- (365 day/yr) X $.44/1000 gal.

Cost of sewage saved per year
2 gpd (365day/yr) X $.44/1000 gal. '

Total savings pet year.
Net savings per year $.0.7 $.20
Water saved pet day.-- 2 gallons

$3.00

3.00

.20
0

,31

.24

.32

.87

.67

0

Spray Taps Spray tip's are one of thg latest developments in water-
saving devices. These taps are actually mini-shot:lers designed for ulft:
in lavatory sinks and wash basins. Water is- sprayed from-the tap raiber
than issuing forth in a single stream as is the case with conventional %.
,faucets. The spray allows for faster washing and rinsing with less
water.use as a consequence. When.such devices are conbiped with thermm7
staiic.mixing valves water savings df up to 90 percent are claimed by
the manufaCturer. The saving'of Hot water is especially significant,
since it, results in a saving of 'energy as well:

1.63
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Cost of sewage saved per year '1.90
Total savings per'year 12.00
Net savings per year

10.00 .,

Water saved: per. day -- 24 gallons

Flow Control Devices -- These are usedgO limit the rate of flow from
shower heads and'faucets. These devices. are usuallynoehingmorethan
valves that fie into the supply lines for faucets ot'ShOWers. Flow
is usually limited to 2.5 gallons per minute. from fadcets andO gallons

.

per minute from showers.' Normal flow from showers varies'between
5. to 15.gallons per minute. Water savings of 50 to 70 percent are
claimed-fOr fl&w-limiting shower heads and up to 50 percent for faucets.
Assuming average shower usage, more than 2,000 gallOns of water may be
saved per-person per year. A similar type of device is the

(y thermostatid
mixing valve. These .alves.permit mixing of hot and cold water to
preset-temperatures. '1.ater'issues.from.the tap at this temperature.
In this manner water is not wasted while its temperatute is being adjusted
I* manipulating the hot and cold water faucets.'

ir.

Substantial savings can be achieved with flowlimiting devices
in shower heads. The fol'iowing table .estimates their savings.

COST ESTIMATES FOR A. FOUR MEMBER FAMILY

Material cost flow control's6werthead
,

@ $15.00 $15.00,
Labor cost 2 hr. @ $7.50/hr. 15.00
Total installation cost "' 30.00
Expected life (15'years)
Cost per year , . :: , 2.00
Maintenance and power Cost per year ... .0'
Cost of water savedper year 3:70
Cost of power saved per year

, 4.40

?Improved Float Assemblies -- Float assemblies of improved design,hre
now available at most hardware stores. These are easily installed in
most conventional waterclosets and sell for'aboui four or fivq dollars.
Water'savings are achieved using these devices by adjEistitig them to4v4,
maintain a lower wate, level in the toilet reservoir.

, Same manufacturers
also claim that their\devites facilitate the detection of leaks..
Flushing efficiency is,not impaired when)Vater levels are lowered using
one of these deyices.

. .

Shallow Trap toilets -- Shallow trap toilets are now being manufactured
in,this country. They? e required, locat.plumbing codes in some .

,areas of. the East. The p.

;

incipar feature of this type of talet is a
smaller'water reservoir t an that of a conventional toilet. These toilets
use only 31/2 gallons perfldsh as compared:to 5 or'6 gallopS for a stan-
dard ,-

toilet. This amounts'to a savings of 71/2 gallons per day for the

. 16.9
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average person. Shallow trap toilets are operated the same way as
,conventional toilets and qre' no different in appearance. The follow-
ing table compares costs and savings of shallow trap toilets.

COST ESTIMATES FOR A FOUR MEMBER FAMILY

Material Cost (1 shallow trap'water closet) @$70.20 70:20
LabOr cost.4 hrs. @ $7.50/hr. 10.00
Total installation cost d 100E20
Expected life (20 years)
Cost per year

s 5.01
Maintenance and power cost per.year 0
Cost of water saved pet year 4.60
Costof p wet; saved per yeirg- 0
.Cost of sew e saved per:year 4.80
Total saving per year 9.40
Net savings er year 4.39
Water saved p r day -- 30 gallons

It

__/

Flush Valves -- Flush valves are widely used in office and other com-'
mercial buildings.* They do not require a reservoir as_do conventional
household toilets. The flush valveautamatically delivers the required
volume of water to flush, the toilet with no excess, to be wasted. Water
flow ceases when flushing is completed. Flush valves-are especially
adapted to instaAation,asia two cycle syatet in which two volumes of
water are utilized for flushing, one for feces and a smaller one for
urine. This is made possible by'installing two valves in parallef'in
the water line. A disadvantage of flUsh valvei is that they require
larger water supply lines than are standard in most homes; however* this.
would not preclude their use.

tr. .

Initial' costs of flush valvestwould'be 11410,r4 than any.of the )
devices that we have thUslar Iookdd at, but cbstfreductions in 4ater
and sewage would offset. th e costs in the long run.. The folloWinitt.

40Prs
table analyzes these co4i ,

,,1+3

COST ESTIMATES`VOR A 'FOUR MEMBER FAMILY.

stis,
A-1 Valve

.4/
. 4
.460.00 $100.00

37.50' , 45.00
97.50 145.00

61,0 9:5;
.75 1.50

Material cost 1 or. 2 flusti valves $40 ea.t
piping $20' .

Labor cost 5-6 hr. ,@ $7.50/hr.
Total installation costi, .

Expected life (15 yearel)
'Coat per year

Maintenance and.power cost per yearpF
AN' ,

.5.7*

i64

;..,*
7 0 .

r ,

'2 Valves
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COST ESTIMATES FOR A FOUR MEMBER FAMILY'
(Continued)

'Cost of water saved per year
'Cost of power saved per year
Cost of sewage saved per year
Total savings per year
Net savings
Water saved per day: 1 valve - 30 gallons

2 valves)... 62 gallons, de

1 Valve 2 Vel. ves

4.60 7.057

0 0

4.80 7.40
9.40 14.45
2.15 3.30

Siphon-Jet Toilets -- Siphon-jet toilets are so called because when
flushed, water is 'siphoned from the toilet reservoir rather than emptied
by grayity flow. Such a design permits smaller volumes of water 'to be
utilized in flushing the toilet bowl. Toilop of this type have been
used in Britain for many years and,are now available in this country.
Water' use or U. S. modelstis reported the manufacturer to be ,gone
third o hat for his conventional models. ;'

'

fmprovement to'this toilet that Is finding wide acceptance
Bri n is the two cycle siphon-jet toilet. The difference :40,4V

toilet and the standard siphon toilet is that there are two se to
h cycles, one for urine and one for feces. ,Whe solid waste flu
le uses 2.5 gallons per,flush while the liquid waste cycle'uses

ly 1.25 gallons per flush.. The flush cycles are initiated by a short,
sharp pull on the flush handle for the smaller Amount of water, and a
oilier, more persispantTpull for the larger amount of water. W114ei*

figures are, compared to the 5 to 6 gallons of water used '06,
flisi.our standard toilets, the tremendous potential water savintir'is

Unf tunately; these .toilets are not as yet being manufactured

710'

By cam hng several of the cater sa ng devices that have been T.
diSCussed an even greater total saving o0,rater can be obtaiSed. For
instance, if ';a shallow trap toilet reservOir, a flow control shower
head, and two faucet aerators are installed in a single -home, Ntle cost
estimates would be as in the following table.

;



COST ESTIMATES FOR A FOUR MEMBER FAMILY

Material cost 1 shallow trap res. @ $70.20
1 flow control shower @ $15

2 aerators @ $ 1.50
Labor cost 6 hr. @ $7.50/hr.
Total installation cost
Expected life (15 years)
Cost per year
Maintenance and power cost per year
Cost of water saved per year
Cost of power saved per year
Cost of sewage saved per year
Total savings per year
Net savings per year
Water-saved per day -- 56 gallons

$ 88.20

45.00
133.20

6.45
0

8.10
4.37
8.62

21.09
14.64

Recycling Wastewater -- The recycling of resources is a popular concept
that has wide implications in resource conservation. Recycling has a
definite place in home water use. Various methods suchips distillation,
freezing, reverse osmosis, electrodialysis, and refinements to processes
already in use such as oxidation, chemical-mechanical removal, and
filtration show promise. All of these methods currently have severe
limitations which prevent their widespread adoption. _In most cases
such treatment is 10ply-too expensive.

Recent studies have shown that wastewater from sink, bathtub, and
laundry drains is satisfactory for reuse in toilet flushing without
treatment other than simple filtering. Wastewater from .these drains
can be stored in a tank connected to the toilet reSqrVoir:' In this
manner most of the, water usually requited for toilet fltishing can be
saved. A system of this type has been in operation at the Grand Canyon
for many years'. Staining agents and bacteria may pose problens with
this type of reuse. Color and murkiness will normally also be present
to a degree. This may be Objectionable to soigne people.- Recycling of
water to flush toilets is already in use in some water7short.areas of
the country. Below is a cost estimates table for a home.with a Waster.
water recycling system for toilet flushing.
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COST ESTIMATES FORA FOUR MEMBER FAMILY

Material cost tanks and piping @ $95
pump and filter @ $140

8235.00

Labor cost 12 hrs. @ $7.50/hr. 90.00Total installati,on cost
325.00Expected life 10 }ears (main components)

CoSt per year
32.50Maintenance and power cost per year 3.65Cost of water saved per year
16.10`Cost of power saved per year . 0Cost of sewage saved per year
15.30Total savings peryear
31.40Net savings per year
4.75Water sal.* per.day 100 gallons

Vacuum System -- In this systema vacuum pump removes wastes from thetoilet and transports them to a holding tank from which.they are fedinto the sewer line. Such a system uses a mere 10 percent of the water
required by the standard flush toilet. This type of systeM is tooexpensive for installation in individual homes but it appears to be
attractive where many toilets can be joined to a central .vacuum systemas in hotels or housing 4evelopments. The effects that vacuum systemSwillshay9. on conventional sewage treatment facilities is not known.

Many devices are available to conserve water, .reduce wasteflow,and save ehergy in the home. Most of these deVices are inexpensive and
. relatively easy toinsta1.1. Over.the long aulithese devices will saveyou money on fuel,, electric, sewage andwater bills,,at no inconvenienceto you. IT water-saving devices. are adopted on a community-wide basis,millions of galloris of water can be saved, These sevings'may b ymore time for Planners, delay the need4orexpensive.water and caste -water treatment expansion, improve water quality by lessening ph loadon sewage treatment and septic tank syste'ms, and help conserve ourvaluable energy resources. The result will-be a cleaner environment ----for everyone.
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